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Creating a Paratrooper's Hell . . . 
And Jumping Into It 

An introduction to Air Assault on Crete 
By Mark G. McLaughlin 

An airborne invasion is probably the most 
thrilling move for an amateur general in any modern 
wargame. The solid, steadfast defender can be 
outflanked, outmaneuvered and outfought in a 
series of daring, dazzling machinations as the 
airborne glory boysleap into the enemy's vulnerable 
rear areas. Confusion spreads throughout the battle 
zone as the defender discovers that his units are 
pinned, pocketed and pulverized by the parachute 
infantry. A few units form up and break through the 
attacker's cordon, but the defense is shattered, the 
position lost, and the game becomes a contest 
between the pursuers and the ragged rear guard of a 
routed army. 

This humiliation of an opponent is the major 
attraction of the airbornearn. Whether it's the82nd 
Airborne Division breaking up the Normandy 
defenses in D-DAY or the Fliegerkorps seizing 
London in TIIIRD REICH, the smug satisfaction 
which the attacking player derives from his brilliant 
move is almost enough to make thedefending player 
wish he'd loaded the die. 

In wargarne terms, this boils down to a total of 
312 ground combat factors, more than half of which 
are parachute forces. The Luftwaffe is represented 
by 21 bombardment factors and five road interdic- 
tion counters, all of whichareavailable for three out 
of every four turns (the fourth turns are night turns). 

The defense of the isle of Crete is entrusted to the 
Commonwealth (British-Australian-New Zealand- 
Greek) player. His forces, the remnants of the Allied 
army which retreatedfrom Greecein 1941, comprise 
the equivalent of four divisions. Two of these 
divisions, the Australians and New Zealanders, 
have powerful combat units. The divisionand a half 
of British troops include some of the finest names in 
His Majesty's Army (Black Watch, Argyll and 
Sutherland Highlanders, Rifle Corps, etc.), but the 
bulk of the force consists of a ragamuffinmish-mash 
of weak infantry battalions, barely mobile non- 
combat units and unreliable armored sections. Ten 
"regiments" of Greeks, each comparable in strength 
to a German company, round out the defender's 
armv. 

Avalon Bill's newest release, AIR ASSAULT 
ON CRETE, is the first wargarne which pitsa purely 
airborne force against a relatively static defense. 
The attacker can play and execute an airborne 
assault almost from scratch. CRETE is a paratroop 
commander's dream: a blitzkrieg from the skies. 

The German player has at his command the 
cream of the Nazi war machine: a reinforced 
airborne division, complete with gliders, anti-tank 
guns and light artillery. To support this powerful 
lightning bolt, he has a large force of bombers, 
fighter-bombers and strafing planes which can 
neutralize enemy anti-aircraft batteries, hinder 
troop movements or act as flying artillery against his 
opponent's strongholds. A crack mountain division 
is available to reinforce the paratroopers once an 
airfield is secured, and two convoys of tanks, 
artillery and infantry can be landed to further 
strengthen the airborne regiments. 

The Cretan Force (aptly named) beginswith I47 
combat attackfactors. An additional 16factors may 
come in later in the game as reinforcements. A 
handful of coast guns and heavy flak batteries are 
available to help defend against the German 
convoys and aircraft. The defender does have the 
advantage of inverting his units for concealed 
placement and movement, and ten decoys are 
provided to help further confuse the German player. 

Each playePs forces are dissipated across the 
various sectors of the three boards which comprise 
the map of Cre.te. The Commonwealth player is 
placed to defend four sectors: Suda Bay, and the 
three airfields at Malerne, Retimo and Heraklion, 
respectively (See Figure I). The Suda group is 
further divided into an Inner force (around the 
port), an Outer force (near the Maleme sector 
boundary) and a Middle f o m  (located between the 
other two forces). The German player is similarly 

divided, in that most of his airborne forces are pre- 
designated to attack in each sector of the Cretan 
defense. 

In a comparison of the initial dispositions, (See 
Figure I) the German airborne forces alone either 
approximate or exceed the Commonwealth forces 
in each of the four battlesectors. Should their attack 
succeed in controlling an airfield within the first few 
turns, the might of the mountain division can upset 
the delicate balance of power on the island. The 
committal of air power, convoys and paratroop 
reinforcements can heavily tip the balance in favor 
of the Germans in any given sector. 

FIGURE I: Attack factors available by sector in 
AIR ASSAULT ON CRETE. 
SECTOR GERMAN COMMONWEALTH 

NOTE: Total does not include 21 LuRwaffe factors available on 
each daylight turn. & m n  convoys begin landing turn2or later. 
G r m n  Au Landing units come in at carnured airfields. 

Unlike the German player, the Commonwealth 
player has little chance of reinforcing his scattered 
commands. The only way he can shift troops around 
is by using the coastal steamer to transfer one 
battalion between the ports. The reinforcinggroups 
which come on later in the game will not arrive in 
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time to affect the defense. The Commonwealth 
player is thus fated to do battle in isolated combat 
groups. 

On paper, therefore, the Commonwealth player 
has little hope of holding the island in the face of his 
opponent's high mobility and two-to-one superiori- 
ty. The airborne attacker's dream appears to have 
come true in AIR ASSAULT ON CRETE. 

This advantage often creates a cocksureattitude 
which closely resembles that held by General Kurt 
Student, commander of the German f o m s  in the 
real air assault on Crete. In May, 1941, Student 
produced an imaginative and daring plan of attack 
which resulted in the wholesale slaughter of the 
parachute army. The island fell, but the Common- 
wealth forces pulled a Dunkirk-like evacuation. The 
heavy German losses convinced Adolf Hitler that 
airborne assaults were foolhardy ventures, and he 
forbade his generals to launch any major combat 
jumps for the remainder of the war. 

A German player who prepares to play CRETE 
with a similar disposition will suffer an equally 
disastrous fate. Although the Commonwealth 
player is weaker and less mobile than the airborne 
army, he has the bite of a wounded lion cornered in 
his own den. 

I. Defending Crete- 
The Commonwealth forces are already divided 

into specific brigade groups. The two easternmost 
groups, those at Retirno and Heraklion, have 
powerful combat units but are not large enough to 
fight their way towards the main army a t  Suda. 
MaIeme, in the far west, can be cut off by even a 
moderately rrapable German player. The "main 
army", spread out over the Suda sector, has only six 
strong battalions; its other units are one-factor 
battalions and nonxombat service troops. 

In order to win, thedefender must either hold all 
three airfields a t  the end of the eighth turn or 
eliminate 75 victory points of Germans while 
evacuating 80 victory points of his own forces. The 
Commonwealth player should resign himself to 
losing at least one airfield: German air power and 
reinforcements are strong enough to decisively 
outweigh the defendera in any single sector. 

The defense of Crete, therefore, becomes a 
matter of bleeding the German airborne forces, 
fighting a strong rear guard action, and getting out 
withenough units to win. A bitter struggle to the end 
for the airfields will give the Germans a victory by 
wasting the Commonwealth's few good units and 
leaving the escape routes unguarded. 

The bloodletting can be accomplished by a 
vicious counterattack when German forces drop 
from the skies and again on the turn after they have 
landed. When the Germans come down they are 
scattered and disorganized; individual companies 
and headquarters detachments are easy targets. At 
the rate of two victory points per company 
eliminated and seven per headquarters destroyed, 
the Commonwealth's tally rapidly rises with the 
German death toll. 

German headquarters unitsare prime targetsfor 
the Commonwealth attacks and for the defending 
artillee units. When the Germans attack, Corn- 
monwealth artillery should be directed against the 
weak headquarters (1-1-4) units in an attempt to 
eliminate or retreat them. Besides their high victory 
point value, the headquarters are essential to the 
formation of the concentrated German battalions. 
These battalions are formed by stacking a head- 
quarters with four companies and substituting a 
battalion counter worth up to 10 factors. Two 
concentrated battalionscanstack for a maximum of 
20 factors. On the other hand, without the airborne 
headquarters, the German units become mereIy a 
collection of companies with a maximum of I 2  
factors in a stack. 

A. Suda Bay- 
The most important defensive sector is Suda 

Bay. This is where the bulk of the Commonwealth 
non-combatant units are initially deployed. Each of 
the 0-0-2 service units is worth five victory points, 
the same as a Commonwealth headquarters or 
infantry battalion. There are I6 service units on 
Crete, nine of them in Suda. If all 16 were evacuated, 
the 80 point victory total would be reached without 
withdrawing a single combat unit. The moreservice 
units the Commonwealth evacuates, the more 
combat units they can leave behind to kill para- 
troops. 

The key to Suda is the port and the hills 
overIooking the harbor. If the Germans choose the 
landing area nearest Suda port, they can cut off the 
escape routes to the south and eliminate the harbor 
as an evacuation port. The defense which is 
suggested in the CRETEgame booklet(Figure 1I)is 
an open invitation to the Germans to take this 
option and transform Suda into a trap for the 
Commonwealth. 

A strong defense of Suda can force the German 
player into diverting the bulk of his airpower and 
reinforcements to prevent the Suda force from 
escaping. The outnumbered, slow-moving defender 
can thus force his highly mobile opponent into 
fighting a battle dictated by the Commonwealth. 

The Suda defense can be strengthened through 
the addition of rnisoellaneous units provided to the 
Commonwealth commander. The 4-2-2 light anti- 
aircraft battery and the 1-1-7 light tankunit will give 
the Suda force the extra power it needs to launch 
effective counterattacks. The mobile flak gun can 
keep pace with a withdrawal and limit the effect of 
the German airpower. The light tank will subtract 
one from the die in any attack(thisis equivalent to a 
shift in the combat table of one column in the 
attacker's favor). The weak infantry units from the 
miscellaneous group can be used to guard the back 
door of Suda, and the Royal Engineer detachment 
can blow up the port and bridges as the Cornmon- 
wealth retreats. 

Figure 111 is an example of a strong Suda defense 
incorporating the miscellaneous units. The anti- 
aircraft batteries are positioned to provide an 
optimum coverage of the interior, both to limit 
German air power and to increase the dispersion of 
the paratroops. (Each anti-aircraft gun adds one to 
the scatter die roll of each German unit as it comes 
down. Anti-aircraft guns also halve the value of 
German bombers and force the Germans to use two 
strafing planes instead of one to interdict a road.) 

The port is covered by three flak positions: the 
HMS York in the harbor, the battery on the hills 
just north of the town of Katokhori, and the light 
flak unit adjacent to Suda. Although the York 
normally will be sunk on the first turn, the other two 

FIGURE 11: Suggcstcd Dcfcns. of Sub-Maleme and sample Attack as presented in AIR ASSA ULTON CRETE game booklet 
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positions probably will remaln hidden to the 
Germans and thus still cover the port. 

As long as at least one of theanti-aircraft units is 
covering it, the Germans will need most of their air 
factors to neutralize the port. Even then, there are 
still two chances out of six on the bombardment 
table that the port will remain operational. The 
Commonwealth can evacuate 14 stacking points 
worth of headquarters and services units (some of 
which are three stacking points, others of which are 
only one stacking point) from Suda during turn 
eight if the Germans have not neutralized the port. 
This would mean that 35 of the 80victorypoints the 
defender needs could be evacuated. If the port isstill 
in operation on thenext possible turn of evacuation, 
turn 12, another 25 points could make it out. 

The Commonwealth army should not stay 
around Suda sector if the port has been neutralized 
for turn eight; the defender should immediately 
begin moving south towards the Georgeopolis 
sector and the southern evacuation road. This move 
will force the Germans to drop their reinforcements 
in front of the Commonwealth army as a blocking 
force. Although these paratroopers can slow the 
retreat, they are weak and can be beaten back by the 
stronger battalions of the Commonwealth army. 

A German seaborne landing to cut off the retreat 
would have to arrive at Georgeopolis. This is a very 
risky proposition for the attacking player. The 
beach defense guns which should be placed in this 
area (See Figure IV) would get a good shot at any 
convoy which makes it to the beaches. The 
easternmost coast gun isdeployed to shell targets on 
the Retimo kaches as well as those at Georgeopolis. 
To neutralize these guns, the Germans would have 
to divert the whole Luftwaffe on the turn theconvoy 
is dated to arrive. Placing a decoy among the real 

guns in this sector will further dissipate the available 
German air power. 

If a convoy attempts to hit the beaches in a 
daylight turn, the Convoy Table is broken down 
into three even chances: half of the force reaching 
the beaches, none of the force landing, and all of the 
force arriving. A night convoy has an even poorer 
chance of reaching the coast than a daylight 
invasion, Moreover, the coast guns cannot be 
neutralized unless the Luftwaffe was extremely 
lucky on the previous daylight turn. Although the 
guns are halved at night, they still have a one-third 
chanoe of eliminating each invading unit. 

By defending Suda and preparingfor a southern 
evacuation, the Commonwealth player can force the 
Germans to waste their airpower against the port 
and the beach guns. Instead of using their 
reinforcements against an airfield or in conjunction 
with their already powerfulforces, the German must 
send these extra companies in unsupported in order 
to stall the retreat. This course of action is forced 
upon the Germans because they cannot afford to let 
the Commonwealth army escape. 

This diversion of air, sea, and paratroop forces 
will leave the airfield assault groups on their own 
against strong Commonwealth defenses. 

B. The Airfields- 
The Commonwealth player is required to 

position his troopa around the three airfields. Each 
of these brigadesized battlegroups is strong enough 
to match the initial enemy drop. The Germans will 
have tremendous difficulty, especially against 
Retimo and Heraklion, unless they are substantially 
bolstered by the Luftwaffe and other reinforce- 
ments. 

The artillery, tanks and strong battalions in 
these two sectors can form very effective killer packs 
which can strike against the initially disorganized 
paratroopers. 

Retimo should be defended from a position in 
front of the airstrip (See Figure V). A drop behind, 
the Commonwealth lines willeither drift into thesea 
or be pushed into thesurf by a strong counterattack. 
Since there are no flak guns designited to defend 
Retimo. the anti-aircraft unit which is available for 

: Thc Coast guns at Gcorgcopol~s sector. free set up should be placed here. 
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The forward defense forces the Germans to land 

away from their objective, giving the Common- 
wealth player more time to react and room to 
maneuver. The Greek regiments are placed on 
rough terrain (doubled on the defense) ahead of the 
main line to further disrupt the German drop 
pattern. The lone Greek unit near Retimo town is 
placed to protect the road junction and the 
Georgeopolis guns which are slightly to the west of 
the town. 

FIGURE V: Sample Defenw and Attack at Retimo 

A similar defense is illustrated in Figure VI for 
Heraklion. The port is an important position for the 
defender to maintain. Like Suda, its dock workers 
can evacuate up to 30 victory points on each night 
turn, beginning with turn eight. The truck unit (00- 
6) is placed there for evacuation points. 

Heraklion port is an excellent position for the 
coastal steamer. If the Heraklion defense has done 
well, a battalioncanbe shipped from there to nearby 
Retimo or even to Suda. This extra battalion can be 
a powerful factor in stalling the German advance. 

FIGURE VI: Sample Dd tack at Heraklion. 

Maleme (See Figure VII) is defended a little 
differently than its sister airfields. The artillery and 
anti-aircraft units are placed on the overlooking 
hills both to control the airfield and to add 
firepower to local counterattacks. A light tank(l-1- 
7) has been added from the miscellaneous force to 
assist in the counterattacks (unlike the heavy tanks, 
they don't break down). 

A coast gun is situated on the peninsula to the 
north of the airfield so it can cover both Kisamos 
Bay and Maleme beaches. The non-combat units 
which begin in the Maleme sector are placed along 
the western edge where the Greek regiment can help 
escort them off thesouth edge of the map. Ifnothing 
else, these units will cause the Germans to divert a 
few companies from the Maleme battle. Unless 
these noncombat units are stopped, the Common- 
wealth will pain 21 victory points worth of w- - -  
evacuated units. 
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I 
I 

Malerr-le Beach 

FIGURE VII: Sample Defense and Attack at Maleme German Glider 
Battalion is being wed at Suda inatead of Maleme. Commonwalth 

C. General Tactics- 
The defenses which are illustrated in this article 

are designed to force the Germans to land away 
from theirobjectives. The farther away the Germans 
land, the more time the Commonwealth will have to 
maneuver and fight. Time is the German's enemy; 
each turn gives the Commonwealth player another 
chance to eliminate paratroopers and move closer to 
the evacuation roads. When faced with these 
defenses, a close-assault by the Germans onto their 
objectives will result in a severe disruption of their 
forces and an  unacceptable casualty rate. 

The first turn air drop is the crucial period in the 
Maleme-Suda battle. Nomatter where the Germans 
land, a t  least a few headquartenand companies will 
be scattered about. Although the Commonwealth 
forces are only able to move one hex on the first 
turn, they should still be able to hit some of the 
Germans. 

The headquarters should be hit as hard as 
possible; six-to-one odds or better will practically 
assure their annihilation. The scattered airborne 
infantry companies are also excellent targets, but 
are of secondary importance if their headquarters 
are vulnerable to Commonwealth attacks. 

Once the Germans have been buffeted about by 
flak guns, drift combat and early counterattacks, 
the Commonwealth can begin to solidify Suda's 
defenses. The most difficult threat to counter is a 
German jump into the heart of Suda. By placing the 
heavier defense battaliona (7-74 and 3-3-4) close to 
Suda port, the Commonwealth should still be able 
to protect the harbor. Headquarters and non- 
combat units should be moved to within two hexes 
of the port, preferably to the southern side. 

A Gerrnan assault which lands in the relatively 
safe western valleys below the reser'voir will give the 
battalions there one or two chances to gang up on 
any disorganized airborne units. The Creeks on the 
sector border can help constrict any German moves 
to link up with the Maleme group, at least for a turn 
or two, and the Commonwealth can form a 
defensive line to slowly fall back on Suda port. If 
they keep their artillery behind Commonwealth 
lines, they can move and fire it without hindrance 
from German units. 

As the western force withdraws on Suda, the 
i ~ e r  Suda group can move in the direction of the 
Georgeopolis paases. The whole army will then 

non-mmbrrt units art positioned to move towards southern escape 
road. 

become a mobile Napoleonic "square", always 
moving and fending off the fast moving enemy 
units, while sheltering its noncombatants inside. 

If the Luftwaffe has neutralized Suda port, 
preventing the Commonwealth from evacuating on 
turn eight, the "square" should keep moving as fast 
as possible into Georgeopolis, leaving the engineer 
detachment to blow up the port and stop the 
Germans from bringing in convoys. 

By staying within the "square", the mobile light 
flak gun can reduce German road interdiction and 
combat airpower. The artillery and light tank 
should be directed toward the front of the "square" 
to give the leading units more attack power. 

The Maleme force is basically a suicide detach- 
ment. Once the German assault battalions have 
been formed, the defenders must retreat into the 
hills above the airfield. From a line here they can 
control the airstrip, especially if the light flak gun is 
still operational. Two battalions can stack with the 
4-2-2 flak unit, forcing the Germanseither to launch 
an all-out attack, or to waste a number of planes 
each turn attempting to neutralize it. 

If the 4-5-4 and 5 6 4  New Zedand battalions 
stack with the flak gun on the Maleme hills, together 
they will have 22 defense factors. In order to 
suoceed, an all-out attack will require odds of at 
least three-tc-one. The Germans will have to bring 
in armor and artillery from the convoys, as well as 
several units from the mountain division to 
strengthen the airborne forces sufficiently for the 
assault. Although the defenders will ultimately 
perish, the hill defense will tie down a large number 
of German units for several turns. 

The wave of paratroops which hits Heraklion 
and Retimo on turn three presents the Common- 
wealth with its best possible chance to kill German 
units. Neither airborne group is strong enough to 
grab an airfield on its own. The Commonwealth 
player can go on the offensive against these groups 
until the Germans are reinforced. They can shove 
the Germans wen farther from their objectives by 
hunting down their dispersed companies on turns 
three and four. 

The presenae of German reinforcements in 
Heraklion will determine whether the Common- 
wealth tries to evacuate by sea or overland. A quick 
offensive can swing the paratroops away from either 
or both of the evacuation roads. 

Retirno offers an interesting mobile option to 
the Commonwealth. If Maleme falls, the Common- 
wealth derives little benefit from holding Retimo. 
Rather than evacuating like the Heraklion group, 
Retimo's Australian brigade can march to the 
Georgeopoli sector to support the Suda evacua- 
tion. 

The Commonwealth player should always 
keen in mind the better  art of valor: if one airfield 
falls, don't waste troops on the other two. The 
sooner the Commonwealth's 80 evacuation points 
are takenoff, the easier it is for him to maneuver and 
eliminate German units. 

D. Reioforcements- 
The handfuI of units which comes in "1, LULU 

elght and 16 has three uses: to secure evacuation 
roads, to be evacuatdas victory points(a total of 26 
points) or to help kill off the extra German units 
needed for victory. 

The turn eight battalion can hold the Georgeo- 
polis road open or can come in behind an enemy 
airborne roadblock a t  one of the other sectors. The 
turn 16 group will rarely have any effect on play, but 
if the game is still in progress, it can push the 
Commonwealth over the edge to victory. The best 
targets for this group are the weak German airborne 
companies (2-1-4 and 2-2) which cannot be use+ +- 

form battalions. 

11. An Airborne Tbunderbolt- 
The German player still has the opportunity to 

enjoy humiliating his enemy with a daring, well- 
coordinated assault. A capable Commonwealth 
player can make the German task extremely 
difficult, though not necessarily impossible. 

The first thing the German player should realize 
is that the game probably will not last more than 
eight to twelve turns. If an airfield is not taken by 
turn eight, the game is obviously over since the 
defender has fulfilled his victory conditions. The 
game can still be over on turn eight unless the 
Germans have prevented the Commonwealth from 
withdrawing through the two pons. An unhindered 
naval withdrawal would total 65 evacuation victory 
points; another three battalions from the board or 
reinforcement chart,and the Commonwealth player 
is home free. 

The second factor the Germans must, unfortu- 
nately, consider is that losing 75 points to casualties 
is very easy. A few unlucky die rolls on the first drop 
can scat& headquarters and individual companies 
all over creation, making them easy prey to the 
enemy counterattack. Even a poor Commonwealth 
player will realize that the time to deal with an 
invasion is on this first turn, and he will jump on 
these companies as viciously as he can. Each convoy 
which sinks or is blown away by coast guns willcost 
heavily in casualties (13 points for convoy number 
one, 25 for convoy number two), and the weak 
companies which drop on t u r n  six and seven (each 
worth ten points) are highly vulnerable to Common- 
wealth reaction. 

So where does this leave the vaunted airborne 
assault? Faced with heavy losses and a limited 
amount of time to stop the enemy withdrawal, what 
does the German player do? 

One thing the German player should not do is 
take the safe route. The attack outlined in the 
CRETEgame booklet (Figure 11) will help minimize 
losses and take Maleme, but will leave the 
Commonwealth free to evacuate from Suda sector. 
Furthermore, this approach requires commiting the 
entire Luftwaffe against Suda port on turns six and 
seven in the hope of knocking it out. Such a plan 
places the whole German game at the mercy of one 
or two uncertain die rolls, neither of which are 
guaranteed to neutralize the port. The German 
player could do with a little more calculated daring. 
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"Audacity, audacity, always audacity" was one 
of the key maxims of Frederick the Great, 
Germany's greatest soldier. An airborne assault 
must become the modern embodiment of Freder- 
ick's 18th century phrase. 

A. Suda- 
The objective for the German player is not an 

. airfield-it is the Commonwealth army. To get a t  
i this army, the Germans must jump right down its 
I throat with a massive assault into central Suda. The 

I Engineer battalon, the reinforced paratroop 
regiment, and the spare companies which are 
allocated for Suda should be augmented by the 
powerful glider battalion. Once they are all formed 
on the ground, their 55 combat factors will 
overwhelm the defenders. The total Suda defense 
force, much of it weak in offensive power, is only 46 
factors when compacted. The tight German drop 
pattern shown in Figure VIII will cut this defending 

i 
FIGURE YIII: Sample German assault drop on Middle Suda 
Sector. Drop is designed to Form strong combat stack as clonc to 
Suda harbor as posglble while staying out of the sa. Glider Battalion 
is dropped on far right ( 1 & 1 0 4 )  as an anchor. 

Figure VIll's suggested jump pattern puts six 
stacking points in each group: a full battalion with 
either a headquarters or a combat company (two 

I companies go in with the smaller engineer group). 
The glider force is dropped as the eastern anchor 
because it is the least likely to scatter. According to 
the diagram provided with the game, the other units 
will drift in a northeasterly fashion. This six 
battalion-equivalent drop should enable at least two 
or three battalions to form up a t  the start of turn 
two. Few companies will land in a hex alone against 
the Commonwealth units and will thus have a better 
chance of survival against drift combat and the 
enemy counterattack. 

The Germans can begin pushing on Suda port 
immediately, thus catching some of the noncombat 
units still outside the port. The attack should be 
sustained by airpower for two turns to keep Suda 
port within German striking distance and to cut the 
Georgeopolis road. Reinforcements arriving on 
turns six andlor seven can be dropped just below 
the port to link up with the main force if necessary. 
This drop will further sever the Commonwealth's 
escape route and will minimize casualties among the 
new German units. 

This jump into the lion's den will cut the 
Commonwealth army in half, and, against a defense 
such as the one outlined in the game booklet (Figure 
II), wiIl cost very little in casualties. Adefender who 
expects this attack will be able to check the assault, 
but the combination of tight German forces and the 
concentrated Luftwaffe should capture Sudafor the 
Germans. At the very least, this attack will prevent 

the Commonwealth from evacuating more than a 
handful of units from Suda port. 

The jump pattern in Middle Suda can be varied 
to land the Germans a hex or two farther to the west 
or to put an individual glider company in each stack 
and give a firmer base to the assault. By attacking 
too close to the port, the Germans risk dropping 
into the sea or drifting onto the port city itself, either 
of which will cause unnecessary losses. 

B. The Airfield Assaults- 
The German player must take at least one 

airfield, even if he is wrecking the Suda Bay 
defenses. As the instructors a t  jump school in Fort 
Bragg, N.C., used to say, unless an airborne force is 
supported within 48 hours it will be doomed. This 
idea holds true for the Germans on Crete. 

Maleme is normally the easiest airfield to take. 
The drop which is suggested in the game booklet 
(Figure 11) is probably the safest and most effective 
drop possible. The diversion of the glider battalion 
to Suda, however, will necessitate a tighter pattern 
to conserve force among the remaining German 
battalions (See Figure VII). These German battali- 
ons should head straight for the airfield with full 
Luftwaffe support as soon as planes can be spared 
from Suda. 

An early landing at Kisamos (just west of 
Maleme) and another at Maleme beach should give 
the airborne group the extra power necessary to 
secure the airfield. The convoys should be planned 
for the first five turns of the game to maximize their 
availability. If these forces are not sufficient, the 
turn six and seven airborne groups will have to be 
committed at Maleme instead of Suda. The flak 
guns above the airstrip should be neutralized by the 
Luftwaffe for one turn to allow artillery from the 
mountain division to land. These artillery units 
should give the Germans enough power to assault 
the flak positions that are within range of the 
airfield. 

Retirno is probably the worst death trap of all 
for the Germans. With only two reinforced 
battalions a t  their disposal, they are almost 
incapable of an offensive. If reinforcements are 
available, they can strengthen the assault, but the 
availability of reinforcements indicates that Mal- 
eme has already fallen, so why waste them in a 
sideshow attack against a superfluous airfield? 

The most advantageous use of the Retimo force 
is in blocking the evacuation roads. The drop at 
Retimo should be far enough from the Common- 
wealth positions to give the Germans time to form 
up (See Figure V). This landing still threatens the 
airfield, and the Germans can steal a march for the 
roads. Air interdiction and the necessity of holding 
the airfield will slow the defender's reaction against 
this maneuver. (The Commonwealth cannot afford 
to uncover an airfield until the Germans have seized 
one.) 

Heraklion holds two objectives for the Germans: 
the port and the airfield. The port must be either 
taken or neutralized in the same fashion as Suda 
port. Given the chances of air neutralization, an 
attack is the German's best bet. The Luftwaffe is 
more efficiently used for a one or two turnassault on 
the port than in an unsure neutralization bombard- 
ment. The three reinforced German battalions in 
this force could take the port and still contest the 
evacuation roads. 

The air assault shown in Figure VI is designed to 
keep the Germans relatively intact so they can 
choose their objective. A drop closer to the port 
would make a move on the city easier but would not 
threaten the airfield and could in fact lead to heavier 
first drop losses. 

Should the MaIeme assault p q r  out or should 
the Germans want a change of pace, they cango all- 
out for Heraklion field with planes, convoys, and 

airborne reinfomments. Such an offensive would 
force the Commonwealth to give up the port in 
order to defend the more crucial airfield. 

C. Reinforcements- 
The attacker has four types of reinforcernents: 

Luftwaffe, airborne, convoy and airlanding units. 
The aircraft are a reinforcement in the sense that 
they can be continually shifted around the board to 
strike wherever the need is greatest. 

The Luftwaffe has two jobs in AIR A S M  ULT 
ON CRETE: to hinder Commonwealth evacuation 
and to hammer the defender like an airborne 
artillery group. They can severely curtail evacuation 
by interdicting the road network ahead or in the 
middle of an enemy column, or by attempting to 
neutralize - the ports. Although bombardment 
against Heraklion and Suda puts too much hope in 
a die roll, unless the Gerrnanground units can strike 
at the ports on turn seven the planes must go in. 

The flying artillery value of the Luftwaffe 
enables the Germans to put tremendous pressure on 
a single hex. Even in the face of anti-aircraft fire, at 
least 10 attack factors can be added to any single 
attack. Neutralizing flak positions before the 
bombers aid a land attack is often a waste of planes. 
Even with the entire 21 air factors going after one 
position, there is still a relatively good chance it will 
emerge unscathed or be back in action next turn. 

The airborne reinforcements which enter on 
turns six and seven, each worth ten attack factors, 
can turn the tide against a reluctant airfield or can 
bottle up a retreating column long enough for the 
ground forces to catch up. The favorite bottlestop- 
per drops are armnd the pass at Petres in 
Georgeopolis and on the roads leading off the board 
from the other sectors. Ten attack factors of 
paratroopers coupled with the 21 Luftwaffe factors 
should stall or break the head of most retreating 
columns. These companies must be supported 
within a turn or two or they will be overwhelmed by 
the Commonwealth. 

The convoys are dependent upon their intended 
destination, the discovery and neutralization of 
Commonwealth coast guns, and the luck of the die. 
The German player cannot put all his hopes on the 
convoys, but he should try toget themin as safely as 
possible. Convoy landings should be scheduled for 
the second or third turn after parachutists have hit 
an area to ensure that coast guns have been searched 
out and destroyed. Although this ties up a few 
companies and perhaps some planes, if the convoy 
makes it past the debilitating die roll the effort will 
be rewarded. 

The armor, artillery and infantry of the convoys 
are even more powerful than the airborne reinforce- 
ments. An intact convoy can put unbearable 
pressure on a defensive position, especially if it is 
used in concert with the Luftwaffe. 

The airlanding units of the mountain division 
are dependent upon German controI of the airfields, 
and thus come in only after the climax of the battle. 
A Commonwealth player who is staunchly holding 
nearby ground can be heavily plastered by the 
airlanding artillery. If the Commonwealth army is 
already on the run, the Germans should bring in the 
8-8-4 infantry in an effort to catch them. The 
airlanding units will not be of any use against a 
withdrawing enemy unless the paratroopers can pin 
or stall them. 

111. Summary- 
The German player has the opportunity to 

create a true lightning attack. Even whenfaaed with 
a well directed defense, a decisive airborne on- 
slaught can end the game in a German victory with- 

Continued on Pg. 32, Column ? 
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INVASION OF MALTA 
Military operations are fickle creatures. Invaria- 

bly, they are planned down to the last roll of toilet 
paper, but once the action starts, they hardly ever 
follow the script. The deviations come either as a 
result of poor planning, enemy counteraction, or 
just plain fate. Some historical examples: 

Operation Citadel-Hitler's offensive against 
the Kursk Salient, 1943. This operation was a 
disaster because enemy intelligence was far better 
than the Wehrmacht's. The Soviets knew every step 
the Germans were going to take. 

Operation Cobra-the Allied breakout from 
Normandy, 1944. This offensive started out with a 
massive airstrike designed to  disrupt the German 
defenses prior to Bradley's advance. It worked 
perfectly; the bombers made a shambles of the 
resistance-it also cratered the landscape so badly 
that the lead units could hardly move. 

Operation Thunderbolt-the Israeli raid on 
Entebbe, 3 July, 1976. A near perfect operation, 
despite having its objectives defined in terms of 
minutts instead of days or hours. (The commandos 
had two minutes to gain control of the hostages.) 
Good intelligence, excellent planning, and precise 
execution pulled it off. By comparison, witness the 
Egyptian debacle at Nicosia, Cyprus just this year. 

In Avalon Hill's game, INVASION O F  M A L  
TA. 1942, garners are given the opportunity, 
perhaps more than in any other game, to plan out a 
complete operation. They must map out strategy, 
then attempt to execute their assault, coordinating 
iand and air units, to achieve their set goals in a 
short period of time. Or, as the Allied player, plan 
out a defense that will deny the enemy his goals and 
cause him grievous casualties trying. 

What is called for i s  an analysis of the situation 
from both sides in order to create plans with a 
realigtic (special emphasis on this word, all you 
dreamers out there) chance of success. This article 
will deal with that analysis. 

I. ALLIED OPERATIONS- 
For the Allies, the main disadvantages are 1) no 

reinforcements, 2) growing enemy strength, and 3) 
enemy air power--oh, for a few squadrons of 
Spitfires! The main advantages are time and 
artillery. In order to make best use of these two 
elements, a fair idea of what the Axis might do is 
needed. The best way to obtain this inforribtion is to 
plan an invasion i la Section 11. 

Since his paratroops fall first, they should be the 
initial consideration. Axis airborne units will 
probably have the following objectives: (Note- 
these goals are chosen from the Axis point of view) 

1. A n  Aifield: The capture and opening of any 
airfield is important in order that reinforcements 
start arriving quickly. Until the cavalry starts 
showing up, the paratroopers are on their own and 
must bear the brunt of the fighting-and 
casualties- which plays right into the Allied victory 
conditions. 

2. A Beach: This is a corollary of number I .  If 
the Assault Convoy runs into a heavily occupied 
beach, or a maelstrom of coastal defense fire, the 
airborne units again stand alone. Thus an effort 
against the selected landing site and covering 
batteries can be expected. 

3. A Porr: A necessity by turn 12 if the Axis 
want to keep rolling. Since the port of Valletta is a 
bastion (defenders tripled), protected on five sides 
by water (no combat across water hexsides) and on 
the other side by Floriana Bastion, Birzebbugia 
stands out like a sore thumb. 

Operational Analysis of What Might Have 
by John D. Burtt 

With these goals in mind, the next task will be to 
meet the Italian landing forces. A decision on a 
potential landing site is necessary to save the 
defenders from running all over the island. The four 
possibilities are: 

I .  North Beach. With only 5 Beach Landing 
Boxes (BLB) and rough terrain blocking quick 
passage to all the goodies, this is a lousy place to 
start a war. (Unless the Italian commanderwants to 
land unopposed. . .)The beach's only plus is that its 
BLBs are in direct line-of-sight (LOS) of only one 
possible coastal defense battery. 

2. St. Paul's Bay Beach. Seven BLBs and clear 
terrainin which to deploy troops. If the Gargur Hills 
nearby (the key to the whole area) are breached, the 
capitol comes under attack. The beach is covered by 
three battery positions but has the prime drop site 
right next door. All this makes St. Paul's Bay an 
excellent possibility for invasion. 

3. Western Beach. Again, 7 BLBs, but a lot of 
rough terrain for defenders to hide in. Coastal 
defense artillery can only reach two of the seven 
landingsites by direct LOS. The Western Command 
Area is a possible drop site and is close to Luqa 
Airfield and Birzebbugia. Another good choice. 

4. Valletta Beach. The biggie! Landing in the 7 
BLBs on this beach puts the enemy right in the 
middle of everything. A sweet prize if garnered, but 
the concentration of coastal defense batteries on this 
sector makes it a potential disaster. Probably only 
for those Axis players wanting a quick game. 

These observations, in conjunction with the 
knowledge that the Axis forces will have to be 
coordinated, can be used to advantage in the initial 
placement of the Allied units. Thereare 3 basic types 
to consider. 

A. Antiaircraft Units- 
These units have the unenviable task of halving 

Axis air capabilities and scatteringleliminating 
Axis airborne units. The initial placement of these 
units isn't important-it's EVERYTHING! With 
only three mobile batteries, the goals must be met by 
the set-up. 

Ideally, the Allied goal would be to greet the 
blossoming parachutes with a drop zone modifier of 
at least +4 to insure a chance of a drop elimination. 

Figore 1: Maximum area covered by AA battalions--a lot of holes! 

Been 

A major obstacle to this dream is the restriction on 
flak battalion placement. Figure 1 shows the 
maximum area covered by these six units. A glance 

either uncovered or covered sokly by the light flak 
battalions. (Whose exact positioning makes them 
certain targets for a predrop pasting by friendly 

'1 shows the entire southwest section of the island is -i 

neighborhood bombers . . .) So, although Valletta 
is safe from a turn 1 coup, the rest of the island must 
be protected by the five heavy and three light flak 
batteries. Thinking about this tactical problem will 
surely drive garners wild for years! 

By assuming that the initial goal of the 
paratroopers will be an airfield, three fields stand 
out as obvious choices, Takali, Halfar, and Krendi. 
Of the three, Halfar isthe best strategic target, being 
out of range of all flak battalions and close to the 
port of Birzebbugia. Krendi is within range of only 
the 32nd Light AA Battalion on Luqa, but the 
chances of its neutralization via bombardment are 
excellent. Takali is the weakest field, being isolated 
from the cover of any flak battalion except its own 
and virtually surrounded by possible drop sites; it is 
also the second largest field on the island, making it 
that much more desirable to the Axis. Of the three 
fields, Takali, then, will be most prone to capture 
early in the game. On the bright side, Takali is kind 
of stuck out in the boondocks, meaning the newly 
arrived Italians will have to cross most of Malta to 
reach their objectives. 

Figure 2 shows a possible AA defense-the 
emphasis being placed upon denying the central 
portion of Malta from the Axis paratroopers. This 
should force the enemy to fall away from the prime 
objectives, allowing the defense time to organize 
and react. Note: An Axis commander is fully 
capable of dropping anywhere on Malta-the flak 
setup he falls into will tell him where he shouldhave 
dropped! 

Another viable option is the "flak trap," that is, 
ringing the suspected drop site with every battery 
that can be brought to bear. There are two problems 
with this option. The first is where to expect the 
initial drop. Guess right and the battle will be all but 
over before it starts; guess wrong and your flak 
batteries wiil sit where they are, virtually useless for 

1 
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rlgnrc a: l'osslble AA deploymtnt and prebombardment drop modifim. 

the duration. The second problem is what to do if There are 14 CDA units and 19 possible 
you guess wrong. A tight Axis drop in the wrong locations to place them in. On the surface, it would 
place can put the Allies in a world of hurt! The appear that Valletta Beach is the only one of the four 
potential for a wrong guess should be considered adequately covered and that careful placement of 
and planned for. these units is an exercise in futility. There are a few 

One final note on flak-PROTECT THE things t o  consider-like placing the short range 
LIGHT BAnERIESII! They are important. Not batteries in a central location to cover the maximum 
only are they the only mobile force available tostop BLBs. But on the whole most of the placements are 
air landing on captured fields, but their 12 fire clear. Figure 3 shows a CDA deployment and a few 
factors used as artillery are crucial in the early going. L o s s  which may not be immediately obvious. 
Don't try to hold a field closed too long and allow 
these units to be cut off. 

B. Coastal Defense Artillery- The heavy CDAs (range = 24) are seemingly 
Coastal defense artillery (CDA) is exceedingly Very Important Pieces. Given a spotting unit, these 

powerful-a strength 3 CDA has a 50% chance of batteries need no direct LOS to the target landing 
eliminating every unit in a given BLB. But their box. The catch is, of course, those spotting units. 
immobility makes them nearly a one shot defense The Axis will expend considerable effort to knock 
weapon. (Unless the landings are on Valletta Beach off any defender they find on coastal beach hexes, 
where the sheer numbers of CDA batteries may so, without considerable luck (and a strategic attack 
overwhelm the Axis capability to destroylneutral- or two) indirect CDA fire should not be depended 
ize them all . . .) The Allies can expect a strong upon. Of the four beaches, Western, with its rough 
paratroop effort against suspected CDA positions terrain, stands to gain the most from the heavies. 
overlooking the landing site as well as air bombard- one  note: There is an immediate urge to hide these 
ment immediately beforehand. The batteries should four CDA units in Valletta under a strong flak 
be defended vigorously from land assault prior to blanket to protect them. But by putting them in 
the landing-but not to the extent that other vital battery positions on a beach, they also have direct 

ts are made vulnerable. LOS firing capability and are thus a double threat. 

ure 3: Chlstal Defense Artillery set up and sneaky Lincs-of-6igP ':: isn't all ba' ' 

C. Infantry and Supporting Units- 
Flak is preventive; CDA are defensive; the rest 

of the Allied units are active. Once the Axis are on 
Malta, the infantry and their supporting units must 
take over. They have to defend against a horde of 
enemy troops and not only keep them from taking 
the three main objectives, but inflict maximum 
airborne casualties as well. 

As was stated before, a major Allied advantage 
is time and it's the infantry who must make the most 
of this advantage. There are two basic ways of doing 
the job. The first is the Allies inverted status at the 
start. The Axis cannot plan their attacks efficiently 
before their movement phase if they don't know 
what they'll be up against. Allied units should stay 
inverted until the last possible moment, or unlessan 
opening for a surrounded counterattack shows 
itself. The second method is the "pinm-an Allied 
unit, by moving next to an Axis stack, effectively 
pins it. The enemy either attacks the unit(s) pinning 
it, or it doesn't attack at all during the turn. Pinning 
the Axis will force them to fall back to regroup or 
attack where they might not want to-ither way it 
will delay them. 

Figure 4: An AUid tactical "pin", dcftnding Hamrun 

An example of a pin is shown in figure 4. The 
Italiansareready to hurl an attack against the city of 
Hamrun, the last defensive position before Floriana 
Bastion. The attack, if not countered, should be 
successful. (a 3-1 with a -1 modifier for the assault 
guns has a 516 chance of dislodging the defenders). 
By moving out from Valletta to the position 
indicated, HQ-Malta pins the assault guns and two 
strong battalions. These units must now attack the 
headquarters or not attack at all this turn-and 
Hamrun holds for another important turn. 

Day I is a key to the Allied cause. Although 
restricted by the surprise rule (movement restricted 
to a single hex on turn I), Allied defenders within 
range should pin the scattered airborne units and 
attack those they can achieve decent odds against. 
Counterattacks are vital during the day against the 
paratroops, especially the German Fallschirmjager 
battalions. Surrounded attacks, even at odds as low 
as 1-1, can wreak havoc on an already tight Axis 
turntable, by stalling linkupsand destroying needed 
units. (Nail two battalions of German paratroopers 
and the Axis player will be staring at the possible 
premature withdrawal of his best units!) 

Initial positioning is somewhat restricted as the 
defenders are split up among the four command 
areas. Some guidelines: 
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1. Northern Command Area. One unit on the 

rough terrain near Mellieha to cut off any northern 
landings and to be ready to move up to St. Paul's 
Bay. (best unit for this task is probably HQNorth) 
Other infantry battalions located near Takali (and 
in the Gargur Hills) in double positions, hoping for 
drop wmbat. One unit is placed directly on Takali 
to insure a reasonable defense. These NCA units are 
thus in a position to pin Axis paratroops if the initial 
drop is near Takali; or, if the drop is elsewhere, they 
are ready to defend St. Paul's Bay if necessary. 

2.  Western Command Area. One unit directly 
on Krendi Airfield and the others doubled and 
ready to roll in any direction. 

3. Southern Command Area. One unit on 
Halfar Airfield, the others doubled and ready to go 
where the action is when needed. If the Axis do  land 
near Takali, these units will remain immobile as a 
reserve. 

4. Central Command Area. Some weaker units 
deployed in and around Valletta to mask the 
location of the flak battalions. Units stationed on 
Luqa and Kirkop Airfields, the others in doubled 
positions ready to move. The CCA battalions 
should be placed near the area in which the main 
Axis thrust is expected. (near the NCA/CCA 
border if a drop is suspected near Takali, for 
example.) 

The infantry support units definitely have their 
. uses in the defense of Malta and their tactics are 

covered in the next few paragraphs: 

1. Artillery- 
The artillery regiment and the light flak batteries 

represent the second major advantage the Allies 
have early in the game--the Axis don't have any of 
note until the Followup Convoys begin to arrive. 
These units should be placed in position to support 
the immediate series of counterattacks against the 
paratroopers. Figure 5 shows one such initial 
placement-as before, the focal point is to help 
defend Takali. 

While the artillery is invaluable guring the Allied 
combat phase, it is during the Axis phase that these 
big units really do their stuff. In defensive fire, the 
artillery can concentrate on a single unit in a stack to 
push it out of an attack or destroy it. Priorities 

depend upon the circumstances; choosing whether 
to shoot to kill or to reduce an attack is a judgement 
decision. Example: Figure 6 shows a position just 
prior to Axis combat. Two battles have been 
announced, a 4-1 against 2 /RWK in Zebbuj and an 
8-1 against 16f/RE. There are several possible shots 
for the massed artillery regiment: a 3-1 against the 
7th Engineer Battalion, a 2-1 against either I /  1 or 
11112 (either of these shots, if successful, will lower 
the odds against 2 /RWK,  with the shot on the 7th 
having a 116 shot at killing the battalion), or a 4-1 
against any of the three 185th battalions. (This last 
shot would be classed a kill shot as success would 
have little effect on the battle.) 

Figure 6: The Artilkry Dilemma-what to s h w t  at 

Before the game, the Allied player should study 
the terrain of Malta and choose artillery positions 
for future turns. One particularly good position is 
shown in figure 7-the Kill Zone. This area must be 
crossed by the Axis on their drive to Birzebbugia if 
they drop anywhere but around Zeitjun. With the 
exception of the cities in the Zone, the Axis units 
will be undoubled and, if the Italian sea-born 
reinforcements are detained, the airborne troops 
will have to run the gauntlet-obviously a strong 
defensive effort should be made (given the chance) 
to keep the enemy in the Zone for as many turns as 
possible. 

One very important rule: AS LONG AS THE 
AXIS HAVE PARADROP CAPABILITIES, 

Fieure 5: Initial Artillery dcolovment. Main wcanon in the Allied arsenal. 

ARTILLERY UNITS SHOULD NEVER BE 
LEFT ALONE. It would probably pay the Axis to 
drop a couple Italian units behind the lines to attack 
these units if left vulnerable. Once the drop threat is 
over, the regiment should be concentrated for 
maximum effect. Given the fact that these units 
cannot be neutralized by air bombardment, they are 
the most valuable units on the island. 

Figure 7: The "Kill ZoncW-Artillery in defense against l h ~  drive on 
Birztbbugia. 

2. Armor- 
Armor is a nice weawon to have, esaeciallv if the 

other guy doesn't have any. With this k mind, these 
units should be placed where they can participatein 
the Day I counterattacks before the Axis antitank 
units can intervene. The reliability roll is just 
something the Allies will have to live with--a 
successful roll can effectively raise the odds of an 
attack with its -1 modifier. 

The light armor unit should be heavily protected 
as it doesn't require a reliability roll and its long 
range allows it to move freely all over the island- 
keeping in mind, of course, that it can only enter 
rough terrain via road. Once the Axis pick up some 
artillery support, the light armor will be a certain 
target for defensive fire when used in attacks, so 
caution is recommended. 

3. Bmch/Fortress Companies- 
These five units are primarily defensive in 

nature. The Beach companies are a good start in 
meeting the Italians on the beach and denying them 
beachheads-tantamount to delaying reinforce- 
ments as the followup convoys can only land on 
beachhead hexes. Western Beach, with its doubling 
rough terrain, is an ideal place to start these units, 
unless some other beach is suspected strongly. 
Fortress companies should be used to defend 
CDAs, with the secondary goal of moving to defend 
beaches if needed. Magdalena and Dragonara 
Batteries, overlooking St. Paul's Bay, are excellent 
starting points for both purposes. 

4. Dummy Units- 
These decoys should be used near key AA units 

to possibly divert Axis bombers. Another crucial 
use is on the beach hexes. Putting dummies on the 
beaches will force the Axis to respond madly, 
ferreting out the real enemy from the imaginary 
ones, trying to clean them up prior to the initial 
landings. His efforts should tip his handconcerning 
his landing site and allow the Allies to start their 
defensive reactionearly. One note of caution: A wily 
Axis commander may pull the old "thinkdouble 
think* against a staid defender by throwing all his 
attackers against one beach to clear it, then landing 
the Italians on a totally different beach. . . zot . . . . 
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For the Allies, then, the tactics are basically 
"delay, disrupt, and survivew, punctuated by 
counterattacks whenever possible. Serious consid- 
eration should be given to taking offensive action 
against the suspected beach just prior to the Assault 
Convoy's landing to throw the enemy on the 
defensive. Example: In figure 8, it isevening, Day I .  
The struggle for the Gargur Hills is still in progress. 
The Allies can throw a kink into the Axis plans by 
massing their artillery and, with the light armor in 
support, attack the two Folgore battalions a t  4-1. 
This attack, in combination with pinning action 
against other Axis forcesin the area has an excellent 
chance of killing both Italian units or, at least, 
pushing them back to allow 2IKOMR to move into 
the vacated hex and contest any landing there-not 
to mention spotting for the heavy CDAs. 

Figure Thc Al l ie~  .Il.lterattack against tht kach-a successful 
adsuult will put 2) KOMR on a potentkl landing site. 

Once the swarm of Italians have landed, the 
defenders should fall back slowly to doubled 
positions supported by the artillery regiment and by 
smaller units to provide avenues of retreat in case of 
encirclement. However, even in the later turns, the 
defenders of Malta should be alert for any openings 
the Axis might leave-after several turns of 
retreating, an Axis commander might grow lax and 
leave some units exposed. An example is shown in 
figure 9. Here the weakened 7th Engineer Battalion 
has been left without antitank or artillery support. 
The Allies sortie from Paula-Tarshin and hit the 
three companies with a 5-1 assault. With the -1 
modifier from the armor, chances are good the 7th 
will be just a memory and 21 points will be chalked 
up on the Allies side. 

Figun 9:Thc Axis has left the weakened 7th Engr. without anti-lank 
or artillery support-result-onc dcad Fallschirmjager Battalion. 

The one major consideration the Allies should 
keep in mind is their limited strength-a battalion 
lost is a battalion gone forever. If they try to defend 
too much too long, sooner or later the casualties are 
going to catch up with them and a major 
breakthrough will occur. The defenders will find 
themselves suddenly isolated away from the main 
enemy targets. But, by the same token, they can't 
afford to simply fall back to Birzebbugia and 
Valletta and hope for the best. The Axis drive must 
be contested all the way but a delicate balance must 
be drawn on whether to hold or fall back-there's 
no set criteria, so it's strictly a judgement call. One 
pitfall to try and avoid is allowing the strong 
battalions to try and defend untenable positions. 
Example: Figure IOa shows a position just before 
Axis combat. The 8/K0 battalion hasa way out of 
the city if forced to retreat. The next turn the 
position will be untenable as shown in figure lob. 
The two German battalions can now attack 
A/26RA, forcing its retirement (or outright 
destruction) and then assault Zebbuj again with the 
remainder of the forces to have an excellent chance 
to kill off 8/KO. Even if the city holds out, the 
battalion is trapped by enemy zones of control, 
cutting his movement to amaximum of one hex into 
open terrain. 

Figure Ik Attack and dcfense- 
a) A German "bludgeon" attack against Zebbuj-an amptable 

Allied defcnx as a retmt route k o w n  for this turn 
b) An untenable pwition summing from 10a. If the Allied 

defender remains where he is to hold the town, he'll get nailed. 

In general, though, the Allies defense of Malta 
will depend on what the Axis player cooks up. The 
defenders must be prepared to expect and counter 
anything that wmes their way. 

11. AXIS OPERATIONS- 
Analysis of Axis operations is far more difficult 

as everything depends upon the set plan of battle. 
For the purposes of this article, a plan has been 
developed and explained to show the reasoning and 
thought behind each decision. 

The firat step in planning any offensive opera- 
tion is the gathering of intelligence. Setting 

objectives and timetables without first studying the 
opposition is like a low odds attack in 
STA L l N G R A S y o u  might succeed but it would 
be pure luck. Innumerable operations have failed 
because of poor intelligence, a good example being 
operation Market-Garden. (What SS Panzer 
Divisions7 ? ?) In MALTA, the numbers and 
strengths are given in the OoB, so all that's missing is 
their exact disposition-and a guess can be made at 
those with an analysis like that of Section I. 

Time is the most pressing problem. All three 
objectives, Luqa Airfield, Valletta and Birzebbugia 
must be in Axis hands before the end of the fifth day 
(Turn 20) to allow for the four turn holding 
requirement. Despite the numerical superiority of 
the Axis on paper, it is a tough task. The voluntary 
combat rule will make things that much harder by 
forcing every important hex to be taken by combat. 
The old STALING RAD trick of soaking off against 
strong positions, forcing a retreat or counterattack, 
won't work on the Isle of Malta. 

The traps the Axis must avoid are numerous. To 
list just a few: 

I. The beaches must be secured for the Assault 
Convoy and kept secure. A successful Allied 
counterattack against the established kachheads 
would spell total Axis disaster by cutting off the 
flow of reinforcement. 

2. The Allied units must never b allowed to 
concentrate their forces. The Axis should attack 
along the broadest possible front, keeping the 
defenders stretched thin and reserves to a minimum. 
Breakthroughs, when accomplished, should strive 
to separate the Allied defenders from the main Axis 
targets. 

3. The airborne units must be protected from 
overextending themselves and becoming the targets 
of surrounded counterattacks. The effort to 
extricate them from the trap will be costly and time 
consuming. 

The use of the airborne units is probably the 
toughest nut for the Axis commander to crack 
because the role of the paratrooper is somewhat 
contradictory. The airborne units cannot afford to 
single out one objective and concentrate against it as 
this will allow the Allies to concentrate rkeir f o m s  
against the thrust. On the other hand, the troops 
can't become totally separated as they would be cut 
off, surrounded individually, and most probably 
destroyed. A delicate bahnce must he found. 

Once these general factors have been considered, 
it becomes time to draw up the plan of action. 

The Plan- 
In broad scope, the battle pkn isa three pronged 

assault, two aimed at putting pressure on Valletta 
immediately and the third thrust cutting southwest 
against the airfields and Birzebbugia. Above all else, 
the three attacks should actively pursue the 
offensive to keep the defense stretched and harried. 
A solo attack anywhere would result in the 
defenders being able to extricate a large reserve of 
units and withdrawing into the bastions of Valletta 
and Roriana, where they would be extremely 
difficult to dislodge without proper support. In 
addition, if the majority of the island's defenders can 
be lured into the line in central Malta, they might 
emerge too weak to adequately defend everything 
they have to. 

With this overview in mind, the details of the 
operation can be detailed as follows: (see Figure I I) 

A. The Landing Force- 
The Allied analysis of the four beaches is right 

on-the best choices are St. Paul's Bay and Western 
Beach. North is too far away and Valletta is too well 
defended. However, this is not to say that these 
beaches must never be used. The Axis key is, in 
reality, their unpredictability. The plan considered 
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danger and be able to get into action with a 
minimum of delay+specially true of the artillery 
and antitank units landing with the 187th. 

Figure 12 shows the result of these orders and 
the Allied reaction on turn 1. Although 2 battalions 
have been wiped out (32 victory points), the drop 
was tight and a large German force is unpinned, 
allowing their full operating capabilities on turn 2. 

Tactically, the Axis should hit hard, fast, and 
often. When attacking with the convoy units, 
casualties don't count, so shove forward regardless 
of the defense. More caution should be used when 
advancing with artillery and the assault guns. These 
should be protected against any sudden Allied 
attack, as they will be required, along with 
everything else the Italians own, for the final 
reduction of Valletta. 
The airborne units have to be somewhat more 

careful on their attacks as their casualties count. 
This is especially true of the Fallschirmjager 
battalions as it would be highly disadvantageous to 
the Axis cause to have their elite troops pulled out 
early. The Germans should linkup early and take 
advantage of maximum stacking. Their method of 
attack should be the high odds bludgeon, such as 
shown in figure 10a, in an attempt to kill off any 
Allied units that get in their way. This guideline, of 
course, bas its exceptions. An example is figure 13: 
Here the Axis have come against the Luqa-Zurrieq 
line, the last strong doubled position before 
Birzebbugia. In order to force this line quickly, both 
Imkabba and Zurrieq should be hit at 3-1 for one 
turn-if the attacks fail, then it's back to the 
bludeeon. 

Figurc 13: Assaulting the last line to Birzebbugia-two 3-1 assaults 
instcad ofa single bludgeon may turn the trick for thc Axis. 

Some final notes on Axis tactics: 
I) Keep moving. With most of the main battle 

force having MA = 4, they canmove through enemy 
ZOCs. By moving forward, the Axis can force 
positions that assaults failed to carry, such as the 
one in figure lob. But, at the same time, make sure 
advanced units have open lines of retreat in case the 
Allies get ambitious. 

2) Protect weakened German battalions. If 
forced to break up a battalion due to combat results; 
pull the remainder back out of the fight. If another 
battalion is broken up, recombine the two weakened 
units into a full sized battalion as in CRETE. 

3) Against an opponent who uses the Allied 
hidden deployment rule, it pays to keep a record of 
the AIlied units contacted and identified. This will 
help the Axis figure out what's in store at the next 
town. 

111. REFLECTJONS- 
While INVASION OF MALTA, 1942 does an  

exceptional job, no game or simulation can 
Continued on Pg. 32, Column 2 
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CRETE Design Problems and Solutions 
By Vance von Borries 

At 730 on the morning of 20 May 1941 the skies 
over Crete filled with a growing armada of German 
aircraft. The Luftwaffe had arrived to bomb and 
blast every Allied soldier, gun, and trench that could 
be found. The air raid looked like any other but 
somehow it felt different. By 8:00 the difference 
became visible. Out of the dust came the German 
gliders, descending quickly to their targets. 

The cry of "ClidersV'had hardly passed down the 
line when ;he skiesen~pred with a ~dlorfuldisplay of 
little puffs with mrn dangling below: parachurists! 

'W~ld ly  watang their legs. romc nlmdy C.r.ng the11 Schmc.s&ers. the 
nerachut&tr wrnr d ~ w n .  In the terraced v.nevr\rus. crashma throuan 
ihc peaceful olive boughb, inthc of housea, on roofs. inthe o k n  
Fxlds where thcy found eanh. Others, ridding lhcmsclvcs of their 
harness, crept cautiously inscarch of comrades, only to meet enemies. 
But whcrc thcy Lnndd out of range, there was thc chance to collect 
more weapons and ammunition from the canisters, to organize in 
their sections. toattack.Theday had indted bqun."(N.Z.O.H.,p.89) 

Anyone who watches the movies or the 6 o'clock 
news might think things were different. After all, 
don't paratroops scatter the hapless defenders by 
making a swift attack at the crucial point? Perhaps 
we have all been led to believe in a certain mystique 
about the paratrooper as nurtured by Hollywood or 
Walter Cronkite. But Hollywood and Cronkite to 
the contrary, the paratrooper is not always a 
superman. The paratrooper is most vulnerable 
during his first minutes on the ground, assuming he 
even makes it to the ground. 
STRATEGIC ANALYSIS 

I t  is perhaps this vulnerability ofdescent and the 
danger of disorganization that makes parachute 
operations difficult to simulate in a wargame. While 
at some point in the design of the game the elitist 
legend of the paratroops must be dealt with since 
man-to-man operations are implicit, the design 
must start with the strategic situation, which is 
known in game terms as the scope of simulation. 
While CRETE and MALTA are games, they also 
are simulations of an aspect of history. The scope of 
the games involves two dimensions: the limit of 
simulation and the historical parameters. Clearly, 
the historical subjects are the parachute assault 
against Crzte and the proposed battle for Malta. 
The design must take care to distinguish the forces 
within a player's control from the forces shaping the 
game. In a tactical battle game such as CRETE and 
MALTA, the player should be in control of only his 
immediate military situation, not of the surround- 
ing political events or military forces lying outside 
his normal operational span of control. This means 
there should be nothing the player can do to change 
the nature of the battl&eld situation. 

As an  example, consider the strategic setting for 
CRETE which imposed several constraints on the 
Germans. First was the Germans' primary strategic 
consideration: they had to win the battle as quickly 
as possible because the bulk of their airforce was 
needed in the impending Russian Campaign. 
Second, thanks to the unfounded assumption that 
Cretans were pro-Axis, the Germans thought they 

could conduct a quick battle and bag thousands of 
British prisoners. Third, Gen. Student, the German 
paratroop commander, received such pressure from 
interservice rivalry he felt he had to pull off an 
impressive victory. As the clincher, the Germans 
were unaware that the Allies had broken the Enigma 
Code and had an almost perfect knowledge of the 
German order of battle and attack plan. The 
primary Allied constraint was Churchill's insistance 
upon holding Crete as  a naval base. Although the 
Allied command would fight, it was willing to 
evacuate the moment things got tough. 

When considering the above historical con- 
straints and keeping in mind that the constraints 
guide the designof the game, the solutions to several 
design problems were revealed. The first solution 
involved a problem discovered in the early 
playtesting: the Germans had too many possible 
attack plans. While this early version allowed the 
German player nearly complete plrtnningfreedom it 
gave the game a very slow start due to the highly 
involved planning of the attack wave for each 
sector, the reinforcements, and wen airdroppable 
supplies. A solution had to be found to  speed up the 
start of play. 

Historically, Crete could have been invaded 
according to almost any attack plan. The whole 7th 
Hieger Division could have attacked just one 
airfield, destroyed its garrison, and then have struck 
out overland with reinforcements to  destroy the 
Allid coastal garrisons one by one. With their 
overwhelming air superiority, the German army 
could not have lost, but this would hardly make an 
enjoyable game. And, allowing the German such an 
option would ignore several situational constraints: 
the Germans were forced by the strategic situation 
and the proddings of interservice rivalry to attempt 
a speedy conquest, not to mention they had no idea 
of the true Allied strength. 

The only f p m e  solution was to place greater 
limitations on the German player: he must be 
obligd to follow the historical attack plan. Any 
Allied player who plays the game more than once 
will know that plan, reflectingthe historical fact that 
the Allies did know German intentions. Thus it is 
reasonable to oblige the German player to abide by 
the historical invasion plan, shown on the Assault 
Organization Card. Inaddition, the paratroop units 
are obliged to drop within four hexes of an airfield, 
reflecting historical supply limitations, the Allied 
knowledge of the plans, and the German un- 
derestimation of Allied strength and belief in a 
quick victory. Also, as a practical matter in a game 
without parachute drop restrictions, no matter how 
encompassing the Allied defense perimeter, the 
Germans could always land outside, organize with 
impunity, and attack with maximum organization 
and co-ordination. This rule, combined with rules 
for inverted counters and decoy positions, makes it 
still possiblefnra German player to miscalculate the 
Allied player's strength around each airfield. 
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the Mstt mupied tht island in the Napoleonic 
Era the is ind was considered a naval fortress. 
During the mid 19th century many coastalfortifica- 
tions wen builkand battwi~sinstalled. Remmntzaf 
t h e  wte press& into me during WWII, Ont 
p r m h t  rystem dfortiftmtionawasktwwnas the 
Via& Ijw. It consisted of numerous weapons 
pita and smll forts, and incorporated a natural 
defense tine huh ham the Madakna Battery 
thtough fwts Musts and Tarja to Binjemma 
Bahery. m-ng tiw: 19th century an enemy could 
oacgpy the i&& this line, yt6 Malta wuM 
still operate effectively aa a MvaI b e .  Howwet, by 
1940 the wge of Fild ktrwitwfs wa so great that, at 
best, the fwiortiibtioirs wo& serve as the lad fine of 
trefich. Given tL d i t t i d r t s  of the Iptand, lhe 
Britirrh had t o  move Wr defense seaward and into 
the s k k .  OBce-y troop had arrived WI Malta, 
had artil'tery In &&on, and ft;td r e c u d  supplk~ 
then Mrtlta would maw to be a base and esentkllg 
wmld haw beenczrgttared. The aifitical factor in the 
str#egic def- of Malta was#mmarPd ofthe air. 
When this wae b t ,  the l o y d  Mavy g.&l n d  
remain. SQ P Hudy of the strug& fot Mala is a 
study of the air war above. 

'fhe air war over h h h  underwent several 
phasss- *re was Xirt first EUitz by the Irdians 
duriq 1943 when tlw Bxitiph had only thsee watch- 
buL GIadhtoxfighters. After the Iaal ianamck:~ 
dowa the German tufrwaffe arrived ia Jaaurrry, 
194l.On tb d a y  ofthtrirarrivaltbeyinfiic~ m e  
dam* to the British carrier iLkUSXRIOUX. 
Brithh navel powr then depa~tcd the ~ e ~ t r r d  
Mditarrarrean and tb Axis carnmaded the skim 
untik tho inwsion of Crete and the Ryairn  
campaign sited away the Luftwaffe. T k  Al l id  
command d w q s  &sir& t o  mdntain Malta's US& as 
a bate qd during the 3 m n d  haIf of 1941 Malta 
became a rstopover @at fwaimaft  flown toEgypt. 
Malta then hd sufficient aircraft to $0 an the 
off9nske by atkcking Axia suppFy convoys to 
Africa. Titis offensive was so effective that in 
December rhe Luftwaffe k e n  murning from 
R u e .  As t k  pmssure wwduring, t h  next t b m  
months Nre British were forced to send th first 
Sp i f i e s  tu tL M & i ~ ~ .  On 20 March, 1942 
the Axis Rfi strong enough ta begin the Qmnd 
Assault, the air Btitn co nevtmtizt Maltaa By mid- 
April the Spidlte reinforcetrtefims hsld k e n  r&u& 
through *air mion to six. in this gknritxatian 
the Axis had a c k k d  &r yeatest  contrd sf the 
air. When on 211 April fortjr-gix Spi@im wereflmw 
to Maka from the U.S. carfir W A P ,  tth Axixir 
superiority was sesdr abat oU we= rho1 down or 
destroyE$ an the ground within t h e e  dayr It was 
this s u ~ ~ e x  and the continued Alfkd weaknesa that 
prpmpa~d the Axiscammnd torepart t t  w m p b  
desintctirnl of Malta's 'sir deftnsc. Preauaubly tk 
next major step would be the actual landing on 

 am. But the very same day this report w a s  madl 
(10 May) another sixty-one Spitfires were flow1 
from the WASP (and 17 more on 18 May). In on4 
day the pictum had changed: Malta was cornba 
ready again. 

The Axis could not invade without airsuperio ' 
ty, but even if the Axis could have gained a lastin 
command of the air, they faced several 0th 
problems. The spearhead of any attack on Mal 
would consist of the paratroopers. While they cou 
bedroppedanywhere on thc island, they would nee[ 
heavy weapons support to break the fort~fications 
Barring quick capture of an  airfield the weapon: 
would have to come acrosseastly defensible beache! 
dominatd by hills, forts, and steep cliffs. The nortl 
and east approaches to the island were covered b j  
minefields and cons~derable coast artillew. For the 
sake of h e  game it must be assumed that Italiar 
rniseswmpers would have been successful ir 

I 
&caring the way to St. Paul's Bay Beach anr 
Ya'itIletta Beach. Once the invader i s  ashore and ha: 
survived t h  mnterattack, he is faaed with tk 
w c w k y  of qutckly seizing a supply port kaw 
thc b a c k  were Loo warraw to hear h a v y  suppll 
traffic In sum, Etivmion would ckpend upon thr 
r u m s  of t.k airborm banalions in capturing thr 

I 
few key M n t s  rtwesary t~ euablc the main immbr 
f o m  to had suwre9sfuBy. 

Fartm Maim ta tough but it f a c d  mng 
pmlrkm toe Fiwt, in cmi&mtkn af the dvi 
p o w i o n ,  hd a r t  On mmnd frPnl7 
1W) wouM h v c  to consider capituhtictn 
had gxtd water s a p p k  ma h w  m Perdvai dif 
earlier at Singapore { 1 S Feb 19$21, Tise wuivtil~rlt 
of faur rtiafotced brigades defended t b  &land, but 
during the a* add aa-r af 1W2 they had 
t.mome weargq were hungry and malnourished, toat 
Wx infantry training edge, and even were split lip 
to provide labor details to remove Bombdamage. Ir 
some photographseven the uniforms were in tatters 
Another problem was that at times the AA gumfe1 
silent as sufficient stocks had to be avaikbk in even! 
of an invasion. Malta was a150 beseiged psycologi. 
cally. Every soldier and civilian watched tht 
convoys and after 22 months of this behavior e 
dcbiiitating seige mentality had taken hold. Many 
were anxious for the Axis to invade just to get the 
agony over with. On the other hand, theseige united 
the Mdtese people with the result that there were no 
saboteurs or dlaborators. 

An interesting a ide  to the fortification probltrr 
k that the island is honeycombed with caves. Somt 
of the cave systems weresoextensive t h t  one writel 
called the tunnel from Valletta to Rabat "a 
highway". Although most cave systems were 
unknown even to the Maltese, and military usr 

mbnd headquarters at Valletta, most granaries an 

GAME SCALE 
The strategic setting constraints also had an 

effect on the size of the mapboard and the level of 
conflict. Since the subject matter is the invasion of 
an island it was necessary to represent all of the 
important battle areas in one continuous map 
surface. CRETEemploys a scale of 1.6km per hex. 
A scale of 1.2km would have been preferable, for 
more exacting tactical detail, but the I .6 km scale 
was the largest possible given the dimensions of the 
gameboard sections. The long odd gameboard 
arrangement is regrettable but unavoidable given 
the nature of Cretan geography. The MALTA game 
uses the recommended 1.2 km per hex scale, and the 
entire island fit onto one gameboard section. 

Closely related to the hex size problem was the 
unit size problem. Decisions on both problemswere . 
made simultaneously because the size of the unit isa 
function of the amount of terrain represented inone 
hex. A battalion level of representation was chosen 
because, at this level, players could easily see and 
control the action of an entire battle. The alterna- 
tives: brigade level or company level would reduce 
variability of play or lose sight of the course of the 
overall battle. The rule allowing the Gerrnap player 
to substitute companies for his paratroop battalions . 
reflects the necessity of simulating paratroop drift 
and the German practice of assigning missions to 
individuai companies. Research indicated that two 
battalions would fit well into 1.2 km per hex. At 1.6 
km, however, the question arose whether three 
battalions should be stacked. So, other factors had 
to be considered such as command control, unit 
density, total units in the game, and the historical 
record. The most practical approach was to keep the 
game at battalion level, with two battalions per hex 
thus maintaining consistency with MALTA'S scale. 
Related to the unit size problem was the decision to 
stick with full units in the combat system. An 
alternative to the full unit elimination found on the 
Combat Results Table would have been to reflect 
partial losses through step reduction. This would 
give the advantage of allowing many battalions a 
degree of staying power. But it also would have 
meant an  unacceptable increase in set-up time. How 
could anyone ever sort out all those step reduction 
counters? Some people thought ANZIO was bad 
enough. When the step reduction system was tested, 
it did not work well, although combat resolution 
was perhaps more realistic. 

Despite appearances, the CRT i s  not very 1 
bloody for a unit elimination table. Only in the : 
worst circumstances in real battle would a unit be 
completely destroyed within a few hours. Most 
game action is at 1-1,2-I, or 3-1 odds where, with a 
two thirds chance of no one getting hurt, unless 
surrounded, units usually must be attacked several 
times before being eliminated. A unique feature in 
this game is the new exchange system which is found 
at the low odds. It allows the attacker to adjust the 
level of intensity of a battle to where hecan sacrifice 
extra casualties to gain a position. In sum, the CRT 
provides a clean resolution that fits the game scale 
and maintains the player's focus on the more 
important problem posed by the game. 

I 
TIME SCALING 

A scaling decision all its own is the time frame 
in which to situate the game. MALTA presents no 
problems-the game lasts until one side collapas, I 
or mutual exhaustion. CRETE is more complicat- 
ed. CRETE was designed to  center around the 
decisive struggle for the airfields, without which the 
German player could not adequately supply and 
reinforce his paratroopers. To stretch out the game 

I 
to include Allied retreat strategies would distract 
from thecentral purpose. and would ignore ~olitical 
constraints, particu~arly~~hurchi~l's hsistaice that 
Crete should bz a naval fortress, and that the islang d 
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should be held to inflict enough casualties on the 
German parachute corps to discourage possible 
future airborne attacks on Cyprus, Syria, or the 
Suez Canal. This restraint allows the Allied player a 
choice of only two strategies within the scope of the 
game: bold the island, or inflict heavy casualties on 
German paratroops before evacuating. Allowing a 
strategy emphasizing evacuation would defeat the 
purpose of the game. Only the first two stratew 
alternatives were codified in the Advanced Game 
Victory Conditions, and the game length was 
restricted to the moment Gen. Freyberg, the Allied 
commander, decided on final evacuation. 

The final time scalingdecision was tocreate four 
game turns in one game day. With unit elimination 
and battalion scale units, fewer turns per day would 
have been preferable but sufficient time had to be 
allowed for paratroops to land, organize, and attack 
all during the same day. Otherwise, more game turn 
phases with the required complexity would have 
k e n  required. 

PARATROOP DRIFT 
The paratroop drift results do not represent 

another scaling decision but a German organization 
problem. The intention is to scatter paratroops all 
over the countryside, emphasizing the vulnerability 
of the paratrooper during his first moments on the 
ground as well as a normal scattering. There can be 
no "perfect plan" if only because of the random 
element of drift. Yet the drift result is not totally 
random. This too was intended. The actual landing 
location for each unit should be a function of the 
aircraft approach route, the prevailing winds, and 
anti-aircraft fire. Ground opposition will break up 
the aircraft formation and then the paratroops will 
be scattered and disorganized, but still according to 
the critical factors. The bias is important since at 
this scale total randomization is not correct. 

NAVAL ACTION 
A paratrooper's game ahould be concerned with 

only one subject, how best to accomplish his 
objective with the parachute forces at hand. Naval 
action was contained within another sphere of 
command for both sides. At Crete neither Gen. 
Student nor Gen. Freyberg had any controlover the 
naval forces involved. The Germans attempted to  
send two invasion fleets to Crete but both were 
intercepted, probably due to the British advance 
knowledge through the Enigma Cypher, and were 
partially destroyed. An introduction of navalaction 
to "save" the fleets or to intercept the British 
evacuation convoys would shift concern away from 
the primary tactical fight a t  the airfields. This is not 
the purpose of the game. Further, such a shift would 
raise the problem of a conflict of strategies: one of 
isolating the island versus one of seizing the island 
by airborne forces. In sum, to add to the naval 
action would hinder a playable situation. The HMS 
YORK and the coastal steamer are exceptions 
bmuse of their limited tactical nature. 

One naval activity which could have affected the 
outcome of the battle on land was naval bombard- 
ment. Historically the British Royal Navy did 
bombard Crete, but withdisappointingresults. The 
British conducted a night raid against Maleme with 
their faster ships, and later made a carrier-assisted 
raid against an Axis airfield on Scarpanto Island. 
Each raid lacked effectiveness due to lack of proper 
observation of target and lack of co-ordination with 
ground based activity. The Italians too planned a 
bombardment raid only this was to be against 
Malta. Malta's fixed coastal installations were to be 
bombarded by two old battleships which were not to 
fire more than 200 partial charge rounds. Observa- 
tion was to depend upon spotter biplanes launched 
from the decks of the battleships. Like the British 

plan this action lacked co-ordination with ground 
forces. Both the British action and the Italian 
planned action were omitted from thegame because 
of their brief and insubstantial effect. 

AIR OPERATIONS 
Although the naval action is peripheral, air 

action i s  not. The critical prerequisite before any 
airborne invasion is the necessity for complete air 
superiority. Over Crete the Luftwaffe met only 
token British resistance until 19 May. On that day 
the last British aircraft (four Hurricanes and three 
Gladiators) were withdrawn to Egypt. The nextday 
the German airborne invasion began. This, how- 
ever, was more coincidence than plan. Inits struggle 
for air superiority the Allied air strength had been 
eliminated in Greece. Still, some 45 aircraft 
evacuated to Crete (27 Blenheims, 1214 Burri- 
canes, and 6 Gladiators) during 22-24 April but 
conditions there were so primitive that these could 
not be maintained in continual air combat. Bv 13 
May the Blenheims had departed and the ~ i r r i -  
canes were reduced to six. On 17 May ten new 
Hurricanes arrived but these too could not last 
against the daily Blitz. Throughout the battle the 
British maintained the hope that the RAF might 
return. This intention prevented the Allied ground 
troops from destroying the airfields. That this hope 
was strong was proven by the actual arrival a t  
Heraklion on 23 May of seven Hurricanes (of 12 
sent). Still, these could not materialIy affect the 
outcome of the battle. They were too few. The 
British also tried bomber operations with Welling- 
ton and Blenheim bombers from Egypt. These 
bombed German airfields in Greece and later 
bombed Maleme airfield. Where the nightly efforts 
(13-19 May) &fore the invasion had little appreci- 
able effect in preventing invasion the occasional 
later efforts had even less effect. There were just too 
few bombers available. The situation recalls the 
Norwegian campaign in 1940 where the RAF tried 
to cover Aandalsnes from the Orkneys. But perhaps 
the real cause for the RAFfailuredid not lieentirely 
with its lack of numbers. At this stage of the war in 
the Mediterranean, Crete was only one of over a half 
dozen operative fronts drawing RAF resoums. 
Each new ground commitment required more 
aircraft and shortages soon developed. Chided for 
not giving promised support, the Middle East RAF 

Axis inyasion fleets consisted of amixtur 
rtstal frekhters and W n g r  ships" a 

yacht, som naval tugs, and a hrgc nu 
quw {auxiliary engiwd wooden fishing 
s unwieldy assemblage was organized into 
~oyrr and was to carry ail the h v y  equip 

was not transpomble Qy air as well sxs s 
ntry for #ham no aircrzft space was avail 

e -act number of men and arnoun t ofequip 
s proven impossible to determiax, but it rn 
mated <hat the first convoy of 25 v e d s  
nd far MaIernc with about 2331 men. 
nd c m o y  with tstirnat~d 4000 mn i 

departed later and made for Mtmklian. 
third convoy also saikd Tor Crefe. It mrri 
2685 men dwwn mainly from the Xtal 

g h "  Division based on R h d e s .  For t 
raxion the Italians us& an wen mow wretch 

flectian af mwt mft. Yet the Italian comma 
no prior notifiation of the impen&ag at 
able to plan, lW, and hnd this inarttsiqn 
in six days of the daipion to intervene. It 
hie this fleet dumeded in passing from RhDd 
Pete h a w e  t k  British were too occupied wi 

AXIS AIR 
ORDERS OF BATTLE 

Crete, May 20, 1941 
4th Luftflotte (Gen. Lohr) 

Fliegerkorps VIII (Gen. Tun Richthofen) 

approx # 
unit type aircraft 

I L G  1 JuB8 47 
I 1  L-G 1 Ju88 47 
I1 KC 26 He1 l l  45 

I KG 2 Do17 47 
111 KG 2 Do17 47 
I11  KG 3 Do17 47 

Stab! StG 2 .!us7 8 
I StG 2 Ju87 49 

111 StG 2 Ju87 49 
1 StG 3 Jri87 49 
I ZG 26 BfllO 38 

I1 ZG 26 BfIlO 38 
11  ZG 76 BE110 38 
I LG 2 RfIO9 38 

Stab JG 77 BflOY h 
I1 3G 77 Bf109 38 

I11 JG 77 Bf109 38 - 
668 

plus some 50 rccon. aircraft and some Italian 
combat aircraft based on Scarpanto. 

Fliegerkorps XI (Lt. Gen. Student) 
A total below uf 493 JuS213m aircraft and 78 DFS 
gliders. 
units 
KGr.z.b.V. 40 in reserve: 
KGr.z.b.V. 60 1 KG r..b.V.172 
KGr.z.b.V.101 I1 KG z.b.V.172 
KGr.z.b.V-lOZ all gliders organized under: 
KGr.z.b.V.IO5 l LLG 1 
KGr.z.h.V. 106 
1 KG 2.b.V. I 

11  KG 2.b.V. 1 (2 staffelen) 

Malta, May 10, 1942 
2nd Luftflotte {F.M. Kesselring) 

Fliegerkorps I1 (Gen. Lorzer) 
unit type strength/=. 
Stab KG 54 Ju88A-4 3 3 

I KG $4 Ju8HA-4 23 I3 
KGr. 606 Ju88A-4 23 Ih 
KGr 806 Ju88A4 28 10 

111 StG 3 lu87D-1 23 I0 
8 / Z G  26 BflIOD-3 16 9 

1 0 l Z G  26 D0172-I0 8 6 

I NJG 2 Ju88C-6 12 8 

Stab J G  53 Bf109F-4 5 3 
11 JG 53 Bf109F-4 42 27 

111 JG 53 Bf109F-4 39 25 - - 
plus 26(14) recon amraft .  222 130 

Fliegerkorps XI (Gen Student) 

A total of about 500 alrcraft. malnly .fu52/ 3m but 
rncluding some He1 11, Ju86, and Jug7 ured as 
gllder tow-planes 
By summer gliders prepared amounted to some 300 
DFS, 200 Go242, and 15 Me321 About 200 glider 
prlots had been trslned. . c ., > 

- 5  
Italian Royal Airforce : ' * J  ,$; a .  L$\",, ,,,, Based In Slclly, i t  possessed about T ~ > ~ : ~ & . ~ ~  
200 Savoia 82 transports 150 bombers & 
140 fighters 10 a ~ r l ~ e d  res~ue 2% 
160 around attack 60 torpedo bombers 
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+r COUNTING FACTORS 
THE UNITS- 

In the game, the Germans may look like 
supermen compared to some Allied units, but there 
are some very strong reasons for the disparity as 
may be discovered by examining the cross-section of The first unit consisted of twelve 75mm 

howitzers with range of 4,800 meters. It was units displayed below. Each unit in the game effective against fortifications, Each piem required underwent a similar analysis. The results, with slight several transport planes to carry it, the gunners, modification, are found in the game box. ammo, and draft animals. Twelve 150mm howitzers 
with range of 12,325 meters composed the second 

GERMAN UNITS- unit. This artillery was much too heavy for air 
transport. 

10-104 

Consisting of about 120 men this unit, typical of 
all parachute rifle companies, was well armed, had Both armor units had over adozen tanks apiece, 
good modem equipment and the right equipment the first being composed of Pzkw I1 and the second 
when organized: it was well led and performed well. pzkw 111 made available from the 5th panzer 
Four of these plus a headquarters one Regiment. Large amounts of armor were not made 
battalion. The Sturm Regimeit had been recently available due to the risks in transpod and the 
formed from the assault battalion that attacked ,,+ of available shipping, N~ armor could be 
Eben Emael. On paper this regiment was the elite of transported by air, 
the elite and was to be carried in gliders. 

ITALIAN UNITS- 

While this unit was typical of the German 
paratroops, it was the first paratroop unit raised (in The 33rd Reglrnent may be considered repre- 
1936). by Bruno Brauer the Ist sentative of regular Italian infantry during 1942. It 
Regiment took part in the attack on Denmark and consisted of 3,332 men organized into three 
Norway and later saw action in at battalions (each 876 men) plus support companies. 
Rotterdam. Contrary to the Sturm Regiment, the The 'LLivomom Division was well trained and 
battalion headquarters in the regular battalions was organizd and fought well in Sicily a year later+ 
not intended for assault. 

Both units represented recently formed support 
formations for the air division. The anti-tank unit The Italians had detachments of paratroops 
had air-droppable 28/20mm squeeze-bore guns since the beginning of the war but they did not 
whose only effectiveness against a Matilda tank was compose an exclusively parachute division until a 
a chance track hit. The anti-aircraft unit was German training mission arrived in early 1942. 
composed of air-droppable 20mrn AA weapons. "Folgore" was an elite unit, comparable to German 

units, and it fought welland gallantly at El Alamein. 

Consisting of about 100 men, this unit was 
essentially a well equipped heavy weapons com- 
pany. Since the rifle battalions had to paradrop The San Marco Regiment was a navy marine 
without their heavy weapons, these units were unit and was easily the best unit in Italy. It was well 
attached to each assault group to restore weight to trained, well led, and its members fought with great 
the attack. determination. Originally, the regiment was raised 

for special small unit missions but eventually the 
regiment expanded to  seven battalions, four of 

ZL which fought in Africa. At Malta, commando 
detachments were to make special attacks against 

Just a detachment, this unit represented four forts Benghaisa and Delimara. 
75mrnl LG 40 recoilless rifles. This weapon could be 
hauled by two men. It had a good rate of fire (6 rpm) 
and had an effective range of 5,600 yards. While 
quite effective in direct fire its use as a howitzer was I 
wholly unsatisfactory. - 

On paper the normal Italian artillery regiment 
had 2769 men and 36 guns, but for the Malta 
operation the heavy artillery was removed from 
divisional command. For each division this left two 

The first unit was typical of the mountain units groups of twelve 7Smm howitzers. The light artillery 
employed on Crete. Like the paratroops it too was unit for each division consisted of the independent 
short on heavy weapons but was a veteran unit, was mortar battalion of 529 men and 27 mortar tubes. 
well led, and had high morale. The recon unit was The Italian 8lmm mortar was considered one ofthe 
essentially a stripped down maneuver battalion. most effmtive in Europe. 

command blamed many of its difficulties on the lack 
of replacement aircraft rather than face where the 
problem more squarely stood: an inability to set 
policies anda lack of ground organization. On Crete 
the ground organization problem was particularly 

-acute. The ground crews had little equipment, no 
facilities, no back-up personnel, and were reduced 
to cannibalizing damaged aircraft to keep a few in 
the air. Clearly, for the game no RAF units could 
effectively operate from bases on Crete. In examin- 
ing the historical record, these twin problems of 
poor policy making and lack of ground organiza- 
tion appear endemic to all British military opera- 
tions outside of Britain. It is little wonder that the 
other service arms lost confidence in the RAF. One 
British seaman was heard to say as he inflated his 
lifebelt, 'This is all the ruddy air support I'll get this 
trip." 

As the British air operations faded away the 
Luftwaffe gained an undisputed command of theair 
over all the Aegean and much of the Eastern 
Mediterranean. While some German air strength 
was always directed against Allied shipping, its 
focus was on operations over Crete. In thegame the 
Luftwaffe is represented in three ways. First, the 
Allies have limited road mobiiity due to the 
pervasiveness of German fighter planes. This 
mobility is further hampered by fighter plane 
concentrations. Second, there is strategic bombing 
of specific types of military targets. Third, the 
Luftwaffe is represented as combat strength points 
to fulfill its mission of tactical support of the ground 
troops. 

Tactically, the Luftwaffe is represented as 
strength points rather than as individual aircraft 
formations. This reflects the fact that aircraft were 
dispatched from the airfields as fast as they could 
rearm and refuel, forming up in battle as ad hoc 
groups. It is specifically a strength point representa- 
tion in thegame as this directly relates its functionas 
"flying artillery" to the combat system. The 
alternative would have been more game turn phases 
with the resultant complexity of play. The only 
difficulty tactical air support had in the actual 
battles was where the British figured outthe ground 
call signs. In sum, German tactical bombing proved 
quite effective in Crete. 

In contrast, strategic bombing had its difficul- 
ties. Several targets were neutralized but not 
destroyed. The AA batteries, for example, could be 
knocked out only by ground attack. This is why 
special glider detachments were assigned to attack 
AA units in Suda Sector. The cities were also 
Luftwaffe targets although such bombing was 
inknded as a terror device. Specific military targets 
other than Fmed installations could not be readily 
identified because of the excellent British camou- 
flage. Strategic bombing was limited to these roles 
and is thereby not part of the game's combat system. 
Therefore such missions are resolved on a separate 
table with results having a much different effect than 
found in combat results. 

THE DESIGN OF MALTA 
With the completion of the CRETE design a 

complete game system for use in another parachute 
game was available. While CRETE was built first, 
MALTA tested many of the design features found in 
the CRETE system and thereby provided an instant 
feedback as to the success of each design solution. 
This feedback aspect is perhaps quite unusual in 
wargame design because the changes occurred 
before publication of either game. I t  was fortunate 
that the MALTA design was in no way forced by 
some element in the CRETE design. Generally, 
many of of the same historical conditions present at 
Crete were also present at Malta one year later, thus 
there was already the design "solution" for: nature 
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of combat, game scale, time frame, fleet activity, air 
operations, and physicar lay-out for the game. The 
big differences in this historical subject were that: 
first, it never actually occurred and second, the Axis 
placed more emphasis on the amphibious phase of 
the invasion. Despite the many similarities, 
MALTA had many unique design problems. 

Because the invasion never took place there was 
the problem of what likely invasion date should the 
game assume. Malta presented a problem to the 
Axis from the very beginning of the war. Each year 
thc Axis prcparcd another invasion plan. There was 

the Pre-War Plan, the 1940 Plan, the 1941 Plan, and 
wveraI 1942 plans. No wonder that by mid-1942 the 
Italian general staff was anxious to get the invasion 
underway. The original game contained scenarios 
reproducing each plan, thereby leaving the players 
with the decision on most likely invasion date. But 
the scenarios were omitted from the final version of 
the game. With such necessary size and complexity, 
they would never have been played. The scenarios 
had really been designed for the avid and interested 
wargarner, so rather than entirely forget them, they 
are presented here. The most likely invasion in my 
opinion was the one ~cheduled for spring 1942. The 
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plan for this date was the one chosen by Avalon Hill 
to be the actual game. One of the major reasons for 
choosing t h i ~  date was the psychological predisposi- 
tion of the Axis leaden. Mussolini did not feel the 
invasion would succeed without German help. But 
Hitler had a phobia about invading islands, 
particularly after the Crete experience. Further- 
more, he was convinctd the Italians would only run 
if they ever had to oppose the British fleet. For the 
previous two years neither Axis partner seemed 
willing to make any decisive Mediterranean 

Continued on Pg. 32, Column I 

a 

Allied Units 
Headquarters staffs were, of course, important altitude AA protection and were in the process of 

e 
The artillery on Crete was nearly as bad as some 

to the operation of any battle. In the game, each being replaced by the 3.7" AAgun (verticaleffective of the infantry. For unexplained reasons the Allied 
headquarters unit represents commander, staff, 3 2 , o ~ )  ft). command did not wish to risk 25 pounder artillery 
signals, various liaison sections, and occasionally a on Crete so 100 captured Italian pieces (generally 
defense platoon. The "Crefor~e" and Malta" HQ 75mm) were sent instead, but only 49 survived 
units each represent more headquarters personnel transit. These guns, some of which the Italians had 
than found at brigade level but these had no originally captured from Germany during WWI and 
additional combat effectiveness. others from France during the current war, lacked 

This battalion held the vital Bill 107 overlooking optical instruments, charts, and signaling equip- 
Maleme airfield. While it was short on standard ment. Some sighting instruments had to be 
equipment and had only 644 men, it had within its faBbioned literally from chewing gum and bit6 of L' b perimeter RAF personnel, ten guns, ma- wood, Only 300-400 rounds were available per gun chine guns, a coast artillery battery, and two and ammo The Lt" unit was These composed the original defense force on M~~~~~~ tanks. unit was well traind but a 

Crete before the evacuation from Greece. While confused command structure impeded co-ordinated the only modem unit with four 3.7'' mountain 
generally Up to strength in they lent Out ,tion. Furthermore its own commander chose to 

howitzers. Unfortunately, because it had refused 
much of their equipment to theevacuees. They were at the wrong moment, infantry support until too late it was overrun during 
still well organized and had not suffered the the first hours. 
debilitating effects of a long retreat. 

1 1  --- i L 
The Greeks were, for the most pan, untrained, 

L L 
Most of ..., AA units were modern, well 

ill-equipped, and unorganized. They had no supplied, fully equipped, and wellcamouflaged. On 
transport, and they were armed with five different Crete the only big problem was the lack of sd'Ticient 
types of rifle and anaverage of less than20 rounds of numbers of guns. The "129" unit was equipped with 
ammunition per man. The deficiency was partially twelve Bofors 40mm guns. The '234" unit was 
mollified by using weapons captured on the equipped with eight 3.7" AA guns. 

The M.N.B.D.O. (Mobile Naval Base Defense battlefield but so many were ill armed that the units 
Organization) was a navy unit (Royal Marines) dissolved in combat. The 6th Regiment had 1485 
designed primarily for the defense of naval bases, as men but the units overall averaged about 1000 men, 
its name implies. 1,941 men of the organization were nearly all recruits.Tht Gendarmes unit (800 men) 
on Crete while another 1,000 were still at Alexan- was disciplined and performed respectably by 

r 
I 

dria, Egypt. This organization possessed all the anti- repellir -1 Gemar  ~ c k s  on E lo. All told on Crete there were 16 tight tanks and 9 
aircraft defense, coastal defense, signals, work- ' 1  l "Matilda" heavy tanks. As with the artillery, these 
shops, landing and command equipment necessary were the worst available armor from Egypt. They 
for the operation of a port. It was brought from em- - seem to have been sent because it was known that 
England specifically for Crete, arriving at Suez on paratroops would have almost no defense against 
21 April. It arrived at Suda between 10 May and 15 This is a cross-section of the composite units them. Accordingly they were scattered in many 
May. employed on Crete going from bad to the worst. The small detachments. Armor losses were primarily 

The main body consists of the Signals unit (the *comp/NZ" unit was composed hi~torically of 1007 due to mechanical breakdown. 
04-21; 684 signals, HQ, pioneer, and workshop men arranged into five companies. These were 
personnel from the MNBDO plus attached HQand armed men from the support services: artillerists, 
staff personnel from other services. Scattered in truck drivers, and supply personnel. They had little 
four detachments on Crete the "23/RMW unit was to no training as infantry but fought well consider- rn 1 
originally an LAA unIt but on Crete was armed h g  their backpound. The "Roy Per" unit repre- When Italy entered the war on 10 June 1940 
lnstead with light machine guns. During the battlea stnts averysimilarsituationbut withonly about 700 there was only one fully Maltese infantry battalion. 
composite RM battalion was formed from assorted men. Originally it was just a camp for men about to Presumably it was organized and equipped along 
armed RM detachments. This is represented in the be evacuated to Egypt but during the battle it the same lines as the British regulars on the island 
game by the MNBDO infantry and the "St L RM" organized asa combat unit and senta detachment to like all other Commonwealth units. Eventually, 
units. The remaining units were generally armed as the nearby village of Perivolia to help guard the three more battalions were raised but due to the 
intended. The two coast artillery batteries had four King of Greece; hence the unit's name. The continual siege these probably did not receive a full 
4" Mk IV LJ40 guns (range 10,200 yards) and 518 "compJ 17" battalion consisted of remnants of the allotment of equipment and certainly could not 
men between them. The two heavy AA batteries had 17th Australian still on Crete. Its 387 men had only train in large scale maneuvers. Whether the fact that 
sixteen 3" AA guns and 172 men between them. 270 riflers between them and simply had no other they would be fighting for their homes and family 
Generally, the 3" AA guns (vertical effective range weapons. None of these formations had trainedas a would make up for lack of equipment, one can only 
20,000 ft) had not proven equal to the task of high unit. conjecture. 
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. Adding the RAF and the Royal Navy 
The RAF could have tried to return to Crek. 

e bombers represent Wellington and Blenheim 
mbers based along the Nile. 

. Allied RAF units available: 

on any night turn, 

a. The fighters must be phced on a friendly airfield, 
but of enemy ZOC. The bombers arrive from out of 
play and return out of play as do the German 
aircraft type units. 
3. The Allied bombers may attack only airfields 
and German aimaft units that are out of play. Only 
an "N-2" result will affect an airfield or cause 
limination of German aircraft units (only one elim 

If any Allied unit evacuates all Allied fighter 
i ts  immediately evacuate. 

5. The following am additional air missions. Both 
layers may conduct any or all air missions. 

a. F i t e r  Interception of any other air 
sion-This mi~sion is flown during the opposing 
yer segment phase. Fighter units will fly from 

base and announce "interception" of mission. 
Fighters may intempt only once in a game turn. 

(1) Interception of f i t e n :  Unit for unit 
cancellation of mission. 

(2) Interception of fighter-bombers: Unit for 
~ n i t  cancellation of mission. 

(3) Interception of bombers: Unit for unit 
cancellation of mission. 

(4) Interception of paratroops: The fighter 
cancels its mission and the paratroop unit affected 
must add "3" to drift die mll result. All other 
>paratroop units in the sector must add "1" to drift 

(5) Interception of airlanding: One fighter unit 
will reduce airfield capacity by two stacking points 
or that turn only. Place the fighter unit on the 
field hex as though on an interdiction mission. 
0th missions may be conducted simultaneously. 

(6) There ia no combat result during intercep- 
tion. Cancelled units are immediately returned to 

~ b .  The dropping of paratroops or landing of 
airborne reinforcements is cons ided  as an air 

c. Fighter escort-Fighters may be assigned to  a 
aector as a general escort to all air missions being 
flown there. They may not conduct other missions 
in the same player segment. Intercepting f i i t e r  
units must conduct fighter interception before 
remaining interceptom can affect other air missions. 
d. Bombing of aifield-Conducted by bombers or 
fighter-bombers this mission is resolved on the 
Bombardment Table. A "neutralized" result means 
the airfield is unusable. Regardless of first result the 
die is rolled again for elimination of aircraft units 

that were based on that airfield. An "N-I" means 
o m  unit eliminated. An "N-2" means two units are 
eliminated. Only "N-2" results have aneffect during 
NIGHT. 

6. OPTIONAL: THE ROYAL NAVY 
On two separate owasions the Royal Navy 

raided Axis held airfields. One of these was Maleme 
airfield. 

a. The Allies have mailable for two NIGHT 
turns a naval bombardment strength of four points. 
This strength must be applied all together as one 
raid (attack) against one target: an airfield or 
German aircraft units out of play. 

b. The raid must be planned on the Time 
Record Track at least two turns in advance although 
the target need not be decided until that turn. 

c. The naval raid is resolved in the same manner 
as the bomber attack against an airfield. The 
bombers and navy may combine strength against 
the same target. 

INVASION OF MALTA- 1942 
The game situation as found in the rules booklet 

is really the Spring 1942 Plan. This invasion would 
have taken place in late May or early June thereby 
delaying Rornmel's offensive against the Gazala 
Line and Tobruk. The Spring 1942Plan was not the 
only plan. The remaining important plans are 
shown below. 

A. The 1940 Plan 
This was rt scaled down version of the Pre-War 

Plan. In common with that phn, it lacked 
equipment and trained men. In this plan 20,000 men 
(no Germans) were to be landed from 100 landing 
craft and four"tankersm at M a m  Scala, St. Thomas 
Bay, and Marsa Sciroccoand were to be followed by 
an attack against Mellieha Bay and St. Paul's Bay. 
An early September attack date is arssumed. 
1. Axis Organization: 

a. There are only two paratroop units: 

b: There are no airlanding units. 
c. Use the same Sea Assault units but delete the 

loo RCC (3 units). 
d. There is no Follow-up Convoy #2 or #3. 
e. Use all the Italian airforce and add German 

units (to represent added Italian strength) of two 
fighters and two bomber strength points. 
2. Allied Organization: 

(Allid player rere in  only tbcse units) 

witbin 2 hexes Lugrt H 
of Valletta Airlicld 

in Valktta anywhere 
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3. Other Rules: 
a. Both the paratroops and the 1 st sea assault 

convoy land on the first turn. 
b. The Axis player may form one or two asrsault 

convoys from the sea assault unita available. The 
second assault wnvoy arrives second or third turn 
rn desired but a t  a different beach. 

c. The Follow-up convoy arrives starting Turn 
#4. It may go to either landing beach as desirad. 
Only 8 stacking points per turn may land. 

d. Krendi and Kirkop airfields cannot be used. 
e. One Allied heavy artillery unit must be placed 

adjaoent to Grand harbour. It represents the heavy 
guns of the HMS Terror. It may attack only enemy 
units landing at Valletta Beach or St. Paul's Bay 
Beach. 

f. No Allied RAF is porsaible in this scenario. 

B. The 1941 Plan 
In  A p d  1941 the Axis had a choke, either 

occupy Crete a3 the end of the successful Balkarm 
campaign or  seize Malta to insure supply lines to 
Rommel'~ Afrika Korps. On April 21st Gen. 
Student perwaded H i k  to attack Crete, but what 
if Hitler accepted theearlier recommendation by the 
Wehrmacht Operations Staff to capture Malta? 
This plan was to employ one para division, one 
airborne division, some specialist unitrs, and rsome 
40,000 men to be landed by sea from 180 small craft. 
The f in t  invasion wave however, would have 4000 
men in another 100 special assault landing craft 
largely obtained from the now cancelled Operation 
"Sealion". Generally, it was intended that the 
amphibious landing would ,be a subsidiary effort. 
Players are cautioned that this s~enario is heaviiy 
weighted in favor of the Axis. 
I. Axis Organization: 

a.  Use all the paratroop units shown on the 
CRETE Axis Organization Card. Units will drop on 
the turn s h o w  and they may drop anywhere. 
Company substitution is used. Add th t  Italian 
paratroop units as found in the 1940 Scenario. 

b. The only airlanding units are the rest of the 
Italian "Polgore" Division. 

c. The Follow-up convoys are the same but 
there is no Follow-up convoy #3. Also, delete the 
557th anti-tank unit and the 1st and 2nd CCNN 
battalions. 

d, Delete three German fighter aircraft unita 
and six bomber strength points. 
2. Allied Organization: 

a. Delete the following units: 

Plam anywhere 

P l m  all coast artillery 
a~ before but delete 
thew thm units: I 
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b. The fortrefs companies, beach defense 
companies, coast artillery, AA units, and headquar- 
ters units will set up as before. All remaining units 
may set up anywhere desired. 

3. Other rules: 
a. Kirkop and Krendi airfields cannot be used. 

The Kirkop AA unit will set up on Hal Far Airfield. 
b. There is no paratroop withdrawal. 
c. No casualty points are awarded for eliminat- 

ing Italian units of the "Folgore" Division that 
entered play by airlanding prooedure. 

d. OPTIONAL: Allied player has two fighter 
units available. Use all aircraft rules as found in 
CRETE Scenario D. 

e. OPTIONAL: Since there is no attack on 
Crete, the Allies might base long range bombers on 
Crete. This causes one extra unit to be lost on any 
"delay" result on the Malta Follow-up Convoy 
Table. 

C. Variations on the Spring 1942 Plan 
Players can mix and match these situations to 

suit needs. Each variation can stand by itself and 
none are mutually exclusive. It would also be 
permissible to use any of these options in the July 
1942 Plan. 
1. ADDITIONAL ALLIED UNITS 
If the Allies had less trouble with the January 1942 
relief convoys more men and equipment might have 
arrived. The additional units shown below might 
have been raised. 

a. Add the following units: 

b. The two UMSC" units (Maltese Special 
Constabulary) were essentially the Maltese equiva- 
lent of the British Home Guard. They cannot 
combine their attack strength with any units at all. 
2. AXIS ARMOR 
The "coup de main" variation of the Spring 1942 
Plan evisioned the use of less men in the whole 
operation. The more interesting aspect, though, was 
the use of armor. 

a. Armored units available: 

b. The Axis player may decide how many armor 
units he wishes to use of those available. Armor 
units may enter play only in the Follow-up convoys. 
Since all the available shipping space has already 
been filled the Axis player must leave behind in Italy 
two stacking points (his choice of units) for every 
armored unit taken. The stacking points must be 
removed from that convoy the armored unit is 
placed in. In addition, one extra stacking point i s  
subtracted from the convoy merely for having 
armor (represents supply vehicles). 

c. The German PzlV unit will cause "NH" 
results to be "DR unless the Allied heavy tanks are 
defending. 

3. AXIS NAVAL BOMBARDMENT 
This variation is similar to the Royal Navy "Raid" 
as shown in the CRETE Scenario D except these 
Italian warships would be available only once. 

a. This naval bombardment may be made on 
any daylight turn except the first. The exact turn 
must be planned on the Time Record Track before 
the start of play. 

b. These eight bombardment points are used 
just like an air bombardment mission by aircraft 
units but only airfields, forts, or batteries may be 
bombarded and there is no effect against infantry 
type units. 

c. Naval bombardment may not be within a 3 
hex range ( 5  hex diameter) of an Allied heavy coast 
artillery unit. 

d. Naval bombardment may  combine with 
aircraft strength points. 
4. RAF 

a. Use all the aircraft rules as found in CRETE 
Soenario D. 

b. The Allied player has only one fighter 
available and this unit may fly only on morning 
turns. 

D. July 1942 Plan 
If Rommel had halted after the capture of 

Tobruk this plan would have been used. It is much 
the same as the Spring 1942 Plan but includes 
additional units and preparations. 
1 .  Axis Organization: Add the following units: 
a. Parachute units, anywhere, Turn #2, #3, or #5:  

b. Add to any Follow-up Convoy: 

c. Special Assault Convoy: 

2. Allied Organization: The same but MALTA 
variations C-1 and C-4 are recommended. 
3. Other rules: 

a. Consider all German units on Turn #1 to be 
glider units. 

b. Consider Krendi airfield as destroyed. 
c. The Special Assault Convoy is a second 

"Assault Convoy" which is planned at the beginning 
of the game for any turn after Turn #6. It arrives 
automatically and does not create a beachhead. 

d. The German PzIV unit will cause "NH" 
results to be "DR" unless the Allied heavy tanks are 
defending. It does not displace any Axis unit 
because of shipping shortages (see MALTA 
Scenario C.2). 
4. OPTIONAL: NO GOZO INVASION 
Coincident with the July 1942 Plan was to be the 
invasion of Gozo, the island just a few miles 
northwest of Malta. Few Allied troops held the 
island so it would really be more of a quick 
occupation than a battle. But what if the consider- 
able force scheduled to land there were to attack 
Malta instead? 
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a. Add the following units to the Special 
Assadt convoy shown above: 

b. The Axis player must divide all the units 
available for the Special Assault convoy into three 
parts: the assault group and two special follow-up 
convoys. No more than 10stackingpoints may bein 
each group. The commando unit must be in the 
assault group and lands according to the Italian 
Commando rule. 

c. The assault group must attack some kach 
other than that one the regular Assault Convoy 
attacked. 

d. The two special follow-up convoys arrive 
starting Turns 8 and 14 respectively. 

e. The regular Follow-up convoys may not land 
at beachhead markers created by the Special 
Assault group nor may the special follow-up 
convoys land at the beachhead markers created by 
the regular Assault Convoy. 

5. OPTIONAL: NIGHT AIRBORNE ATTACK 
As a variation on the Italian plan the German 
command explored the possibility of making a 
preliminary nighttime drop. This was to be a 
reinforced glider battalion led by Col. von der 
Heydte. It was hoped that he could do considerable 
damage before the British command was alerted. 

a. This attack is conducted during the night 
before the f i s t  regular turn of the game. Add a pre- 
game NIGHT turn before the start of the first 
regular game turn. 

b. The Allied player sets up as before. 
c. The Axis player selects a force out of those 

available for Turn #1 of no more than six German 
parachute companies. Battalion counters may be 
substituted with company counters only so far as to 
obtain this force. These are the only units allowed to 
land on the pre-game turn. 

d. The game now begins with the landing of 
these units. The units may be targeted to land on 
rough terrain. 

e. While resolving drift subtract "2" from drift4 
die roll result for all these units except thosetargetcd 
to land on rough terrain (use normal table). There 
are no other adjustments to this die roll regardless of 
the number of AA units and other units in the target 
hex. 

f. After drift is resolvd, any Axis unit that 
landed on its targeted hex wen after drift combat 
may be moved during Axis movement phase this 
turn and may attack. No Allied unit is ever revealed 
unless attacked. 

g. Only those Allied units adjacent to an Axis 
unit may be moved. They may move only one hex 
and only they may attack. 

h. The first turn of the game proceeds normally 
from thip nnint 
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Tournament (Strategic) Leve 
Rwian Campaign 

By Tyrone Bomba 

Almosr any game can be thesubjecr of a myriadassortment of variations andrule changes by a 
phyer who perceives such and such a rule as tmrenlisric from his vantage point. RUSSIAN 
CAMPAIGN is no exception and while we found most of Tyrone's suggested changes to be no 
better or worse than the normal fare, it was rhe author's coverkg letrer which got our attention. 
Whar really got this article inro print was the author's appendedsrofenaent that he had heard thar 
AH had no capacityfor criticism, especially self-crizicism, and that he had ren bucks riding on our 
accepranee of the article. Collect your money, Tyrone. 

The following set of rules additions, deletions 
,..d changes, is meant to serve as theUTournament", 
or "Strategic", level version of Avalon Hill's second 
edition Russian Campaign game. Unlike most 
tournament level game versions, this one does not 
makeits parent game more cumbersome or complex 
to play in any serious way. Instead, the variant was 
designed to try and show that many strategic level 
games can be brought more in tune with their 
historical realities without having to resort to all 
manner of play complexities. At the end of the new 
rules section I provide my rationale for the changes. 
INTRODUCTION: The following rules are in- 
tended to be used in conjunction with Avalon Hill's 
1977 rules of Rursian Campaign (second edition). 
Except where herein amended, deleted or added to, 
those rules still apply in full. 
OPTIONAL AND WHAT IF RULES: Optional 
rules 26.2, 26.21, 26.4, 26.6 and 26.7 lose their 
optional status and become mandatory rules in this 
version of the game. 

Rule 26.3 likewise loses its optionalstatus, but is 
changed to read as follows: "Every individual 
annored unit used to attack major cities or forest 
hexes has its combat factor reduced by one factor 
for the purpose of computing the battle odds of that 
attack." 

"What If" rules I and I1 also lose their optional 
nature and are fully incorporated into this game 
version. 

Concerning rules 26.5 and 26.8, players should 
atill feel free tochoose whichever weather resolution 
system best fita their temperaments. 
COMBAT RESULTS TABLE: The combat result 
"C" is done away with. The "C'result in the 141 1-3, 
1-2 and 1-1 odds columns is now considered to be an 
"AR" result. The "e' result in the 2-1, 3-1 and 4-1 
columns is now considered to be a "DR" result. 
MOVEMENT ALLOWANCE CHART: A unit's 
,movement factor in the first impulse of a turn, as 
determined by the weather, is precisely the same in 
the second movement phase of that turn. Units 
starting their second movement phase in an enemy 
zone of control may still not move on the second 
impulse. (Playen using weather rule 26.8 note: each 
impulse's weather roll effects a unit's movement 
factor as if it was a first movement impulse.) 
DELETIONS: Rules 14.4 and 16.3 are entirely 
deleted from the rules. 
AUTOMATIC VICTORY: Change rule 16.2 to 
read, "Units taking part in the 10 to I attack cannot 
move any further that impulse and may not attack 
any other enemy units for the remainder of that 
impulse." 
MOVEMENT RESTRICTIONS: Change rule 8.1 
to read as follows: 

"Units must pay an additiona1 movement point 
to enter a woods, mountain or swamp hex. They 
m y  continue moving as long as they have enough 
movement points to pay these terrain costs. 

EXCEPTIONS: Infantry and Mouniain units do 
not have to pay the extra movement factor to enter a 
woods hex. Mountain units do not have to pay the 
extra cost to enter mountain hexes. Swamps are 
treated as clear terrain in snow months." 
TERRAIN EFFECTS CHART: Change the 
"EFFECT ON MOVEMENT' column for rnoun- 
tain hexes to read, "Units must expend one 
additional movement factor per mountain hex 
entered. Exception: Mountain units." 

Change the "EFFECT ON MOVEMENT' 
column for woods hexes to read, "Units must 
expend one additional movement factor per woods 
hex entered. Exception: Infantry and Mountain 
units." (Also note: woods no longer have any effect 
on combat except as outlined in the new 26.3) 

Change the "EFFECT ON MOVEMENT' 
column for swamp hexes to read, "Units must 
expend one additional movement point per swamp 
hex entered. Exception: treat as clear terrain during 
snow turns." 

Add the following to the 'EFFECT ON 
COMBAT' column for rivers: 'Treat as clear 
terrain during snow months." 

To further clarify the above new movement 
rules: For example, a unit with a movement factor 
of four could travel through two swamp hexes in a 
movement impulse, paying the normal cost of one 
movement point per hex entered, plus one penalty 
point per hex because the hexes are swamps. 
ADDITIONS: Add the following to the appropri- 
ate section of your rulebook. 
253 All Italian units are removed from the game 
board at the end of the July/ August 1943 game turn. 
They may never re+nter play. (This is a final limit 
on Italian participation in the war, no matter which 
"what-ifs," if any, are being used.) 
25.4 If Finnish units are still in the game a t  the end of 
the SeptlOct 1944 turn, remove them permanently 
from play. 

27 WINTER FREEZE UP 
27.1 During snow turns all rivers and lakes on the 
board freeze. 
27.2 Durirlg snow turns the seven Iakes on the 
northeast quadrant of the board (The board 
quarter with Moscow on it, containing lakes Ilmen, 
Ladoga, Onega, the two unnamed lakes and the 
Finnish lakes) freeze. During these turns it becomes 
possible to move across and stop on these frozen 
bodies of water (players may find it convenient to 
pencil in the hex pattern) as if they were clear 
terrain. 
27.4 Units may mount attacks and overruns from a 
frozen all-lake hex. 
27.5 If a unit is on an all-lake hex when the weather 
changes from snow to some other condition, the 
opposing player immediately moves it to the lake 
shore hex of his choice (only to a shore hex of that 
particular lake of course). 

27.6 Units may retreat across frozen lakes, and 
retreating units may end their retreats on frozen 
lakes. 
27.7 Units on frozen lake hexes may be attacked and 
overrun in the normal manner. 

28 FORTIFIED CITIES 
28 Both players may fortify major cities. 
28.1 The act of fortifying a major city takes place at 
the end of a player's second movement impulse. To 
indicate the fortification, simply flip the effected 
units over. All units in the hex of a city that is to be 
fortified must take part in the act of fortification. 
28.2 All friendly units which subsequently enter and 
remain in that city a t  the end of the owning player's 
turn also enter the fortified state and are flipped 
over. 
28.3 Normal stacking restrictions still apply tounits 
in fortified cities. 
M A  Units in a fortified city may unfortify at any 
point in the owning player's movement impulses. If 
more thanone unit is in thefortifiedcity, the owning 
player may choose to unfortify only one,all orsome 
of those units and move them away. However, all 
friendly units which are in a major city hex 
containing a t  least one fortified unit, at the end of 
the owning player's turn, are likewise fortified. A 
major city is either entirely fortified or entirely 
unfortified, there is no in between atate. 
28.6 There is no movement penalty invoIved in the 
acts of fortifying or unfortifying, and theact may be 
done even if the enemy units are adjacent. 
28.7 Units fortified in a major city lose their zone of 
control. That is, they no longer project a ZOC 
outside the city hex they are in, and units outside 
that city hex, both enemy and friendly, no longer 
project a ZOC into the city. Such fortified units are 
therefore no longer required to attack adjaoent 
enemy units, and adjacent enemy units are not 
required to attack into a fortified city. If, however, 
the owning player decides to use hia fortified units 
in an attack, he must immediately unfortify them 
and conduct a normal attack. Likewise, enemy units 
attacking into r fortified city must attackall unitsin 
that city. 

In addition to the above effe~ts, units fortified 
inside a major city may ignore " D R  results when 
attacked. Simply read such results asnoeffect. UD1" 
and "EX" results carry no retreat penalty for 
defending units in a fortified city (And units 
involved solely in an attack on units in a fortified 
city do not suffer the retreat portion of "Al" 
results.). All other combat results are normally 
applied. 
28.8 Units in fortified major cities may not be 
overrun. 
28.9 Minor cities may nor be fortified. 

This is the end of the rulesfor Tournament Lmel 
RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN. What follows is an 
explanation of their use and historical significance. 
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TO WHICH WE REPLY. . . 
1 o preface a discussion about this variant, I will 

say that there are many good ideas presented here, 
and some that are not so good. Regardless of how 
good the individual ideas may be, however, they are 
not likely to be incorporated into any future 
rulebook, for two reasons: the first, and most 
important reason, is that many people already have 
the old version of the rulebook, and revising the 
rulebook even to include good rules would lead to 
confusion and to the creation of two groups of 
players who really could not play TRC against each 
other because they would have become accustomed 
to playing with very different rules (make no 
mistake, the rules expounded here would change 
TRC drastically); and second, no minor reason, is 
that the new rules would have to be thoroughly 
playtested for balance before they could be released, 
which is no small task. Thus, regardless of the 
virtues of these rule changes and how much I may 
like them, the TRC rules will remain as they are. As 
an example of this, merely consider the additional 
optional rules and "What If" rules that were added 
to the second edition of the rulehook; some of these 
rules are so good that they should really have been 
incorporated into the main rules, but in order to 
keep the play of the game the same the new rules 
were all made optional. 

Now, on to thediscussion of the variant at hand! 
I will handle the suggested changes in the order they 
are proposed. 

First the optionals and "What If'  rules. I agree, 
use'em all except for weather, and change that to 
your taste. Rule 26.3-the city and woods attack 
rule-is the only one that poses a problem, and the 
proposed change is probably good except that, 
given the other rules changes that are proposed 
below, and that greatly favor the Axis, the Russians 
are probably going to need the full effect of rule 26.3 
as it is now to have a chance ofwinning thegame. In 
other words, the modified 26.3 proposed here is 
probably a more reasonable rule (although the 
armored corps in the game really do represent 
extremely high concentrations of almost pure 
armor-each armored corps represents two panzer 
divisions), but it is probably necessary to keep the 
rule as it is-and use it-in order to give the 
Russians a chance to survive. 

Deleting the "C" result is simply a bad idea, 
however. The "C" result does not represent the case 
where two opposing forces merely make contact-it 
represents the case where the battle between two 
forces has no definite winner, and this is more likely 
to occur on the strategic scale than on the tactical 
scale. Consider: a large force in a large hex has 
reserves and space that it can use before it is forced 
to retreat; it is much less "brittle" than a small 
tactical force that must vacate an area if it does not 
eliminate its opponent. Opposing tactical forces a 
kilometer apart must resolve the battle or be 
eliminated by continuous casualties; strategic forces 
over a large area can have many resting periods out 
of immediate combat, but still be fighting for the 
same piece of real estate. 

I'll add an  idea of my own here, however-allow 
the attacker to retreat at his option on a "C" result. 

Upping the second impulse movement is not a 
good idea, either, but it does work towards the 
problem of too-slow movement-which is a 
problem, as Mr. Bomba accurately points out (of 

I 
course, using an unopposed advance a s s  test case is 
a bit unfair, since the game is meant to recreate the 
situation in an opposed advance-but the point still 
stands). The problem with the proposed change is 
that it allows the Axis too much flexibility for their 
second-impulse attacks; as it is now the Axis must 

get into positionsontheir first impulse to I : 
second-impulse attacks, and this is a go  . 
both for playability and for realism. None 
the units should have the extra mo 
capability-so why not make a "strategic 
rnent" rule to cover the problem? I would p 
that ifa unit does not start norend in an enem 
on the first impulse, it could use its first and 
impulse movement allowances; and if it d 
enter any enemy ZOC (if it starts in ZOC it 
move at all, of course) on the second impulse 
can move using its first impulse movement 

14.4-no retreat from woods-strikes 
good rule and I would keep it; the woods may not b 
wall-to-wall trees, but they do provide cover an, 
defensive advantages, if only because of decreasec 
visibility for an attacker entering an area. However, 
1 would like to see the retreat allowed as an option- 
the player who should retreat (except for the woods) 
can stay in play or he can retreat 1 or two hexes if h 
wishes, selecting the retreat route himself. 

The changes in the Automatic Victory rules ar 
the killers. This is a perfectly good rule-after all, i 
was in the first JEDKO edition of the game-but i 
really gives the advantage to the Axis. The numbe 
of AVs in the game should quadruple or mor 
(counting first-impulse AVs by units that are na 
deterred since they cannowattack again and second 
impulse AVs by units that are now available). which 
means more Axis penetration attacks and more 
irreplaceable Russian surrendered units. Nonethe- 
less, it's a good rule, so use it-but the Russians will 
need something to help them out, like 26.3 in 
unaduIterated form. 

The changes in movement restrictions are ver! 
good, although once more they help the Axis mo 
than the Russians; however, the statement shou 
perhaps be changed (if it costs 2 MP to enter 
woods hex it is harder to enter a single woods h 
than in the old version), and there is a little un 
differentiation that should be made here. 

First, if a unit moves from a restricted hex to a 
restricted hex, it must pay an additional movement 
point. Thus a unit on clear terrain with one M P  left 
can still enter a restricted hex. 

Second. differentiate types of units as follows: 
Armor moves through swamps in the old way. 
stopping in the first hex entered, and woods anr 
mountains are restricted for armor; mountain ---:' 

treat only swamps as restricted terrain: infantrj 
cavalry treat swamps and mountains as restricted 
panzer grenadier units treat woods, mountains an( 
swamps as restricted; and HQs are not restricted at 
all (1 mean, a few command cars can't drive through 
the woods?! What happens, the officers keel 

I 
walking into the trees?). 

Frozen rivers are a bad idea-I think. My I 
understanding is that rivers were an  obstacle due tr 
the difficult terrain surrounding them, no! becaus~ 
of the water per se. Of course, the water was a1 
obstacle, and this rule would help the Russians I-*- 
than the Axis, so you may want to inclul 
anyway. 

Deserting ltalians and Finns-OK, but would I 
the Finns have left if they had Leningrad as a prize 
Either way sounds good. 

Frozen lakes are a good idea, but ice thickness i 
a consideration. Use this modification, but limit th,  
stacking in the new hexes created to one unit pe 
hex; in practice neither side would put too rr 
units in one place on the ice. In other wc 
stacking in hexes that are not playable during th 
summer months is one unit per hex in SNOW turns 
When the ice melts, units on the ice should be place 
on adjacent legal hexes (of the opponent's choice). 

TWE GENERAL 

I have been a great fan of TRC since its 
introduction to American hobbyists, in fact, my first 
copy was produced by Jedko of Australia. How- 
ever, I've also recognized that the game, though 
generally well designed, contains many historical 
flaws and unnecessary complications. I believe that 
in "Tournament Level Russian Campaign," I have 
set these right. 

Many of my rule changes were mandated by the 
fact that the designer(s) seem to have been slightly 
mixed up on just which elements of warfare are 
significant at the strategic kvel, and which elements 
are properly confined to lower levels of simulation. 
Indeed, in some places they seem to have been 
unsure at just what level, strategic or tactical, they 
wanted TRC to function as a game. (And just to 
clear up any confusion in the reader's mind, we 
should note that any game whose map stretches 
from Berlin to the Caspian Sea, at about 35 miles 
per hex, whose units represent corps and army sized 
formations, and whose game turns each equal two 
months of real time must, perforce, be a strategic 
simulation.) 

To begin with then, I greatly reduced the effects 
of rule 26.3. As it read, 26.3 would have been a fine 
rule for any simulation operating with units 
somewhere below the division level. There is no 
doubt at all that groups of tanks have great 
dificulty trying to penetrate against urban or forest 
defenders. A tank corps or army is not, however, a 
group of tanks. It is, as are all properly outfitted 
corps sized units since Napoleonic times, a self- 
contained combat unit. True, its emphasis, its 
cutting edge, is cIearly dominated by armor 
elements, but at the same time, sufficient support 
units in the form of infantry, artillery, combat 
engineers, etc., are organically attached to the 
parent corp. This was no fluke, but was one of the 
major factors bringing about the concept of the 
''corps" in western military thought. A corps, by 
definition, isa unit cable of independently operating 
in all types of terrain and combat environments. 
This is not to deny that armored corps operated 
more efficiently in flat, open country, but to 
penalize them with a loss of 50% of their combat 
capability is certainly an overstatement of the case. 
The designers were trying to play PANZERBLITZ 
at 35 miles per hex, and it just doesn't hold up. 

I droppd the "contact" result from the odds 
chart for much the same sort of reason. A battalion, 
or similar sized unit, operating in a small area, 
searching for other life-sized enemy units, during, 
say, a 24 hour period, might achievesucha result for 
its efforts. They might succeed in finding the frontal 
elements of some nearby enemy position. Imagine, 
though, a situation where, for example, the Soviet 
1st Gd., 2nd Gd., 6th Gd., Ist, 3rd and 4th Tank 
Armies roll up against the German 48th and 52nd 
Panzer and Panzer Grenadier Corps near Kaunas. 
For the better part of two months, a fierce 
mechanized clash whirls over the White-Russian 
countryside. At the end of that time, the Soviet 
commander reports to STAVKA, "Comrades! It is 
with much socialist zeal and patriotic pride, etc., 
etc., that I report making contact with the enemy!" 
Phew! Perhaps, but I doubt it. The designers were 
trying to incorporate lower echelon problems and 
limitations in a game of vastly broad scope, and it 
doesn't work to any good effect, neither playability 
or historicity is well served. 

My changes of the woods rules follow the same 
pattern of thought. At the small unit level, 
encountering some well emplaced enemy unit in a 
thick copse of trees can certainly throw a delay into 
the day's battle plan. With hexes of this size, 
however, we cannot actually visualize woods hexes 
to be 35-mile-deep, tree-to-tree copses. They are 
forests, thick here and thin there, offering different 
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degrees of cover and resistance to penetration at 
many different points. To allow the woods rule to 
stand as presently constituted would have been to 

t lend a fortress-like quality to most of northern 
Europe's surface area. 

t 
1 
I By the same token, I've added the city fortifica- 
: tion rule in acknowledgement of the fact that the 
: campaign, even at so huge a scale of simulation, 
j could bog down to siege, frontal assault, and 
i months-long stalemate. These incidents occurred, 

without fail, at the big cities. Drives which had 
maintained their momentum, against all opposition 
for hundreds of kilometers, could suddenly crash to 

. a halt upon reaching the gates of some determinedly 
' defended urban center. Mere mention of Leningrad, 
' Odessa, Sevastapol, Stalingrad and Warsaw should 

make my point. 
Likewise, I froze the rivers and lakes simply 

/ because all the rivers and lakes shown on the board 
freeze up in real life every winter. And an 1 infantryman, charging across snow-covered ice, or a 

! tank rolling across, hardly knows the difference. 
/ (Admittedly, I am a little weak on this one, but 
i fellows, do you really think it's necessary to start 

dealing with riverbank elevation and depth-of-ioe 
rules? I don't) 

My changes to the overrun rule should, by this 
: point, be self-explanatory and obvious. Soviet tank 

corps did not hold up panzer groups for two 
months, nor would the fact that some other Soviet 
unit existed in the area after the completion of an 

6 overrun operation in any way tempt the victoriou 
b commander to offer up his sword in surrender. (If 

you need more corroboration, see FIRE & 
MOVEMENT magazine, issue 10, for an interview 
with John Edwards, TRC's original creator, who 
says much the same thing about AH'S presentation 
of this rule.) 

The Finnish and Italian units have been given 
definite end-of-participation dates simply bemuse 
all my reading tends toward the idea that those two 
nations had serious limitations on their commit- 
ment to Barbarossa, and if victory still eluded the 
Axis by the dates given, both their wills and means 
to resist would have ended that commitment. 

My most drastic change, without doubt, has 
been to do away with movement reductionson non- 
engaged units in the se~ond  impulse. And again, this 
is simply because the movement rules as originally / prssntsd, are not only vnnecessady eumbnsome, 

1 they are totally unhistoric, in that they create snail- ; like rates of march. The distance between Dnepro- 
, Petrovsk and Stalingrad, for example, is about 475 
1 miles. Going by the old rules, marchingwopposed, 

four months would be needed by a c e m a n  infantry 
, carp to go that distance. That's a march rate of 

about 4 miles per day. I'll say no more. 
My guide in making 1 1  these changes, then, has 

hen  a fairly wide knowledge of the historical 
campaign itself, and the possibilities realistically 
inherent in it, and a clearer grasp of where tactical 
considerations must be left behind and strategic 
principles picked up, than I think was shown by 
TRC'J pmducefs. I invite the readers to be the finaI 
judge. 

' Playing "Tourney RC'you'llfind, Ithink, t h t a  
well-run German offensive in 1941 mn seize both 
Leningrad and Moscow. This is a valid result, as I'm 
convinced that a better run German campaign could 
have done just that. At the same time though, Soviet 
playen will find themselves equally able to simulate 
the huge Russian counterthrusts, setting up whob 
army groups for destruction at one shot. r l l  gladly 
receive your opinions at: 6931 Security Squadron, 
Box 402, APO NY 0929 1.  
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"How I made a forfurze 
in railroading " 

"Actually, I only made $200.0001 But that's all ~t pieces de resistance were the Ra~ l  Llne logos, 
took to win the most fascinating . . . ex- reproduced in authenticcolors on both the playing 
clt~ng . . . uhh, cutthroat and ruthless game I ever board and the Ra~ l  Line Title Cards, 28 logos in all! 
played. This beautiful touch set the tone for the game! 

"Aptly named RAlL BARON, th~s  new game 
fulfilled my w~ldest fantasies of building a railroad Simple to Learn, but.. . 
empire. For several engrossing hours I was day "A rather short set of rules suggests that ~t is 
Gould, grabbing everything in sight from the simply a game of luck. Fooled again! It quickly 
clutches of would-be Vanderbilts. evolved into an amazing game of nuances and 

"Games are supposed to be for w s .  Well, sir, subtle strategy. I really felt good about winning. 
to a 36 year old k ~ d  the game of RAIL BARON "My Strategy consisted of buying up the rall llnes 
rekindled my interest in gamesof strategy-which that gave me a coast-to-coast Ihnk. Until that 
it is. And thestudy of rarlroadmemorabilia-which happened. I was paying through the nose for the 
it also is! privilege of using opponents' lines. Actually, I was 

Back to the days ot Empire Building on the verge of bankruptcy twice. So I cried poor 
mouth, and was joined by several others in sim~lar 

is played On a large board dire straights In a neat little cartel we formed that 
showing the United States RR network- It portrays brought down the leaders. At which point I had no 
28 major rail lines and major cities they connected choice, of course, but to turn against my pals and 
back during the halcyon days of railroading. run for home with the game-winn~ng $200,000. 

"Mind you, I'm not a pame player. But I simply 
couldn't resist the unusually high quality of the Great Qlft k r  an avarklous frlend 
components The huge gameboard-1 5" x 33"- "Designed for 3 to 6 participants, we thought it 
in full color and coated with some sort otvarnish, an ideal gamefor rail buffs with acompetitlve bent. 
wiped amazingly clean after I spilled coffee on If I were the manufacturer of this fine game, I 
Cinc~nnati. would offer some sort of discount just to get the 

"8ut to me, an old railroad nostalgia nut, the game in the hands of more converts such as I." 

Great Idea, Jay. Here's our 10-20% discount offer! 
I ---------------- 

d one a @ $10 Forget about 
the usual 1048 postage charge 

-1 
I I3 Send gamer P $9 each Again, no 

additional postage. NAME I 
I Enclose a Gift Card saying jt's from 

ADDRESS APT 
I 

I 
If  order~ng for more than one reclplent, please CITY 

I 
) print namedaddresses on separate paper. 

I Check to The Avalon Hltl Qame Co. STATE 
1 

Bill to _ Amexco - Master Charge. 
_Visa The Avalon Hill Game Co. I 

1 451 7 Harford Rd. 
ACCOUNT NO. EXP. DATE Baltimore, MD 21 21 4 

I 
1 -----,,-,--,,----- 1 
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ANOTHER LOOK AT THIRD REICH 
By David James Ritchie 

The time is Spring, 1943. Most of Europe is at 
war. In the east, the armies of the Reich are in 
possession of Leningrad, Moscow and much of the 
Don Basin. France, Bekium, Luxembourg, 
Holland, Denmark, Norway, Yugoslavia, Greece, 
Poland and the Baltic States have all fallen before 
Hitler's Blitzkrieg. The Afrika Korps lies astride the 
last British defensive line a t  Alamein. Malta is an 
Italian naval base. Spain has joined the Axis along 
with Hungary, Finland, Rumania and Bulgaria. 
Gibraltar has fallen. German U-boats have cut 
Great Britain off from its empire and all but 
eliminated the British lifeline to an America which is 
just beginning to affect the course of the war. The 
British and Russian war industries have been 
shattered. As Summer creeps over the continent, the 
Axis prepares the final great offensive bid for 
European hegemony: a two-pronged drive on Persia 
via the Levant and Trans-Caucasia. All that stands 
between the Reich and ultimate victory is a thin red 
line of Commonwealth troops entrenched before 
Cairo and Alexandria. 

Of course, that is hardly the Way it happened. In 
reality, by Summer of 1943 the Axis was on the 
defensive throughout Europe and what offensive 
actions were in the offing were little more than 
desperate fantasies. The strategic momentum of the 
European war had shifted to the Allied side and it 
would never really shift back to the Axis. The 
foregoing portrait is not, however, the fevered 
fantasy of some exiled SS man sweltering in a 
steaming jungle compound in Paraguay. It is an 
accurate description of the situation faced by many 
an AIlied player in Avalon Hill's RISE AND 
DECLINE OF THE THIRD REYCH. With some 
inconsequential variations, this situation is a 
common result of what seems to & a Pro-Axis 
Strategic Bias in the game design. 

In several hundred games of TR this writer has 
seen numerous Decisive Axis Victories. On only two 
occasions, however, has an Allied player achieved a 
Decisive Victory. Generally, the Allies seem to have 
some trouble achieving even minimal victory 
conditions. The problem may not, of course, lie with 
the construction of the game. It may simply be that 
the game accurately portrays a situation in which 
the Axis should by all rights bevictorious, providing 
that the Axis player(s) avoids the strategic absurd- 
ities which characterized the historical conduct of 
the war. Whatever the cause, it is the rare Allied 
player who can even approximate the Allied 
momentum of the last two years of the war in which 
the war continued only because the obviously 
beaten Axis continued fighting mechanically out of 
an unwillingness to accept Unconditional Surrender 
as a worthwhile option. 

For those who have experienced a similarly 
unbalanced situation, the ensuing discussion may k 
just what the doctor ordered. Included are a number 
of suggestions for rule alterations designed to widen 
the strategic options of both sides plus some 
corrections in TR's portrayal of terrain. Some slight 
additions are also made to TR's OB. The general 
effect of the suggested alteration is to decrease the 
ability of the Axis to totally dominate the game 
without hampering the fluidity of movement which 
is so necessary to the Axis blitzkrieg. Players may 
wish to apply the entire package or they may simply 
pick from among the suggestions offered those 
which deal with their most persistent problems. 

1. MAPSHEET ALTERATlONS 
While there is something very appealing about 

all of those vast stretches of clear terrain hexes on 
the board, there is also something very sinister 
about their effect on the game. It is somewhat 
disturbing to see one's enemy rampaging through 
clear terrain hexes which should contain some of the 
roughest mountains in Europe, totally oblivious to 
the fact that his blitz should be impossible. The 
experience can be especially painful when one sees 
an opponent blithely (and purposelessly) invading 
some neutral which is easy pickin's mainly because 
of a failure to include pertinent terrain. The 
following terrain alterations are, therefore, 
suggested. 

Casablanca, Tunis, Tangier and Helsinki(or, for 
the literal minded, Hango, the hex due west of 
Helsinki) should all be ports. Also, the single beach 
hexes on both Crete and Cyprus should contain port 
symbols. There should be a crossing arrow between 
Suer and Port Said. There should also be a crossing 
arrow between Tangier and Gibraltar which is 
usable only by the player who controls Gibraltar. 
Attacks from Gibraltar to Tangier across the straits 
are permitted, but not attacks from Tangier to 
Gibraltar. Control of Tangier to Gibraltar does not 
convey thecapability ofinterdicting SR between the 
Mediterranean and the Atlantic. This capability is 
still vested solely in Gibraltar. 

The northern entrance to the Crimea should be a 
marsh hex. This hex is the single land bridge 
running between the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov 
two hexes north of Sevastopol. For those who have 
been burned by sneak invasions of the northern 
portion of the British Isles, neither Ireland nor any 
other island making up the British Isles is invadable 
except via beachhexes. The terrain in the northern 
island is far too rough to permit supply of any 
enemy force which could conceivably gain a 
lodgement (a debatable proposition in itself). 

The following hexes are mountain hexes: 
Bilbao, Santander, the hex adjacent to and due west 
of Santander, Cordoba and the hex adjacent to and 
due east of Cordoba, the hexes adjacent to and 
NNW, NNE and west of Madrid, all non-coastal 
border hexes on the Tunisian side of the Tunisian- 
Algerian border, the hexes NNE and NNW of 
Venice and the two nonxoastaI border hexes on 
both sides of the Greek-Albanian border. While 
there are other hexes which could be classified as 
mountainous, these hexes were added for reasons of 
strategic balance as much as for purposes of realism. 

Sevastopol should be classified as a fortress of 
the same type as Leningrad. It was often called 
Russia's Gibraltar and was, in reality, a far stronger 
position than Leningrad. The Germans were forced 
to bring up their powerful 600mm siege mortars in 
order to reduce the fortress and at least part of the 
delay in getting the German 1942 summer offensive 
going can be attributed to the toughness of 
Sevastopol. Similarly, Moscow and Stalingrad 
should be classified as Leningrad-type fortresses. 
Each was defended in approximately the same 
manner as Leningrad with bomb proof pill boxes 
scattered throughout the suburbs and separate 
defense lines guarding the approaches to the cities. 
While neither StaIingrad nor Moscow had Lenin- 
grad's complement of pre-war fixed fortifications, 
their wartime defense lines were, if anything, 
stronger than those found before Leningrad. 
Moscow. for example, was guarded by three 
separate defense lines, each constructed behind a 

continuous anti-tank ditch the size of a small 
canyon. 

It is possible to SR between controlled hexes on 
the northern board edge in FinIand and controlled 
hexes on the northern board edge in Sweden and 
Norway. It is not, however, possible to move 
between these countries during normal movement. 
Nor is it possible to attack from Finland into either 
Sweden or Norway or vise versa. The nature of the 
terrain, weather and supply lines would have made 
such opposed movement impossible at the level at  
which the game is designed. Supply may not be 
drawn off the northern board edge between these 
countries for the same reason. 

All Russian units draw supply from the eastern 
map edge of Russia. Russian units may no$ draw 
supply from any other source. Once a BRP pipeline 
has been opened to Russia via Persia, the British 
player may S R  units (at a cost of 2 SR's into Persia 
from India and British units may draw supply from 
either Tabriz or Sarab. Only 8 strength points may 
be supplied from these sources. Until Leningrad has 
been captured, only 6 non-Finnish Axis strength 
points may be supplied from or through Finland. 
Vichy and Free French units may draw supply from 
any friendly city in a French colony. 

2. FORCE POOL ADDITIONS 
Should any player declare war on Iraq, the 

forces listed in Axis Minor Variation # I  are 
deployed against the aggressor. Should any player 
declare war on Portugal, one I-3 and one 1-4 air unit 
are immediately deployed on Lisbon to represent 
the Portuguese army (which included some 20,000 
veterans of the Spanish Civil War plus veterans of 
Portugal's colonial wars). Use Minor Neutral 
Forces. Once either Vichy France or any Vichy 
colony bas been invaded by Allied forces which 
include 3 or more American land strength points, 
the British player may add two French 2-3's and one 
French 3-5 to his Force Pool to represent Gaulist 
forces. These units are in addition to other Free 
French forces which may already be available. 
Should Italy capitulate (see below) the British 
player may add one Italian -3 to his Force Pool. 

3. BRP ADDITIONS 
The Russian player receives 15 BRP's in Fall, 

1941 to simulate the arrival of strong units of the 
Siberian army freed from guarding against a 
Japanese attack by the Pearl Harbor strike. The 
German player's initial BRP level for the Campaign 
Game is increased to 160 to simulate the forces kept 
secret during the Polish campaign (and thus 
undeployed). These include practically the whole 
airborne strength which was used against the West 
in 1940. 

4. SWEDISH BRP's 
The German war machine was dependent upon 

Swedish ore to an extent not commonly realized 
today. Yet, the strategic value of cutting off 
Germany's ore lifeline to Sweden was the single 
crucial factor in the British decision to invade 
Norway. Hitler had hoped to keep Norway neutral 
until the shadow of British operations against the 
Swedish ore boats from an interdiction base at 
Narvik forced his hand. To  simulate the strategic 
possibilities inherent in a British blockade of 
Swedish ore, the German BRP total is reduced by 15 
BRP's during any Year-Start Sequence in which 
either Stockholm or Bergen are British-controlled 
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I or otherwise hostile toward Germany (i.e, invaded, fractions). The result is the number of BRP's not 
but not yet conquered by the Axis). This reduction received by the Axisas a result of Resistanoe activity 
takes place prior to the calculation of BRP growth. during that Year-Start Sequence. 

When e m ~ l o v i n ~ .  this rule. 'A the At Start BRP 

5. GENERAL WINTER 
All lakes, rivers and marshes inside Russia are 

frozen over during Winter Turns. No Axis units 
receive any defense value from these terrain features 
during Winter Turns. During the first Winter Turn 
in which Russia and Germany are at war, the Axis 
undergoes an Attrition Attack at  3 1 4  on the 
Quarterly Attrition Resolution Table, regardless of 
the option chosen by the Russian playerduringthat 
turn. This is a special effect of the first Russian 
winter and does not regulate any other action which 
the Russian player may wish to take. This effect is 
applied before the Russian player announces his 
option for the turn. 

6. RUSSIAN OBJECTIVE HEXES 
In an effort to offer some strategic reasons for an 

Axis offensive into southern Russia and to give the 
Axis some chance of killing off (instead of just 
crippling) the Russian bear, it is suggested that all 
Russian Objective Hexes be given a BRP value 
similar to that given Leningrad and Moscow. While 

I this alteration would tend to favor the Axis, the 
alterations suggested in Section 5 more than 
counter-balance its effect. Loss of BRP's through 
terrain loss would be handled as described in 3.53 of 
the rules except that the following BRP values 
would be added to the loss possibilities: 

1 

; 1 .  STALINGRAD 15 BRFs 
1 2. ASTRAKHAN 10 BRPs 

3. MAIKOP 10 BRP1s 
4. GROZNY 10 BRP's 
5. KHARKOV 5 BRP's 
6. DNEPROPETROVSK 5 BRP's 
7. SMOLENSK 5 BRP's 

7. THE RESXSTANCE MOVEMENT 
I One of the few areas in which TR bean no 
, semblance of reality is in its treatment of the anti- 

Axis Resistance Movements. A feeble attempt is 
made to portray the highly visible, but relatively 
unimportant partisan warfare of the latter stages of 
the war in Europe. Yet, the game ignores the 

; inhitely more far-reaching results of the non- 
partisan and often passive Resistance. In many 
cam, the BRP value of Minor Neutrals conquered 
by the Reich should bezero since thecost of fighting 
the Resistance and the effects of slow-down strikes, 

, etc. was so great. In order to simulate in an abstract 
I manner the continent-wide Resistance, the follow- 

ing system is suggated. 
I t  costs 5 BRP's to activate the Resistance 

Movement in any country. All countries have a 
potential for resistance. Colonies do not. In ail 
countries except Russia activationcosts are paid for 
by the British player. Russian activation costs 10 
BRP's and Russian Resistance may only be 

. activated by the Russian Player. Once conquered, 
Russia loses all capacity for Resistanoe. Should 

j Britain be conquered, the U.S. player takes over the 
payment of non-Russian activation costs for the 

; Allies. Once activated, all non-Russian Resistance 

I Movements continue to function automatically 
without the necessity of further BRP expenditure 

I for the remainder of the game. Russian Resistance 
I continues to function unless and until Russia is 

conquered and so long as there are Axis units 
anywhere in Russia. 

A11 Resistance Activity is resolved during Year- 
Start Sequences. The Axis players add together the 
BRP value received bv the Axis for all conquered 
countries which havean active Resistanoe Move- 
ment and multiplies the total by 25% (ignore all 

. , -  
value of Russia is added to {he total of BRP's 
received from countries with a Resistance Move- 
ment, despite the fact that no Russian BRP's are, in 
fact, received. This addition is made only after the 
Axis is at war with Russia and one or more Axis 
unita occupy any hex in Russia. No Resistance 
Movement may be activated prior to Summer, 1940. 
Note: the area annexed by the Russians in 1939 is 
included as a separate nation. 

The effect of this rule is to strain the resources of 
the Axis in a realistic manner via a relatively cheap 
form of strategic warfare. The rule should be used in 
conjunction with the partisan rule for maximum 
effect. Activation costs represent the reallocation of 
resources necessarv to keep the Resistance supplied 
and, to some extent, themwastage of effort which 
resulted when the Axis periodically moved in on a 
Resistance Movement, using it for purposes of 
provocation or false intelligence. The Russian 
Resistance drained a substantial amount of non- 
Rmsian resources from the Axis war effort and the 
Germans never didget as much out of Russia as they 
put in, despite massive looting. Thus, once Russiais 
invaded, the Axis manpower and resource drain 
increases while no new resources are forthcoming. 
It should, perhaps, be noted in closing this aection 
that Churchill felt the Resistance Movements to be 
Britain's most effective weapon during the period 
when Albion stood alone against HitIer. 

8. ITALIAN CAPITULATION 
During any Game Turn after Summer, 1943, 

Italy will capitulate to the Allies if the following 
conditions are met: 

I .  There are no Axis forces other than Vichy 
forces in Africa. - - - - - - - - - 

2. The Axis controls less than 200 BRPs worth 
of conquered nations and colonies. 

3. The Allies have a functioning Bridgehead 
anywhere in mainland Italy (not merely Sicily) at 
the end of the Axis Player Turn. 

When Italy capitulates, all Italian units are 
permanantly removed from the game except for one 
2 3  unit which enters the British Force Pool. 
Germany immediately receives !h of all available 
Italian BRP's. The rest are lost. Germany continues 
to receive BRPs for Italy a t  the beginning of each 
Year-Start Sequence in which the allies do not 
control Rome. Once Italy has capitulated, it is 
treated as a conquered nation under the control of 
Germany unleas and until the Allies capture Rome. 
All Italian hexes not actually moved through by an 
Allied unit remain Axis-controlled. The Italian 2-3 
deploys in any Italian city hex. It draws supply as a 
normal British unit. 

9. AXIS MINOR ALLY DEFECTIONS 
Once activated, an Axis Minor Ally may defect 

to the Allies. During any Turn in which the Russian 
player occupies the capital of an Axis Minor Ally 
that nation will join the Allies on a die roll of 14 .  
Once an Axis Minor defects, all units of that nation 
outside of the country are destroyed. Those inside 
the country join the Alliea immediately. All units of 
a defectillg Axis Minor become part of the Russian 
F o m  Pool. The BRP value of the nation is 
subtracted from the Axis player's BRP total and 
added to the Russian BRP total as soon as the 
defection takes place. Should the Axis conquer a 
defected ally, all units of that nationarepermanant- 
ly removed from the game and the nation is treated 
as a conquered Minor Neutral. Axis Minor Allies 
must have been activated in order to defect. 

10. YUGOSLAVIAN ACTIVATION 
During the Summer, 1941 Game Turn, the 

German player rolls one die for Yugoslavian 
activation. Ona roll of 1-3 Yugoslavia joins the Axis 
as a Minor Ally. On any other die roll a coup takes 
place and Yugoslavia remains neutral. Should 
Yugoslavia remain neutral, Germany must im- 
mediately declare war on Yugoslavia. Should the 
German player refuse to declare war, Bulgaria and 
Rumania retain their statusas Inactive Minor Allies 
and are never activated except as a result of Allied 
Declaration of War. Note: If Yugoslavia has been 
attacked previous to Summer, 1941, this rule may be 
ignored. 

tl. STRATEGIC WARFARE 
Given the strength of the Axis during the early 

years of the war, any Axis player who cannot gain 
and keep the initiative in the area of strategic 
warfare has no business being anywhere near a 
wargame. The disparity in costs and performanae 
between Axis and Allied strategicweapons, plus the 
usually strong Axis BRP position (allowing a 
comparatively greater number of Axis strategic 
builds over the Allies) makes it difficult to lose the 
U-boat war. The Axis player almost has to be 
willfully dense to fail to cripple Britain with 
submarines. Historically, the Germans were pretty 
dense in this area what with the diversion of large 
numbers of U-boats to the shallow waters of the 
Mediterranean (where they were less than useless) 
and the High Command's insistance (well after the 
fact had ceased to be in question among 
Kriegsmariners) that the Allied ASW could not be 
armed with lOcm radar sets. Even granting the 
relative stupidity of some German strategists when 
it came to the U-boat war, however, the fact is that 
by Spring of 1943, the U-boats were within a hair's 
breadth of cutting Britain off from both her empire 
and America and ending the war in the West. It was 
at that point that the Allies postponed all other 
operations and diverted maximumeffort to winning 
in the North Atlantic. Aircraft carriers needed 
elsewhere were diverted to the Central Atlantic to 
close the aircover wp.  Special hunting packs of 
destroyers were set up to operate offensively against 
the U-boats instead of simply escorting convoys. 
Aircraft production and pilot training were geared 
towards ASW missions and the Second Front 
nearly died on thevine due to the divenion of effort. 
Thus, the Allied solution to the U-boat wax was a 
desperate diversion of maximum effort not provid- 
ed for in the game system. 

Just as the Allies had their strategiccrisis, so too 
did the Axis. Their solutions were the same: the 
diversion of maximum effort to shore up the crisis 
point. In both cases, the divenion of effort 
amounted to far more thana paltry 10% of available 
resources. 

To simulate the pace of strategic warfareand the 
real amount of effort expended on it, it is suggested 
that both the Allies and the Axis be permitted to 
declare a Strategic Crisis during any Year-Start 
Sequenoe in which that side loses more than 30 
BRPs due to Strategic Warfare. Once a side 
declares such an emergency, it is stiIl limited to the 
expenditure of 10% of its available BRP's on 
strategic warfare of anoffensive nature(i.e. U-boats 
and SAC). However, it gains the ability to expend 
an unlimited number of BRP's on defensive 
strategic weapons (Interceptors and ASW). Once 
this ability has been attained by a side, it is retained 
for the remainder of the game. Thus, if Britainloses 
34 BRP's due to U-boat activity during the 1942 
Year-Start Sequence, the Allies may expend any 
number of BRP's on ASW during that Year-Start 
Sequence and all succeeding Year-Start Sequences. 
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Note: When employing this rule, British and 
American lossesare added together to determine if a 
crisis has occurred. 

While Germany withstood its trial at the hands 
of the Allied Bomber Command quite well, Britain 
could not have withstood the continual sinking of 
more merchant ship tonnage than was coming off 
the ways for very long. It is, therefore, suggested 
that the British be forced to seek peace during any 
Year-Start Sequence in which the British BRP level 
at year's start is less than 75. If Britain seeks peace, 
the Axis may decline to accept, in which case, 
nothing changes and Britain may not be forced to 
seek peace again. If the offer is accepted, all British 
units (including Free French) are removed from the 
game permanantly. Britain is not, however, con- 
quered. No BRP's or VP's are received for accepting 
a British peace proposal. American units may still 
deploy in Britain and any British-controlled nations 
or colonies which already contain American units. 
The Axis retains control of conquered British 
territory. British colonies which have not been 
conquered by the Axis and contain no American 
units &come uninvadable neutrals (same status as 
Switzerland). Free French Colonies containing no 
U.S. units become Vichy. Once Britain has been 
forced to seek peace, the British Isles may not be 
invaded by the Axis and any Axis units in the British 
Isles or in British colonies which go neutral must 
vacate the area on the next Axis Player Turn or they 
are destroyed. The U.S. is still allied with Britain 
due to agreements regardingthe Pacific war and it is 
assumed that British troops have been conveyed 
thence. 

British surrender under this suggested rule 
involves the acceptance of a secret agreement by 
which the British withdraw from aggressive actions 
while the Axis loosens the blockadearound Britain. 
It is assumed that the U.S. continues the war effort 
and that U.S. pressure forces a weakened Britain to 
accept occupation of much British territory by 
American troops. While not wholly realistic, the 
option allows some latitude in Axis strategy and 
actually plays quite believably. 

12. CONCLUSION 
The suggestions offered in this article may or 

may not constitute an improvement. They do, 
however, make for  a much more subtle mixture of 
strategies while offering the Allied player a chance 
to punish the Axisa bit earlier in thegame and, thus, 
pave the way for a real blitz similar to that which 
took France from the Axis. The realistic resource 
drain imposed on the Axis plus the disintegration of 
various allies possible under these options tend to 
keep the German player from building up an 
unassailable BRP position while providing for the 
superiority which gave the Reich its early successes. 
Generally, by mid-1943 the Axis is on the run and by 
mid-1945 the Allies are knocking at the gates of 
Berlin. A sharp Axis player can still, however, 
march to a Decisive Victory under these rules even 
though the more likely result of the war is the 
historically accurate one: unconditional surrender. 
Those who have been repeatedly victimized by 
smirking Axis players should appreciate the change 
in climate. As for those of us who have been able to 
consistently win with the Axis. . . it'sabout time we 
had a challenge. 

RVALDH HI1 
GAME CO. 5 

AN IMPORTANT NOTICE TO 
ELITE CLUB TICKET HOLDERS 

Good news for Elite Club members. From now be sure to ask for your Elite Club membership 
on your Elite Club Discount coupons are good cardltickets to insure we don't forget. 
towards the Mail order purchase of any Avalon 
Hill game direct from Avalon Hill-not just the You'll then be a lifetime member of the Avalon 
Mail Order only variety. Hill Elite Club & eligible for~discounts on games 

~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~  are applicable only to those mem- purchased directly from Avalon Hi11 every year for 
hers of the Elite c lub  who staple their 1978 the rest of your life-PROVIDING you don't lose 
calendar year Elite Club ticket to their order. Used the membership card. Absolutely no lost cards will 
or lost Elite Club tickets are not replaced under be replaced. 
any circumstances. This offer does not include a free subscription 

to the GENERAL, and is not to be confused with 
You can become a of the  the initial offering made in 1974. Yourgame order 

Club. To qualify you must place a mail order for must total at least $50 to qualify you for 
any six Avalon Hill games. No discounts apply to 
this qualifying order. When placing such an order membership than once. and can not any game 

RICHTHOFEN'S MANEUVER CARDS 
Vol. 14, No. 4 of the GENERAL printed a Roll, Falling Leaf, Flat Spin, Immelmann, Loop, 

variant for RICHTHOFEWS WAR which Nose Dive, Side-Slip, Tight Circle, and Vertical 
featured the use of a deck of 27 maneuver cards to Spin in an attempt (not always successful) to get 
augment the mechanical movement system and on the enemy's tail, rather than just trade shots. 
add a degree of uncertainty and excitrnent to the This 27 card deck is professionally illustrated and 
game. Not just a random luck element, use of the printed and available from Avalon Hill with 
maneuver cards is dependent upon such factors as instruction sheet for $2.00 plus usual postage and 
turning ability, attack position, and pilot skill. handling charges. Maryland residents please add 
Using the maneuver cards one can more vividly 5% sales tax. 
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execute the classic maneuvers of the day: Barrel 

w 

RUSSIAN 
CAMPAIGN 

PBM KIT 
Each kit comes with full instructions for both 

pbm in general and RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN in 
particular. A kit includes 4 pads-two each for 
Russian and German moves, and includes 
everything necessary to record movement, combat, 
and retreats plus special functions like rail move- 
ment, sea movement, weather and replacements. A 
complete kit sells for $6.00 plus postage. A half kit 
with only two pads costs $3.00 plus postage. 
Maryland residents please add 5% sales tax. 

FACTORY 
OUTLET 

Whenever in the Baltimore area feel free to 
drop in at our Factory Outlet store located in our 
design offices at 900 St. Paul and 20 E. Reed St. 
This store is the  world's only retail outlet featuring 
a complete selection of Avalon Hill games, parts, 
magazines and accessories. Pay by cash or check 
or bring your credit card, and if visiting on 
Saturdays feel free to stay and attend a gaming 
session with Interest Group Baltimore and get 
involved with whatever playtesting happens to be 
going down. Or just drop by and play or talk the 
games of your choice on Saturday with any of the 
locals and enjoy the competition. 
Hours: AH Factory Outlet-Tuesday thru 

Saturday; 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. 
IGB Playtesting-Saturday; 10 A.M. 
to 5 P.M. 

AREA TOP 40 
Rank. Name On Tlmes List Rating 

Revious Rank 

I .  W. Dobson 8 RJ02456 I 
2. K.Combs 6 SJP2376 2 
3. R. Chiang 14 GHN2153 3 
4. D. COrnell 8 NHJZ142 4 

: F; zrE:n 4 DE12016 5 
9 EDG1961 6 

7, S, 13 GGJ1945 
8. T. Oleson I5 OOW1940 8 
9. D, Burdick 6 DDHI919 1 1  
10. D. Barker 13 FGL1913 9 
11. J.  Sunde 7 HHL1912 15 
12. J .  Angiolillo 8 DFI1906 12 

13. 14. J.  L. Zajicek Newbury 9 
GI01898 10 

8 DFI1837 13 
15. R. Leach 8 EHL1835 14 
16. N. Cromartie 2 EFK1787 17 
17. K .  Blanch 8 DFG1775 21 
18. S. Heinowski 13 DFJ1746 18 
19. J.  KEUZ 2 DEE1733 I9 
20. D.Greenwood 7 CDE1729 20 
21. F. Small 6 EEI1718 24 
22. P. Dobson 4 DEF1718 28 
23. F. Preissle 3 GHN1716 22 
24. K .  MacDonald 7 CEH1712 16 
25. T. Baruth 2 CDF1693 25 
26. T. Slafka 1 EFJ1686 - 
27. W.Letrin 2 CCF1673 30 
28. J. Grant 2 CEI1643 29 
29. R. Wood 12 HHP1638 23 
30. W. Scott 2 CDI1638 27 
31. E. Miller I DHK1622 - 
32. F. Sebastian 1 CE11621 - 
33. I. Le Boeuf 1 DFS1611 - 
34. D. Tierney I DDJ1611 - 
35. D.  Stephens 1 EGK1610 - 
36. L. Kelly I NQZ1609 - 
37. J. Kenower I CEF1605 - 
38. J .  Frediani I ECFIM14 - 
39. D. Munsell I ECG1602 - 
40. D. Fuller 1 CEG1M)O - 
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SQUAD LEADER 
SIMULTANEOUS MOVEMENT 

By Mike Chiappinelli 

Simulraneous Movement variants are nothing b) Since fire is simultaneous, all attacks arc remaining movement factors allow. For example, 
new butfefewgamesarebetrersuitedto thebeast ~Iaan executed at full strength regardless of the effect of suppose a squad is traveling together with a leader 
SQUAD LEADER as Mike Chiappinelli so ably enemy prep fire on firing units. who breaks because of defensive fire. If the squad 
points out. Readers who find themselves thirsting c) AS stated earlier, the players who would remains unbroken, it must continue moving in the 
for even more realism afrer masrering the volurni- normally move first in the scenario resolves his direction of its predesignated hex even if it can no 
nous SL game system could do far worse than delve attacks first. longer reach the hex due to the loss of the leader's 
into the inrricacies and added possibilities oflered bonus of two MF. 

I by Si-Move. 3) If units of both players have been predesignat- 
3, AND ed to occupy the same hex during the Movement 

! f 
PHASE 

A controveny often arises in wargaming circles Phase, then the units of the player moving first in the 
'1 Only units which did not fire during the phase may enter the predesignated hex while the 

, , + 
over the issue of realism VS. playability. Just how prep Fire Phase can be predesignated to  move. 
much realism should be sacrificed for the sake of units of the player moving last and the phase 

b) After all prep fire has been resolved, adjacent to that hex, ' playability and vice versa? AS with all issues, there players simultaneously predesignate the movement ' h 
I * are those who limit themselves exclusively to one of of their units by selecting the hexes they wish those 

4) Units of the player moving last may still carry 
out a predesignated advance during the Advanae 

the two extremes possible: in this case either 1) units to occupy after movement has ended. A unit is p b s e  if enemy units have just advanced into measuring a game's overall value by the degree to free take any route it wishes long as it ends the hex they presently occupy. However, there is one 1 which it -1isticaIl~ simulates a si tutiOn O r  movmentin its predesi,yrited hex and does not exwption, "nia of the ,,. not measuring a game's overall value by its playability, exceed its movement factor. 
even if attained a t  the expense of realism. Fortu- 

advance if they were predesignated to advance into 
C) Once both players have finished predesig- the hex that the enemy units are advancing from, In I *  nately, however, the number of extremists is small nating the units they will move, the procedure this case, the units of the player moving last would , i-. 

1 i; 
compared to the number of playersthat lie along the followed is identical to that described in rule 16, ststionarl enusr ilo claw tntl., rest of the spectrum who favor getting as much SEM1-SIMULTANEOUS AND the enemy units that have advanced into their hex. ;t realism and playability into agameas possible. And DEFENSIVE FIRE, found on pages 22 and 23 of 5) Players reveal the predesignated hexes of their i 0 h e  P h a  S A D  A R  is the second edition rules in the optionaI m e s  sedion. movi, ..its ,er the movement .,,it has especially appealing in that the game probably Ignore rule 16.8. Once the player moving first has ended, 
offers the best hilance between realism and finished moving all his predesignated units, the 6) When playing scenarios which include AFV's 
playability that YOU can hope to find in a procedure is repeated for the second player. 
simulation of WWII infantry combat. Then why 

both players should move all their infantry, trucks, 
d) Defensive fire is predesignated on and jeeps first, Once this has been accomplished, 

upset the balance by adding simultaneous move- paper, 

I ment? The reason is that, in the case of SQUAD 
both players should go back and move all their 

Only moving units may be fired Won AFVs, executing any overruns in the process. 
LEADER, the scales can be tipped just a little to during defensive fire. Overruns can only be made against the hexes that 
achieve much greater realism without the sacrifice 
of as much playability as you might think. 

9 Units may defensive fire if they did infantry, trucks, and jeeps occupy after all non-AFV 
not fire during the Prep Fire Phase and have nejther movement has been 

SQUAD LEADER is easily adapted to simul- moved nor been predesignated to move during the 

t taneous movement for the following reasons: 1) movement portion of the phase. 
each player turn is already conveniently divided into g) Place a prep fire marker on any units 
~hases,  2) each hex contains a letter and number for which defensive fire. This wig help players remem- CONCLUSION 
easy identification, and 3) many of the ~ e ~ f i o s  ber whish units are still available to fire during the I suggest trying simultaneous movement fint in 
involve the use of a relatively smallnumber of units. Advancing Fire Phase. Scenario I, since players are probably most familiar 

! Simultaneous movement also requires the addition with the play of this scenario and can best use it asa  
1 of only a few basically procedural rules to the game ADVANCING FIRE PHASE basis of comparison. 

system. In other words, a player can easily switch a) After all movement and defensive fire has Fire and Movement pads containing ruled 

f from playing the pame as it is to playing it with ended, players predesignate the fire of all units they columns for identification of units, location, and 
having have moved in this turn. (Moved units still fire at target hex (Fire); and units, present location, final 

rules to an entirely new game in the process. half strength.) Players may also predesignate the fire location, and advance (Movement) will facilitate the 
drawback to movementis70f of any units which have neither prep fired nor predesignation process so that each player can 

i that some paperwork is needed which defensive fired. Theseunits may fire atfullstrength. concentrate more on the increased number of 
rl 

necessarily lengthens the playing time. However, the b) As in the Prep Fire Phase, all attacks are decisions he now needs to make. For example, now 
: advantages make it the extra executed regardless of the effect of enemy fire a player not only needs to decide which units he will 

time and effort: I) the number of command during this phase on firing units, move, but, also, in what order he will move them. 
decisions facing each squad leader is increased, 2) c) After all fire has been resolved, remove all This gives a player the option to use a unit as a 

1 
quite a bit of unwrtainty is created for each $quad prep fire markers that were placed on units that diversion to draw fire away from other units 
leader as he now needs to  anticipate his opponent's either prep fired or defensive fired, predesignated to move. Also, predesignation of fire 
move in order to plan his own, and 3) the game forces players to carefully weigh priorities before 
becomes a great deal more realistic without I 5) ROUT PHASE-Identical to the present rout deciding when and where to commit the fire of their 
sacrificing too much playability. (The only detri- phase. units each turn. 

- ment to playability will be that players will have to 6) ADVANCE PHASE Thus, anticipation becomes the key to success 
I their moves prior to the execution of a) Players predesignate the advance of any of when using simultaneous movement. Without 

each phase, requiring a little extra time and their units, anticipating your opponent's move you won't be 
patience.) 7) CLOSE COMBAT PHASE-Identicalto the able to time your movement and fire to best 

SEQUENCE OF PLAY present close wmbat phase. advantage. The reason for this is that the outcome of 
One complete turn will consist of 7 phases, ail each phase and of each turn no longer depends 

involving dual player participation. The player who 
SPECIAL SITUATION RULES 

solely on your move, but, rather on how your move 
I would normally move first in thescenario will move interacts with your opponent's yielding a very 

first in each phase of each turn. The locations of new reaIistic portrayal of WWII infantry combat. 
1) RALLY PHASE-Identical to the present attempts to efitrench, and the changpg of building *,stions can be addressed to me at 19 ~ ~ l l ~ ~  Tree 

rally phase. levels must all be predesignated. Rd., So. Norwalk, CT 06854. 
2) PREP FIRE PHASE 2) Units which cannot reach their predesignated 

a) Players simultaneously predesignate all hex due to a loss in movement factors must end the 
prep fire. movement phase as close to that hex as their a 
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WAR AT SEA 
W A R  A T SEA has been an extremely popular 

game fo'r would-be variants designers. Sofar we've 
seen variants expanding the navies of all concerned, 
adding a French navy, German surface raiders, 
Italian Frogmen, rhe Caribbean Sea and Cape of 
Good Hope and a tiein to sisrm game VICTORY 
IN THE PA CIFIC. Sean Canfieldhasgone them all 
one belrer by adding rhe Black Sea and expanding 
the Russian navy. All oy the variant counters 
discussed below rn well as those ulilized in earlier 
GENERAL variants (Vol. f 3, #3. 14. #3, 14, #4) mn 
be obtained for $2.00 as part of   his issue's 
CRETE/MALTA/ WAR ATSEA variant comter 
sheet from our mail order dept. 

Of all the major prewar powers the Russians 
were conspicuously unfortunate, having suffered 
three major naval disastersin less than 40 years. The 
first was their defeat at Tsushima Strait by the 
Japanese in 1905, in which the entire Baltic Fleet 
was either sunk or captured. The second was the 
start of WWI which broke out before a major 
rebuilding program had made much progress. In 
addition, the two revolutions of 1917 and sabotage 
by the Germans and Anglo-Frenchforaes destroyed 
yet more ships and wrecked the morale of the navy. 
The last disaster was seif inflicted by Stalin's purge 
of the high command in all military branches in 
1937. The purges did as much damage to the 
Russian Fleet as anything that had happened 
before. 

Another problem with which the Russians had 
to cope was that of geography. The Soviet Union is 
surrounded by four large bodies of water: the Baltic 
Sea, the Black Sea, and the Arctic and Pacific 
Oceans. Russia has always had to deploy its naval 
resources between four areas, which are separated 
by often-hostile territory. Once a ship is deployed in 
the Arctic, it is no easy matter to re-deploy it to the 
Baltic. After the defeat by the Japanese the Pacific 
had been maintained at a weak level, and therewere 
only light forces in the Arctic. This left the Baltic as 
the main force, with the Black Sea Fleet somewhat 
lighter but also strong. 
THE RUSSIAN NAVY 

When the government began torebuild the navy 
in 1922 it was obvious that a major and expensive 
job lay ahead. To add to the problems, many of the 
surviving ships were in very poor conditionand had 
to be scrapped. It was decided to try to complete 
unfinished warships that had been laid down before 
the revolution, many of which were useless hulls, 
and, after thoroughly weeding these out, the 
Russians were left with the following: 
SERVICEABLE SHIPS 
3 battleships (in commission or refitting) 
5 cruisers (2 in commission, 3 still under construc- 
tion) 
17 destroyers (10 in commission, 7 under construc- 
tion) 
19 submarines (not all in commission or complete) 

The three battleships were rechristened with 
Marxist names. The GANGUT became the OC- 
TOBER REVOLUTION: SEVASTOPOL became 
PARIS COMMUNE; and PETROPA VLOVSK 
became MARAT. All three mounted 12-12" guns 
and displaced 25,000 tons; all were modernized with 
oil-fired boilers, and at least one was re-engined. 
Their best feature was their guns which had a range 
of 25,000 yards. Accommodations were, however, 
terrible: extremely unsanitary, and very poorly 
ventilated. 

AND THE RUSSIAN NAVY 
By Sean Canfield 

The cruisers were a pathetic lot. They ware B. THE RUSSIAN BALTIC FLEET 
retained more out of sentiment than for military Units: Kirov (1-1-7), Maksim Gorki (1-1-7) 
value. Even after the cruisers were modernized they The Kirov and the Maksim Gorki are available 
were still no match for foreign heavy cruisers in along with the October Revolution and Marat on 
almost all categories. turn three. A roll of 5 or 6 is required for each ship to 

1935 was the turning point for the Russian Navy, enter the Baltic each turn. The Russian ships must 
for it was realized Nazi Germany was the main always remain in the Baltic. 
enemy. Russia was alarmed by thegrowingstrength 
of the German Navy. The Anglo-German ~ a i a l  
Agreement of 1935 gave Germany the right to build 
up to 35% of the strength of the British Fleet in 
surface ships and up to 100%in submarines, and the 
Soviet Government therefore felt themselves forced 
to commence the first major warship program since 
1917. Two heavy cruisers were laid down: the 
KIROV at Leningrad and the MOLOTOV at 
Nikolaev in the Black Sea. 

The Kirov-class cruisers were built with much 
Italian assistance. A total of six of these cruisers 
were ordered between 1935 and 1939, each displac- 
ing 8800 tons. They mounted nine 7.1 inch guns 
which had a range of 39,000 yards. The MA KSIM 
GORKI was wmdeted in Leningrad in December. 
1940. The VOROSHILOY was-finished in ~ u n e :  
1941-just one week before the Germanattack-for 
the Black Sea Fleet. The other two, KALINIXand 
KAGANOVICH were ordered from the Koin- 
somolsk Yard on the Amur River in the Far East in 
1939; they were completed in the middle of 1944. 

With this navy the Russians were forced into the 
war in 1941. The three battleships were antiques and 
no match for  their foreign counterparts. The new 
cruisers were fine ships but were few in number. 
Unfortunately for the Russians, their fleet was 
doomed to be penned up again as in WWI and 
consequently it played only a defensive role in the 
war against Germany. 

I. CHANGES TO THE MAPBOARD 
A. THE BLACK SEA 

The Black Sea borders the Mediterranean and 
the ports Russia and Turkey. It is worth I POC to 
either the Allies or the Axis. The Black Sea does not 
come into play until turn three. Russian ships do not 
have to roll to enter the Black Sea. After turn 3 the 
Italian cruisers may enter provided the Mediterra- 
nean was controlled by the Axis on the previous 
turn. British ships are not allowed. Russia is the port 
for Russian ships, has 1 point of repair facilities and 
cannot be bombed. The repair facilities in 
Leningrad and Northern Russia remain the same. 
Turkey is the port for Italian ships. It has 2points of 
repair facilities and cannot be bombed. It borders 
the Black Sea and the Mediterranean, and is 
available starting on turn four. 
B. THE EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN 

T h i s  is just an extension of the Mediterranean 
with POC remaining the same. It borders the Biack 
Sea and the Ports Turkey and Alexandria. Alexan- 
dria has 2 points of repair facilities, cannot be 
bombed, and is an Allied port. It is available for 
AHied use at the beginning of the game. 

11. ADDITIONAL UNITS 

A. THE RUSSIAN BLACK SEA FLEET 
Units: Parb Commune (3-3-3), Molorov(1-I-7), 

Yoroshilov (1-1-7). The Russian Black Sea Fleet is 
available to the Allied player on turn three. The 
Allied Player does not have to roll for the entry of 
the ships, but they may never leave the Black Sea. 

C. THE GREEK FLEET 
Units: Kilkis (2-2-3), Lemnos (2-2-3) 
The Greek Fleet belongs to the Allied player and 

is available on turn three; it must start based in 
Greece. The Creek ships remain under Allied 
control through the entire game and must be based 
in the Mediterranean. These battleships were the 
former American pre-Dreadnoughts USS Mis- 
sissippi and USS Idaho which were bought from 
America in 19 14. Each ship mounted 4-12" and 8-8" 
guns and had a displacement of 13,000 tons. Both 
ships were sunk in air attacks during the German 
invasion of Greece. 

D. ADDITIONAL ITALIAN UNITS 
Units: Bolzano (1-1-7), Trento ( 1  -1-7), Trieste 

(1 -1-7), Aquifa (0-3-62) 
The Italian Navy had seven 8" cruisers: Aume, 

Gorizia, Pola, Zara, Bolzano, Trenro, and Trieste. 
The latter three were not in the original game, 
however they did take an active part during WWII, 
participating in the Battle of Cape Matapan and 
escaping unscathed. The Italian ships belong to the 
Axis player and are available on turn one. 

The Italian Navy suffered from having to rely for 
air support upon an independent air force. In 
consequence Italy lagged behind other navies in the 
development of carriers. Plans to convert the trans- 
Atlantic liner Roma had been prepared in the 
middle of 1940. It was not, however, until the 
encounter between the Italian and British fleets off 
Cape Matapan on March 28, 1941, a disaster which 
the Italians ascribed to a lack of fighter protection, 
that orders were given to proceed with the project. 
Renamed the Aquila, the ship had a displacement of 
27,000 tons, a speed of 30 knots, and operated fifty- 
one 'Re 2001'fighter aircraft. The ship was ready for 
sea trials when, at the Armistice on September 9, 
1943, she was sabotaged by her crew and aban- 
doned, to be captured by the Germans. The Aquila 
is available on turn seven. The airstrike factor is 
purely defensive and may be used only when the 
allied player is making an airstrike on the Italian 
Fleet in which it cancels out an equal amount of its 
attackers airstrike. The Aquila's airstrike may never 
be used for offensive purposes. 

111. RULES CHANGES 
A. AXIS AIR STRIKES 

Turn three (1941) witnessed the invasions of 
Greece and Crete. The Germans needed air 
superiority in order to bring about the massive 
airborne invasion of Crete. The Axis player on turn 
three must place his airstrike counter in the 
Mediterranean. 
B. DAMAGE CONTROL 

Subtract one from each damage die roH caused 
by a hit from a Russian 3-3-3 battleship. This 
reflects the antiquated design of the Russian 
battleships. 
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The "Opponents Wanted" Survey 

There are many measures of a game's populari- 
ty, all more or less imperfect. One such measure is 
gross sales. From the standpoint of the rnanufactur- 
er, this is the only measure of popularity that really 
counts, since it is the only one which tells how many 
dollars each game has earned. It is, however, 
somewhat biased in favor of newer games, since 
hard-core gamers already tend to own the bulk of 
the older titles and certainly aren't about to go out 
and buy duplicate copies just to boost a game's 
popularity rating. In addition, a real turkey of a 
game with an attractive title or box cover may sell 
well for a while after it first appears, but, after one or 
two playings, be relegated to the closet to gather 
dust. 

Another measure of popularity is the direct 
survey, such as that conducted by Avalon Hill with 
itsuReader Buyer's Guide" forms. This is probably a 
more valid measure of popularity than is mere sales 
volume, but it, too, is not without its flaws. Only 
those who bother to mail in the survey have their 
'totes" counted, and since they are often limited in 
their replies by the categories provided on the survey 
form, "writeins" are effectively discouraged. In 
addition, such surveys, particularly SPl's "Feed- 
back," rely heavily on initial impressions. These 
may change radically one way or another as a game 
is played over and over again. 

A third way to measure game popularity, 
although one somewhat tedious to carry out, is to 
find out what games peopleareactually desperate to 
fmd other people to play. The easiest and perhaps 
the only really practical way to do this is toexamine 
the "Opponents Wanted" ads on the back cover of 
each GENERAL and count the number of requests 
each game receives. Being a statistics junkie with 
some time on my hands one weekend, I actually 
went ahead and did just that. And, folks, I am happy 
to announce that the results for Vol. 14, No. 1-5, are 
now in. 

or, 
What Are They Playing in Dubuque? 

up a notch or two in the next couple of years. 
SQUAD LEADER looks rather out of place down 
there near the bottom of the list sandwiched 
between JUTLAND and KRIEGSPIEL, but this is 
due to the fact that it really only just came out. Look 
for it to move into the top ten by this timenext year, 
and possibly even into the top five. 

The prooess of compiling this survey brought 
another point or two to my attention. Judging by 
the ads I have had to read, some of you could use a 
refresher course in penmanship. All  of those 
misspellings and goofs can't be Avalon Hill typos! 
Some of you are also not terribly precise in 
formulating your ads. It is not always easy to tell 
which games you want to PBM and which you want 
for FTF play. For example: "Wanted: FTF AK, 
DD, Jut, Pan, 'Grad. Will also consider PBM." 
PBM what, son? Are you really sure you want to 
play JUTLAND by mail? Sometimes I'm not sure, 
although I counted ads of this type as being both 
FTF and PBM requests for all games listed. 

by Gary Charbonneau 

realize that your rating could change drastically 
between the time you submit your ad and the time it 
actually getsinto print, but still, some informationis 
better than none. 

I am also not sure whether 1 really like the 
"shotgun" approach to  "Opponents Wanted" 
requests. Some of you are advertising your 
willingness to PBM as many as ten or a dozen 
different games. Either you have got to be kidding, 
or you must be spending the bulk of your lives 
running back and forth to the post office. I know 
AH gives you 25 whole words for your quarter, but 
that is no excuse to list every game in your collection 
just because you can't think of anything else to say. 
Wouldn't it make more sense to be more specific 
about the two or three games you are really 
interested in? For a start, how about indicating your 
side preference and the optional rules you want to 
use? If you do this in your ad, you and your 
opponent won't have to waste time negotiating 
about the matter by mail. 

It would also be nice if those of you who are 1 suppose I'm getting old and crotchety and have 
looking for AREA rated games would be kind no real right to expect lucid writing in the want ads, 
enough to include your current ratings. If you are but try to humor me, will you? 
rated at 900, then somebody rated 1600+ k just 
wasting a stampand anenvelope by writing to you. I @ 
Overall 
Rank Game 

Total FTF FTF 
Requests Rank R q u m  

PBM PBM 
Rank Requests 

Not counted were the rare requests for such non- 
wargames as FOOTBALL STRATEGY and 
OUTDOOR SUR VIVA L. I 1 STARSHlP TROOPERS 

Compare these results with the Reader Buyer's 12 RICHTOFEN'S WAR 
Guide Rating Chart in this issue. You may be 
surprised at the low correlation. PANZERBLITZ, a 
the overwhelming favorite in the "Opponents I 
Wanted" survey, is rated at number 10 on the Jan- 
Feb 1978 RBG Chart. CAESARIALESIA, number 
30n the RBG, is a dismal 30th place gameaccording 
to "Opponents Wanted." 

i I 

A few other points are worthy of note. One is the 2 
overwhelming popularity of games of the World AK A1 5 t A  ,>a- 

War I1 period. If we count BLITZKRIEG as 4CTICS I1 ' . ,. . >, 

basically a World War lIgame, then it is not untilwe 23 ANZIO 
get to I776 in the number 10 spot that we find a 26 nIPLOMACY 
game that deals with another topic. Conversely, if LEXANDER 
xe lookat the games onthe bottom halfofthelist, in KER 
positions 19 through 38, we find that 10, or over 2 
half, are non-World War 11 games. If you are a 
Hussite Wars buff, read it and weep, for you are 
probably alone in a very large crowd of junior 
Rommels and Pattons. 

I 3 

The survey does produce a few surprises. For a 3 
game now fourteen years old, AFRIKA KORPS is 
certainlv holding its own. It is especiallvpopular for 

JTLAND 
3UAD L - - - -  

RIEGSP 
GES 
AES. ... , 

ICTORY 

PBM, but that,% least, is no surprise; s ink  it is so 35 CHAWCELLORSVILLE 18 35 12 
well adapted for it. I thought RUSSIAN CAM- 3 . U B G I K S  
PAIGN would do a bit better than it did, but 
perhaps it is still too new. I would expect it to move - I 
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A.H. Philosophy . . . ~ontinuedfmrn Pg. 2, Col. 3 

become entangled in. After all, despite great 
advances by orher members of our fraternity, we 
still control the major means of contact to the 
majority of hard-core boardgarners. Further- 
more, both companies have proved they can put 
the hobby before business principles by their 
unselfish sponsorship of the first three shows. 
Few rational observers could refute that the 
ORIGINS platform summoned forth the steady 
customers of the large companies to see for the 
first time the products of struggling new 
competitors. Steve Peek of Battleline has often 
stated that his sales at ORIGINS II kept his little 
company going when things were looking bleak. 
In contrast, AH led the show in sales, but that 
amount was far less than 1 % of its total income 
for the year. In short, the other manufacturers 
have placed their faith in us, as both the first and 
principal backers of ORIGINS, to run the 
selection and safeguard process. As a result, we 
have entered into the following agreement with 
SPI to insure that future ORIGINS will be 
handled in a more secure manner. 

PROPOSED BYLAWS 
NATIONAL WARGAME ASSOCIATION 

1. NAME. The name of this organization is NATIONAL WAR- 
GAME ASSOCIATION. It is a corporation of the State of New 
Jersey, organizud pursuant to Title 15, New Jersey Revised 
Statutes, as a mrwration not for profit. 

2. OBJECT. The object of this orgsnization is the prommion of 
the hobbyofwargeming, including, but not limited to, the holding 
of convention6 for the purpese of aromoting the hobby. 

3. MEMBERS. 
a. Governing membership in this orgeniwtion shall be by 

invitation of the existing, permanent governing members. The 
initlal permanent governing members shall be, Simulations 
Publications, Ine.. of New York, New York, and The Avalon Hill 
Game Company, of Bakimorw. Maryland. 

b. New permanent governing membersshall k selected by 
a No-third majoriw vote of the existing members. 

c. Membership as a permanent governing member may be 
terminated by one of the followins methods. 

(1 I Voldntary w~tharawaiupon wrltten notuf cation 
(2) Filing for bankrdptcv. oraan~zation. ass anment for 

the benefit dcr&iters,orany~otheractof insolvenqinderstate 
or federal stetutes. 

(3) Mergerwithorbecominga whollyownedsubsidiary 
of another permanent gwerning member. 

d. In addition, there shall be one temporary governing 
member, which shall be the corporation, organization, or 
individual who had rasponsibility for presenting tha convention 
the previous year. 

e. The permanent governing member may establish other 
classes ef membership, by majority vote, under such conditions 
and at such times as the trustees may deem suitable. 

4. OFFICERS. 
a. Trustees. Each governing membershall designate oneof 

tta e m p l v  to bea trustee of thisorganization. Any trustee so 
appointed shall remain a trusteeat the pleasuredthegwerning 
member appointing that trustee. 

b. Other Olficers. 
(1) This organization shall have the following 0fficers:a 

chairman of the h r d  of trustees and a secretery/treasurer. 
(2) Theelection of officers shall be heldannually, at the 

tlme of the annual convention. 
13) Mficers shall hold office for a term of one year or 

until thetr successor shall be elected. 
14) One person may not hold the officus of chairman 

and secretary/treasurer simultaneously. 
c. Duties of  ;he Chairman. The chairman shall be the chief 

exwcutive officer d the corporation; he shall preside at all 
meetingsofthe boardof trustees; heshall have the managemsnt 
of the business of the corporation and shall see that all orders 
and resolutions ofthe board oftrustees are carried into effect. He 
shall co-sign all drafts or checks upon any amounts maintained 
by tRe corporation as may be necessary to effectuate the 
business of the corporation. 

d. Duties of the Secrerary/Treasufer The Secrwtary/Trea- 
surer shall record sll votes and minutes of all pmeedings rn a 
book to be keptfor that purpose: shall cause notice to bepivenof 
all meetings of the h r d  of trustees; have custody of the 
corporate funds and securities, if any: keep full and accurate 
records of receipts and disbumments in ths corporate bmks: 
deposit all money end other valuables in the name end to the 
credit of the carporation in such deposrtories as may be 
designated by the board d trustees, disburse the funds of the 
corporation as may be ordered or authorized by the board and 
preserve proper vouchers for such disbursements to render to 

the board at the annual meeting, or whenever required, an 
acmunt of all transactions; perform such other duties as may 
from time to time be assigned to him. 

5. MEETINGS. 
a. There shall be one general meeting of the board of 

trustees, to be held at a surtable time during the annual 
convention 

b. Special meetings may be held st times and places during 
the year agreed upon by twa-thirds of the trustees. 

c. A simple rnajoriw shall constitute a quorum for the 
general meeting, to be held at the annual convention. 

d. A two-thirds majority of the Mard shall constitute a 
quorum for any special meetings. 
6. ANNUAL CONVEMlON. 

a. The trustees shall solicit b~ds for convention sites for the 
annual mnvention. These bids shall be in such form as the 
trustwus mayfrom timeto timedesignete. Noticeof solicitationof 
bids shall be published in such magazines or journals as ths 
governing members may publish to alert potential bidders of 
their right to submit a bid. While such notices need not provide 
any specifies, they should direa any prospective bidders to 
contact the secretary/treasurer for more details The secreta- 
ry/treasurer shall have available a list of requirements for 
conducting B mnvention, which shall be compiled based on 
previous experience, and approved by the trustees. These 
requirements shall include, but not be limited to, housing and 
dinlng facilities available, facilities needed to support a general 
exhibition,facilities needed topsrmit#minars/lectuwsor other 
similar programs of an informational nature and facilities 
needed to hold tournaments and other wmpetitions/demon- 
stratiens. 

b. In addition to any written presentation, which shall be 
submitted insufficient wpiesfor each trusteeto haveacopv,any 
prospective bidder shall make an orsl presentation at a meeting 
heldduriw the annusl wnvention Thismeeting shall beopen to 
the public and the public shall b permitted to ask reasonable 
questions of any prospective bidder concerning the facilities and 
plans which the prospective bidder has available with e viewto 
eliciting information which will assrst in selecting the next site. 

c. The trusteesshall, immediately upon theconclusionofall 
such oral presentations. deliberate in priveteand select the next 
site based upon all information presented to them. The majority 
of the trustees present andvmingshall besufficient to fix thesite 
of the next convention Voting shall be by secret written ballot. 

d. The successful bidder shall be announced immediately 
after it has k e n  selected. 

e. Successful bidders shall reeeive a license from this 
corporation authorizing them to hold a mnvention in tha 
Association's name. The trustees may place such obligations 
and requirements upon the successful bidder as the trustees 
shall deem necessary to insure a successful wnvwntion. 

f ,  Included inthoseobligations,but not in limitationthereof. 
shall be a requirement to obtain policies of insurance against 
personal iniurv and wropertv damaae which mav be incurred bv 
any participant in the cdnve"tion, tLe precise amount to be fixed 
bvthetrustees but in noeventlessthan One Mill ionandno/lM 
($1 .OW.OM).OO) dollars for personal injury claims.   he tr"steks 
shall have the ripht to increase this amount if the successful 
bidder proposes to present certain activities which, in the 
opinion of the trustees, present an unusual risk of personal 
injury These policies of insurence shall be obtained so as M 
insure the Interest of the corporation, in additlon to any 
protection obtain4 by the successful bidder. 

g, In addition, the auwessful bidder shall furnish a bondor 
policy of insurance in an amount equal to the anticipated 
expenses of running the convention, which bond or policy of 
insurance shall be for theourposesof ensurinn that the costs of 
putting the convention onshall be peid, shouid the convention 
fail to take in sufficient monevto oavthese costsandthe bondor 
policy of insuranceshall runio theinterestof thishsociation. If, 
in the opinlon of the trustees, the successful bidder has 
sufficient income and/or assets such that it wuld absorb any 
lasses, such corporations need not furnish a b n d  or policy of 
insurance but shall, instead, furnish a hold harmlessagreement 
to the Association with regard to such debts. 

7. MEETING PROCEDURE. Meetings of the trustees shall be 
governed by Roberts Rules of Order, Revised, unless expressly 
modified herein. 

8. ADOPTION AND AMENDMENT. 
a, These bylaws shall be adopted upon affirmative vote of 

two-thirds of the governing members, with each governing 
rnnmbur entitled to one vote thereon 

b. These bylaws may be amsnded in the following manner: 
(1) At the annual meeting and any special meetings. 

(a) By giving notice to allgoverning members of an 
intention to propose an amsndment af such meeting, which 
notice shall contain the text of such proposed amendment and 
shall be furnished to eachgoverning member not less than thirty 
days prior to such meeting. 

(b) Upon affirmetive vote of a majority of the 
members then present,voting through theirrespectivetrustees. 

12) By mail. 
(a) By sending written notice to all uoverning 

members of the proposed amendment. 
(b) The sscrwaryshall then call for votes tobe cast 

not later than a certain date, whichdateshall be no sooner than 
fiftean days after the initial proposal is received. 

(c) Anaffirmatire voteda majority ofthetrustees, 
acting on behalf of their respective governing members, shall be 
requ~red to adopt such amendment. The Trustees, in casting 

their vote, shall send it to the secrerary/treasurer. The 
secrwtary/trea$urer, in reporting the results of the voting, shalt 
furnish each trustee with a report indicating how each other 
trustee who voted actually voted on the proposed amendment 

9. NOTICES Any notices requiredtoh sentshell besent tothe 
trustee designated by the respective governing member, at the 
principal place of business of the governing member which the 
tru6tee represents. 

It should be noted that this decision was by 
no means unanimous and that there were 
dissenting voices at the ORlGlNS '79 meeting 
which was open to the public. Some of the 
smaller manufacturers wanted a seat on the 
Association and while it is truethat weoriginally 
invited the other professionals to join us in the 
Association, it seemed hardly reasonable to 
expect several multi-million dollar companiesto 
bow to the dictates of afew part-time publishers 
whose contribution to the convention does not 
run farther than their booth fees. Any realist 
should see that a company which draws the 
majorityof theattendeeswithfreepubficity in its 
journals should be under no obligation to 
smaller concerns who bring in few or no new 
attendees by virtue of their efforts. While it is 
hoped that all companies would contribute free 
publicity to the extent they are able, their efforts 
should not be equated with those on a far larger 
scale. 

Neither arewewilling to reduce the selection 
process to a show of hands by all  in attendance. 
as one overzealous lover of democracy suggest- 
ed. We are, after all, engaged in this pursuit as 
our livelihood and are not willing to bow to the 
dictates of the massed membership of Po- 
dunque U's wargame club which may decide to 
attend the meeting as a lark. 

We've also heard complaints that several 
manufacturers were given false information as 
to the time and place of the ORIGINS meeting. 
Funny, the convention program we had was 
quite clear on both points. Suffice it to say that 
we're embarking on the above course with the 
best intentions for the hobby and well wishes 
from most, if not all, of the major manufacturers. 

And now it seems we've come full cycle on 
the question of a travelling ORIGINS, as a major 
manufacturer has called for ORIGINS to remain 
on the East Coast where it won't compete with 
other established regional shows. At this point, 
my only response is that the 1980 site will be 
decided by the bidders and fellow voters Howie 
Barasch of SPI and Jay Hadley of PENN CON. 

In expectation of encouraging reliable groups 
to enter the bidding picture for ORIGINS '80, we 
are presenting the following guidelines to aid 
the prospective ORIGINS sponsor in approach- 
ing the qatter. 

The listing which follows is in two parts; the 
first consists of a dozen requirements which any 
sponsor must adhere to, and the second being a 
suggested outline of points to be covered by any 
bidder in his presentation. 

ORIGINS SPONSORS REQUIREMENTS & OBLIGATIONS 

1. Selling (Exhibit Area) area with the exception of auctions is 
restricted to manufacturers or their designated sole agent to the 
convention. 

2. Manufacturersfirst right of refusal forrunningtournaments 
using their own products. 

3. Event sponsor's right toentry fee reimbursement if desired. 

4. Suppfy first place ORIGINS plaques for alltournaments/ 
competition winners at convention (should not deviate 
substantially from previous years in quality.) 

5. Help administrate, present and absorb cost, under the 
guddellnes of the Awards Committee, the Charles Robens and 
H.G. Wells Awards. 

6. Provide facilities as outlined and accepted at presentation 

7. A minimum of 4 quarterly progress reports to commlnee 
members and other interested paniws {i.e.. magazines, clubs, 
manufacturers) 
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8. AII fees should not rncrease more than the previous years 

amount plus that year's inflation rate (use local figuresl. 

9. Proaram b k  mum be prepared for distribution ator prior to 
convention, containingall pertinent information el show,and by- 
mail preregistration offered for both attendanae and events. 

10. Liability insurance must be taken out for thesum d not less 
thsn $1 million. 

1 I .  Hold harmless to cornmrttee. 
12. The committee reserves the right to require a payment 
and/or fidelity bond for new or inexperienced organizations or 
groups. Potential biddersfallingintothiscateqorywlllbenotified 
'naavancedthese ect on sothet theycan nvest gate tnecost In 
the r local area of obta ning these Donas. Sucn nformetion s 
readily obtainable from a& insurancs sgem in general lines 
insurance 

ORlGlRlS BIDDING PRESENTATION 

1. Description of organrzetion and its structure to includesize. 
histow of existence, utc. 

2. Keypeopledescrlbedend background information toinclude 
any previous wnrention/organirationaI experience. 

3. Personnel available to work on convention which wouldbe 
the bidding organization itself and additional aid from outside 
group (also their key people and extent of support). 

4. Finances of organization (initial Btan up capital recom- 
mended is 91.000, 

5. Letter d mnfirmation from site owners or their representa- 
tives that it has or can be reserved. 

6. Site facilities: 
A type of layout, retationshipof buildings, general descrlp- 

tion of buildings (AC) and contents of each. 
b, exhibit halt size (1 60 Sq. Ft, per booth required). 
c. seminar facilities-number of rooms, sizeandcapacityof 

each. 
d,  tournament faciliries-number of rooms, size and 

capaciry of each one, chairs and tables suitable for gaming. 
e. open gaming--amount of space, accessibility to space. 

location. 
f. other special facilities--athletic fields, proximity to she. 

other features. 
g. Ihdq~nq on site--capacity, m u .  
h. on sitw food, hours, price range. 
i, handicapped facilities, acces~ibilify to events in and 

around site. 
j. security arrangements, hours of mn, exhibit safety, 

money security. 
k. tranmrtation to site--proximity to major modes of 

transportation, distance from major town/city. 

7. Special activities planned, movies. guest speakers, em. 

8. Proposed fees. w-mail pre-registration, daily, weekendand 
special entrance feea, booth costs,advsrtisingcosfs, mhsrcosts. 

9. Off site lodging, numkrof  hmels/motels, numkrdroorns 
available In each, dlstance from con, costs. 

10. Off site food facilities, acmssibility, distance, rypes, price 
range. 

11. Intention of hobby and general a&ertisement/publicity. 

12. Convention date. 

Before ending the subject of conventions, I'd 
like to mention our requirements for attending 
and plugging same. There are now so many 
gatherings of varying sizes spread across the 
country that we can't possibly attend or sponsor 
events in all of those to which we are invited. 
Therefore, .we have adopted a blanket policy 
regarding convention attendance which we feel 
is fair to all concerned and removes the 
possibility of slighting some to attend others, 
while utilizing subjective opinions to pick and 
choose. The following objective formula is our 
standard for convention participation. 

ORIGINS MAXIMUM PARTICIPATION 
2,000+ 2 or more representatives 
2,- EXPENSES REWIRED 

Simply put, we cannot attend a convention 
without the prospect of making our expenses. To 
promote the hobby, AH is willing to foot the bill 
for the salary of their employees and time lost 
due to such trips, but must insist upon out-of- 
pocket expenses. This means that we cannot 
attend a convention for the first time unless the 
organizers advance us the airfare for our 
repressntative(s) and extend complementary 
lodging. In exchange, our representative will be 
available to run tournaments, give seminars, 
etc. Should he return with a report that the 
convention is large enough (minimum of 2,000 

attendees) to warrant a return trip at our 
expense, we will attend the event in the future at 
our own expense. This arrangement has been 
utilized three times in  the past year and has 
resulted in our commitment to attendance at the 
MDG conventions in Detroit. 

We are more than pleased to provide free 
listings of conventions in the GENERAL provid- 
ing you supply us with the necessary informa- 
tion at least 4 months in advance. We must also 
request that you list events of interest to AH 
garners. Many readers of the GENERAL are not 
hardcorps wargarners and have little interest in 
fantasy, miniatures, or even wargames of other 
manufacturers. Such people, with interests 
limited to only a few AH games, would be done 
an  injustice were we to publicize conventions 
with no planned activities in games which 
interest them. It is most distressing to a casual 
gamer totravel upwards of 100 miles only to find 
little activity in his main field of interest. 

As usual, we welcome your comments on 
this or other subjects. 

0 

THE GAMER'S GUIDE 
TO DIPLOMACY 

THE GAMER'S GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY is 
a 36page iIlustrated booklet containing all sorts of 
valuable information for DIPLOMACY buffs of all 
levels from beginner to expert. Written by Rod 
Walker, one of the best-known writers on the game 
today, the GAMER'S GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY 
covers in detail almost every facet of this Hgame" 
that has become an ohsession for thousands of 
"players" worldwide. 

The GUIDE is divided into eight sections. In the 
Introduction, Mr. Walker discusses the dwelop- 
ment of the game, itsuncommon nature where some 
vices kcome  virtues, and where ethics become, in 
some cases, a definite liability, playing objectives, 
country selection, and more. 

In Section 11, "Elements of the Game," you will 
read about such things as communications, alliance 
and treachery, aggression and defense, cheating, 
stalemates, convoyed attacks, and receive some 
tactical hints for better play. 

The third section of the GUIDE presents a 
detailed study of the board, styles of play, and 
choice opening moves and game strategies for each 
of the seven Powers in DIPLOMACY. There are 
also several revealing charts showing the relative 
successes and failures of all of the Powers over the 
course of 803 recorded games. 

Section IV presents a sample game, with 
commentary by the author and an analysis of the 
diplomacy and tactics of each of the seven playen 
involved. The commentary is accompanied by 
several easy-to-read maps so you can go right along 
with the progress of the game. 

The fifth section of the GUIDE concerns itself 
with postal DIPLOMACY, where you'llfind a little 
history, descriptions of the various ratings systems 
used, and a few suggestions on how you can get 
involved in this exciting segment of the game. 

Section VI is devoted to variants, with a full 
description of each of several of the better-known 
variants, including "Napoleonic" DIPLOMACY, 
"Bid" DIPLOMACY, "The Great War", and 
'Twin-Earths" DIPLOMACY. There are also 
complete rules for the origi,nal 1958 version of the 
game, and as a bonus the back cover of the GUIDE 
i s  a reproduction of the original map, for those 
readers who wish to play the first DIPLOMACY. 

Section VII deals with clubs and tournaments, 
an area that the author feels is growing in 
importance as the wer-increasing rise in postal rates 
increases the attraction of face-to-face DIPLOMA- 
CY play. 

The final section, entitled "Questions and 
Answers", attempts to deal with the most common 
(and several most uncommon) questions that may 
arise. As the author says, "they include some which 
are frequently asked as well as some that wereasked 
only once and were debated at length afterwards." 

For anyone with even the most casual involve- 
ment in this highly demanding game, THE 
GAMER'S GUIDE TO DIPLOMACY is an 
absolute must, and well worth the mere $3.00 plus 
50c postage that it costs. Send your checkor money 
order made payable to: The Avalon Hill Game 
Company, 4517 Harford Road, Baltimore, MD 
21214. Maryland residents please add 5%statesales 
tax. 

c. - 

AH BEST SELLER LIST 
Close on the heels of our 1976 Best Seller List, 

we present the updated lists for 1977. Both lists are 
based on total retail and mail order sales for our 
1977 Fiscal Year which began in Apri1'77 and ended 
May 78 .  Titles indicated by ana~teriskindiiate that 
they were not available during the full fiscal year due 
to recent introduction. Figures for the ALL TIME 
list include all versions of the game sold to date 
which in some cases {GETTYSBURG) can include 
as many as five different editions. 

1977 AVALON HILL BEST SELLERS 
 ink Title 1976 Rank 

1. FACTS IN FIVE I 
2. STARSHIP TROOPERS 2 
3. ARAB-ISRAELI WARS - 
4. THIRD REICH 4 
5 .  ACQUIRE 15 
6. OUTDOOR SURVIVAL 7 
7. PANZER LEADER 3 
8. PANZERBLITZ 12 
9. RUSSIAN CAMPAIGN 19 

10. DIPLOMACY 1 I 
11. TWIXT 8 
12. VICTORY IN THE PACIFIC* - 
13. SQUAD LEADER* - 
14. LUFTWAFFE 14 
15. TACTICS 11 10 
16. WAR AT SEA 9 
17. PAYDIRT - 
18. FEUDAL 16 
19. GETTYSBURG* - 
20. RAIL BARON* - 
AVALON HILL ALL TIME BEST SELLERS 

Rank Title 1976 Rank 
I. PANZERBLITZ 1 
2. BLITZKRIEG 2 
3. LUFTWAFFE 3 
4. OUTDOOR SURVIVAL 4 
5. TACTICS I1 8 
6. PANZER LEADER - 
7. MIDWAY 7 
8. BATTLE OF THE BULGE 5 
9. GETTYSBURG 9 

10. THIRD REICH - 

It is interesting to note that allgames in the ALL 
TIME list have sold over 100,000 copies. 

master charge L,", .k" a, .+.. .-  4 
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DESIGN ANALYSIS Conrinued from Pg. 17 

commitment. So given that attitude, if one delay 
was made, another delay would beeven more likely. 

The reason cited a t  the time was the need to allow 
Rornmel to attack the Gazala Line and Tobruk 
before the British attacked him. After Tobruk fell 
then Malta would be invaded. But given the 
impetuosity of Rommel, such a halt would be most 
unlikely. Also politically, given the tremendous 
victory necessary to capture Tobruk, how could the 
Axis revert to a defensive posture in North Africa? 

Given the approximate date for each invasion 
plan the next step was to develop an order of battle 
fox each of those plans. Since the battle never 
actually took place, popular histories and even some 
of the official histories gave little note to forces 
available. Some detwtive work with international 
assistance filled many gaps and from the mass of 
data the scenarios emerged. Interestingly, the 
critical factor limiting all plans was the Axis lack of 
amphibious invasion craft, exactly the same 
problem faced earlier by the Germans in 1940. The 
Italians had no amphibious technology beyond 
commando operations and were eventually forced 
to import invasion craft the Germans had construct- 
ed for use in thenow cancelled Operation "Sealion." 
Still, these did not fulfill invasion force require- 
ments and had to be supplemented by lagoon 
schooners, ferries, and fishing boats. With the 
multiplicity of invasion craft, invasion rules grew 
more and morecomplex. But with the game reduced 
to just one scenario, the problem of special invasion 
craft wuld be ignored. 

Finally faced was a problem that i s  probably 
uniquely Maltese: could all those stone forts on 
Malta really withstand a modern assault? Central to 
the .MALTA design was the analysis of the 
effectiveness of the Maltese fortifications combined 
with field, coast, and anti-aircraft artillery. Re- 
smrch showed that the fortification system, while 
extensive was too old and too small to withstand 
modern artillery. Yet when a game was tested 
without them, British resistance broke after the first 
day. The best solution was to have three classes of 
fortifmtions: bastions representing the immense 
walls surrounding some cities, forts that are large 
enough to provide cover for infantry, and battery 
positions which were really those forts too small for 
anything else. Actually, the coast artillery required 
fixed installations and could not be moved about. 
This choice of three types represents considerable 
testing. 

On Malta during spring 1942 there were 
hundreds of artillery pieces. In daily use were the 
112 heavy AA guns and 138 light AA guns. All 
modern weapons, these composed one of the 
thickest anti-aircraft defenses seen during WWII. 
Probably fint to see action if the Italian invasion 
fleet arrived would be the 37 coast artillery pieces. 
Some former naval pieces probably had little 
effectiveness while one battery, six 6 pounder Mk I 
twin mounted guns, had a very high effectiveness. 
Seven coast artillery pieces, 9.2" B.L. Mark X, 

- comprised the heavy coast artillery. Presumably 
these were mounted in barbettes with all-round 
traverse to prevent an enemy from firing from the 
blind side of the island with impunity. This artillery 
was intended to engage enemy warships. AIso 
available were about 40 pieces of "bush" artillery 
similar to that field artillery employed on Crete. 
Due to their probable one-shot effectiveness these 
have been incorporated into the k a c h  chdefese 
companies. Probably last to see action would be the 
one regiment of regular field artillery. It was armed 
with twenty-four 25 pounders, a most effective 
weapon. Finally, the three coast artillery pieces 
sta_tioned onGo~oJaland, Qust t~~@,~poflh:wes~_of 

Malta) would not have had any effect on the 
outcome on Malta proper. 

Would anyone ever have created a MALTA by 
itself? Immediately after selling CRETE to Avalon 
Hill I sold them on the idea of including MALTA 
with CRETE. In the early design stages MALTA 
was only a flimsy scenario card, but research into 
the subject and regular playtesting brought M A L  
TA out of the pitsand into the foreground asagame 
that couldstand onits own. The value of wargaming 
as an historical tool goes beyond analyzing what 
history was like; it allows the exploration of the 
imponderabIes of history. Some games have been 
likened to "paper time machines." MALTA and 
CRETE are faithful recreations, but they also are 
games that people play and talk about, games that 
can't be "soIvedn in the first sitting. 

Q 

CRETE Continued from Pg. 7 

in the first eight turns. The longer the game drags 
on, the dimmer the light of victory becomes for 
the Germans. 

There is a fine line between recklessness and the 
calculated audacity which the German player must 
follow. Attacks at less than three-to-one odds and 
important attacks at lower than four-to-one odds 
put too much faith in luck. Two-to-one assauits are 
either foolhardy or desperate and should be 
avoided. The Gerrnana have mobility, surprise and 
high concentrations of firepower; to dissipate any 
of these is a sure road to defeat. 

Defending Crete completely, i.e., holding all 
three airfields, is mostly a matter of luck for the 
Commonwealth player. If the Germans scatter 
badly on the first drops, if their convoys sink, and if 
the die has a British flag carved on it, the airfields 
will hold. 

Once the Germans have played their hand, the 
Commonwealth player must rapidly replan his 
game. Nonessential units should prepare to evacu- 
ate from the ports, and move toward the sector 
boundaries. A few other Commonwealth units may 
be able to slip into Maleme to strengthen the 
airfield's defense if the Germans have established a 
poor block. Another battalion can be shifted via 
coastal steamer from Heraklion to either Retirno or 
Suda if either is in difficulty. 

The Commonwealth player must remember that 
once one airfield is lost, he should abandon the rest 
of them and go for the evacuation. He must get the 
noncombat and weak units off first and save the big 
battalions for killer packs to get the necessary 75 
points of German dead. 

Although the German player has the unique 
ability to launch that humiliating aerial envelop- 
ment, the Commonwealth player can still turn that 
euphoric and overconfident airborne glory boy into 
a bloody fool holding an empty bag. AIR AS- 
SAULT ON CRETE is, in that respect, probably 
the most satisfying wargame ever developed. 

MALTA Continued from Pg. 13 

accurately portray all the elements (such as politics) 
involved in planning a military operation. Two big 
reasons are obvious: fint, there is no penalty for 
failure, excepting of course, bruised and battered 
egos; second, it can be done again-hopefully right. 

A couple of added goodies came to mind as the 
game progressed which might appeal to those who'd 
!ike abetter feel_Sor 9 qne-timeshot operation: 

I. The German Fallschirmjager Battalions break 
up and drop as companies as they do in CRETE- 
this will drastically revise the drop plans as 
companies are harder to form up and fax easier to 
counterattack effectively. 

2. AU three airborne drops should be prepro- 
grammed prior to the start of the game. This will 
portray the dat ive  inflexibility of most operations 
once the ball gets rolling and will add more 
emphasis on the attackers getting to the right place 
on time. 

3. Roll for AIlied surprise: 1-4 normal surprise 
on the first turn, 5-6, no Allied surprise and no first 
turn movement restrictions. This one is obvious- 
better Allied intelligence. For added ulcers, roll for 
surprise after the initial Axis drop. 

In conclusion, this is a game that puts tremen- 
dous pressure on both sides, moreso as more games 
are played (neither side can afford to be 
predictable-against the same opponents, different 
plans wilI have to be tried). There isenough pressure 
so that careful thought and preparation beforehand 
will pay handsome dividends-and make the game 
all the more exciting. 

m 

MAGNETIC GAMES 
Now you can convert your favorite game for 

vertical display or secure in-play storage with 
magnetic tape, unmounted boards and just an 
hour of your time. All you'll need is a metal surface 
and an unmounted gameboard. We supply the 
magnetic strips with self sticking adhesive already 
applied. You just cut the N" x I '  strips into half 
inch squares and apply them to the unit counters 
which came with your game. The result is a %" 
thick counter which wiIl stack six high even when 
the mapboard is mounted in avertical position for 
display purposes. Never worry about that pbm 
move being jostled again between turns. 

Naturally this magnetic treatment will be less 
valuable for counters with two-sided printing, but 
that still leaves them with a multitude of uses. 
NOTE: it will be necessary to be sure that the top 
portion of all unit counters are uniformly applied 
to the top half of the magnetic strips. Otherwise, 
the polarity may be reversed and the counters will 
actually repel each other rather than attract. 
Therefore, it is wise to mark the back of the 
magnetic strips uniformly across the top so as to 
be sure to apply the top half of the counter to the 
top half of the magnetic strip. 

Magnetic strips are available from Avalon Hill 
for 9Oa a foot or $7.50 for ten feet. Unmounted 
mapboards are available upon request for $6.00 
apiece. Usual postage charges apply, as does the 
5% state sales tax for Maryland residents. 

+ 

ORDER BY PHONE 
We will now accept game orders by phone 

from those individuals with currently valid 
MASTERCHARGE, BGNKAMERlCARD 
(VISA), or AMERICAN EXPRESS credit cards. 
The  number to call is 301-254-5300. Ask for Clo 
Newton or ext.34 and state that you wish to place 
an order for a game. You must gIve the order taker 
the number, expiration date, and name of your 
credit card along with your order and shipping 
address. Phone orders are available every Mon- 
day-Friday from 8:30 A M  to 5 PM. &solutely no 
collect phone calls can be accepted. 







THE GENERAL 
Vol. 15, No. 1 of THE GENERAL polled a 3.48 

cumulative rating, which was a slight improve- 
ment over Vol. 14, No. 6, but still far worse than 
our average effort. The individual articles fared 
as follows in our 12M3 point scoring system 
basedon a random sampling of 200 readerswith 
3 points awarded for 1 st place, 2for second, and 
1 for third. 

SQUAD LEADER REPLAY.. ............................ 237 
ADVANCED Gl3TYSBURG. ............................ 187 
THE ROAD TO BERLIN ................................ 182 
DESIGN ANALYSIS: GITWSBURG ..................... 173 
CONTENDING ARMIES .............................. 141 
MISSION SCENARIOS.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  97 
INTERVIEW: JOHN EDWARDS .......................... 88 
SCENARIO GETTYSBURG. .............................. 70 
AVALON HILL PHILOSOPHY ............................ 23 

Would you believe a television series on 
wargames? Our British brothers in the wargam- 
ing fraternity have done just that according to a 
report in the June '78 issue of BATTLE maga- 
zine. They report that on February 23rd, Tyne 
Tees Television made wargaming and television 
history by screening the first of six 30 minute 
weekly programs on the miniatures side of our 
hobby. The series utilized prominent English 
actor Edward Wodward as commentator, a 
dozen well known miniaturists, and a cast of 
thousands ( 1  1,000 to be precise--colorfully 
painted figures all]. Two other British stations 
have already bought the series and hopes are 
high that other regions will soon enter negotia- 
tions to screen the series nationwide. Five 
months were spent filming the series and each 
minute of film represents several hours of 
judicious editing. In fact it is reported that the 
time and effort put into the series exceeds that 
for most tv dramas. The format for each show 
consists of a briefing utilizing old maps of the 
battle and analysisof existing terrain andforces. 
The game is then replayed in front of the 
cameras with the aid of judicious editing 
allowing the forces to virtually fly across the 
games table. A concluding summary wraps the 
whole thing up very nicely with an analysis of 
how the latter day Wellingtons and Napoleons 
fared. The six battles chosen for the series 
consisted of: Chalons-sur-Marne, 451 A.D.; 
Edgehill, 1642; Battle of the Nile, 1798; Water- 
Ica; Gettysburg; and an imaginary skirmish in 
1944 France. 

Avalon Hill postal enthusiasts have not let 
the absence of pbm sheets deter them from 
engaging in pbm battles with their favorite 
games. Using any of a multitude of homemade, 
complicated systems to overcome the problems 
of multi-phase turns and defensive fire situa- 
tions postal games abound in just about any 
game you care to mention. Recentlytwo readers 
went out of their way to make their systems a 
little easier by having professional style pbm 
sheets made up for their favorite games 
featuring reduced mapsheets similar to our 
PANTERBLITZ PBM kit. Walter Cullop of 732 
Newhall Ave, Burlington, CA 94010 designed 
such a 8 x 10" sheet for our PANZER LEADER 
game complete with type set tables on the back 
for resolution of combat and multi-unit hex 
capacity. Wayne Rice of 289 Main St., Rutland 
MA 01543 commissioned a similar 10 x 14" 
printing job on our THIRD RElCH mapboard. Both 
individuals have expressed an interest in 
supplying the sheets to fellow postal enthu- 
siasts at cost, but give them a break and include 
a stamped, self-addressed envelope for their 
reply. 

Congratulations of sorts are due for the 
longevity and expert play of Jim Reilly's OOPS 
and Bryan Mundell's Ithica/CORSIMA clubs for 
staggering to afirstplace tie in the first AH PBM 
team championships with 9'/2 wins apiece. The 
tournament, which started in 1975, was 
plagued by dropouts, rule interpretations, and all 
the other hangups of postal play complicated by 
excessive time delays due to the international 
nature of the competition (Nicky Palmer's 
European based National Games Club placed 
third with 9 wins).Thetwoclubssplit a $gocash 
prize. 

Latest word on ORIGINS '79 has it moving off 
a college campus for the first time ever and into 
the facilities of the George Washington Motor 
Lodge in suburban Philadelphia. The dates have 
also changed to July 19th through the 22nd 
making possible another four day event, similar 
to that first offered at ORIGINS '78. 

MOUNTING THE THREAT, JULY, 1944 by John 
T. Sweet. San Francisco: 1977. 142 pp. Presidio 
Press, $1 2.95. This hardbound book is a study of 
Operation Goodwood, the British offensive of 
July la, 1944, which proved to be a decisive 
factor in the battle of Normandy. The battle 
generated a barrage of recriminations between 
the American and Briti6h commanders; the 
Americans criticizing their allies' strategy and 
tactics, while the British just as vehemently 
defended their handling of the battte. Mr. Sweet 
attempts to look at the battle from allviewpoints 
and concludes that the commanders involved 
can neither be overly praised or blamed for the 
results of the operation. The major flaw in this 
work is its lackof depth and scope and the book's 
high price. All in all, the author gives us an 
adequate narrative of an important battle which 
does suggest some valid conclusions; but lacks 
the historical research which the subject de- 
ma nds. 

When we request that garners send a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope with their 
questions wedo so for a reason. Namely, after 
paying an individual to answer your question 
(which more often than not is answered in the 
rules anyway) we feel that you should be 
willing to pay the postage both ways. While 
this seems insignificant on the surface, 
postage costs quickly mount up when you 
answer hundreds of such letters every week. 
Therefore, we must request your indulgence in 
honoring our request to pay the postage costs 
of answering yourquestions.This meansdonY 
send questions in our postage paid envelopes 
or expect them to be enclosed in orders. The 
people who work in the mail order department 
don't know how to play the games-they can't 
answer your questions. They must be for- 
warded to the proper designer for answers and 
by that time your order has long since left. In 
addition, it would helpgreatly if your questions 
were phrased into a "yes"or "no"format.This 
often means including a diagram where 
appropriate as our designers don't have the  
time to set up virtually hundreds of situations 
by grid-coordinates. Lastly; if you want faster 
service be sure to mention the fact that you are 
a GENERAL subscriber, as GENERAL readers 
get preference over non-subscribers. 
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The SON of ORCCON, the third annual 

Orange County Simulations Convenrion, will be 
hosted by the Armchair Strategists Club Janu- 
ary 5, 6, and 7, 1979 at California State 
University in Fullerton, CA. Admission is 83.50 if 
pre-registered and $5.00 at the door. A full slate 
of the usual AH tournaments are scheduled. For 
further information, write: Alan Emrich, 2922 
Angler Lane, Los Alamitos, CA 90720. 

INFANTRY ATTACKS-Potsdam, 1937. (At- 
tacks, Inc., P.O. Box 2583, Laurel, MD 2081 1). 
285 pages, plus many sketch maps. 81 4.95. This 
is the English translation of Rommel's Infanterie 
Greift an, reprinted in the U.S. Infantry Journal 
in 1944. The main theme of the book, and the 
reason for its publication in this country, is to 
stress the importance of basic principles of 
training. security, prior planning and the need 
for initiative on the part of all junior officers. In 
each chapter, Rommel relates his experiences 
as a junior combat officer on the Western, 
Rumanian and Italian fronts during the First 
World War. These accounts range from squad 
level combat to battalion sized engagements; all 
accompanied by minute details such as unit 
designations, terrain descriptions, and numbers 
of men involved, Each chapter concludes with 
the author's personal observations and com- 
ments as to the proper tactics that must be 
employed when faced with the tactical situation 
just described. This is a first rate small unit 
combat narrative, which even today can be 
useful in training troops and leaders. For the 
board gamer, Infantry Atlacks provides dozens 
of historical scenarios which can be translated 
from its pages to the mapboards of our SQUAD 
LEADER game utilizing practically all that 
game's terrain, infantry, artillery and infantry 
support weapon units. 

For those of us with overactive imaginations. 
Contest #84 maywell have proved to be a case of 
over-analysis. The answer is, of course, to hold 
tight and zap the M7 unit at 4-1. Note, however, 
rhat had the German units NOT been in a city 
hex, the correct solution would have been to 
march three of the German units up the hill to 
zap the light armored stuff while one infantry 
unit played fatal rear guard on the bridge. But 
the city means that the Germans can stay snug 
in the citywith much less to fear from the Allied 
1 -2 CAT. 

Only three readers were able to give viable 
solutions to the GETTYSBURG puzzle in Contest 
No. 83, although we also accepted three near 
miss submissions. More than half the contest- 
ants committed the same error of putting the 
Jenkins cavalry unit into an attack rather than 
positioning it in hex 21 where it must be placed 
to maintain the isolation of all Union units. The 
key to the solution was concentration of attack in 
order to force the Union units to eliminate 
themselves in costly counterattacks. At least 
five Confederate units were required in one 
attack and four others in a second attack to 
aacomplish this. 

Those who found the solution or were close 
enough to be judged winners were: T. Swider, 
Endwell, NY; P. Dennis, Leavenworth, KS: M. 
Sincavaga, Kernersville, NC; W. Carnes, Indian- 
apolis, IN; S. Slingsby, Springfield, PA; and C. 
Baxter, Kamloops Province, BC. 
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r- d UllB I* Y"" m y  h.rr TOW Arm- 
m e  1-5 w-m~os =, Ciwhm,. OH 
WII. s j ~ 1 1 - n r n .  

N o \ 1 & 3 o r p d 6 u m r d ~ ~ ~ r r a n  
' m e .  R K M  Shrank. 19 m m  PL. Nw- 
p a  NEW& VA Wl, -1M 

h raw tm ~ l r n~ . , . ~  lr n& All k m  
as.&. Wmn s h u t  g h  I am 15. Warn 
Smlon 1 Ssrmdak Cr.. L h l l l r .  MDl lWA 
301-1 

G o d  News for Paydirt Owners "If I'd been 
mmyger, they 
would have 
won the series!" 

aftlcles on the play and stratsgyol all o f l heSwnc  
lllunrsted &mes In every issue. But ihal's wl all. 

ALLSTAR REPLAYiswherethethoussndsof SI 

atlens8 daam p-rls nmoac& U I ,mb 6. nala 
mrn sdrmlage6 rau e .mu e p a,& wlrmr mrner 
o m s .  efems f~u  L CIX. and rr XI r re 

Game Ian6 gel together to form leagues and meet 
fellow players, read news of national and regions1 
tournaments enlar sosclal rnadnr contsst~ and 
enter free ads for admes. aamu-wins, -ad n& ;nclud~ng s urrque seleetlon ana point spread 

sya lm  which bk you p ~ t  any imams agpinst any 
aher and &11II rslain a cnalleng~ng game. 

FOT]u%t $7 OOpluS70Up0818ge.YOUg~ 2Blull- 
WIU Team cnsns I w  every learn In the N R .  DIW 
mrnplete new mles lor PAYDIRT. 

SAVE $2.00 
If you den7 ya own PAYDIRT, wder the game 

(mhth mmss  complstn Mul me crssslk 1972 
SHawft Team ChBrlP. B $10 VaIIRI U r K  the 1976 
Team CMns  lor just $15 plus 10% paage. 

NOTAVAIL4BLE IN STORES . . Teem Charta 
must be ordered d l w t l y  Imm ua Us8 couwn Icr 
Immemte &I*. 

197eY~mPns t l sand&d  Rules@$7 + 10% 
postage 
PAYDIRT Game @ $10 * 1 tPb postage 

L3 1976 Team Cham andPAYDIRT b $ l 5 +  10% 
wstege lyw swve $2 W1 

o ponenls 11s u l i u  p l ~ e l o  find at!-a sporlc 
hkMr  es, pame unu yses and spec a new rd  w- 
and somellmeseven nen teams andcham R m l  
$8-es hare incl-aed new Grano R A backs frro-I 
SPUD C RGUT game a rbr.nnng of Ine 1957 
I(enl.cb 0ero for our Wlh. P.ACE&SHOIhgme. 
ano arm nd v l - a  o arercardsfor the lgn v io l  d 
%ilks lor  our St baieball oame. 

For less than Iha gate p r ~ m  you p q  for mosl 
tickets these da  s you can have a whore yew 01 
fun *ilk ALLS&R REPLAY Just 6 00 for a on* 
year subwiption, or ss.m for Iwo. 

Subscrlb mda , and lake m e r  a team in  your 
lauorlte geort ~ n b ; u h o  knows? Mavbethls w a r  
you'll win the Snrlest 

. . 
D l -y r  sub lo MI-Star Replay @S W 

S y i  sub Ia All-star Awlay @S8 W 
o Just send catalog aboul al l your games! 

If you'rs the wmsr of PAYDIRT our lanwvs 
lwbk-lop foolball gams Ihat Ibis you coach p u r  
Inwane gm t w ,  lhsn y w  sharld Wmw !hat nrm 
yw mn add nsw l m m  Chad% to your game 

in76 wss h s  year OaWana flna!k s h w d  lhey 
c 4  win the bg gamn, m a n  Itby crushed 
Mdnnehaa In t M  S u p r  Bowl 

1976 Ine year Pllmurgh b s t  four o f  hmi 
na 11vn gameg men wen! on 10 mn nlns ~n e mw 
lwltn live muwuls l  a l l M o  IWI huo loucRdowns 

Name 

At aLSTAR REPLAY, thd's the kindoltalkwe 
like to h w r .  ALLSTAR REPLRY i s  me colo ih l  
quarterly magmine for people who have t h rm  
thinos In common: 1) Thevle all dadimted m o t 5  

, bur~ng lhat time 
1916 was ihs year irm W s M  nsw l a m s  

I emerad Ihe NR-Seem and Tamoa Bnv. Tnmaa Zip D a l e  of mls order - 

a Cneck Or m o w  order to: T h r  A r r l on  Hlll 
Gmn* Eh 

8111: ( ) A m e m  1 1 MasterCharge ( l Visa 

fan< 2) l n e y  sll lsy  andenjo Spofts l l lunialed 
Games, and 31 ~ R e y  all s o u ~ l h a v e  bess terrnk 
cnachns and manaosrs H Ihev'd had as chanca 

' 
say was mnlsss s d  seaale w i n  I& games, 

i mallng Allanta 30.13 and Tampa Bay 13-10 ~ n l h e  
u t l e  Supw B u m  

1976 was an excrllng yswr ~n NFLfeMbell Arm 
now, YOU mn re& ths snlm s e a m  *In our ' updwlsd charts for PAYDIRT 

: I1 you m)wBd Ins r e u ~ s m  ana stralegy 1n1he 
a l g lM l  PAYOIRT, yw' l l  be mzd a1 1 k  Imprwe- 
mena ws're maden  the uMatedvere~m A hoPl U 
rules nave w n  add&, such ea: two-minule 

... . 
with.lt;B ia i6m and i c c u i a w  of Snorts 

Chem or m e y  oraer ro Avrlon HI1 Gmm 
8111. ( ) A m m o  I 1 Master Chsrge ( I Vlsa 

A c w l m  NO 

lllllatrated Games aey gel the chance to m a n w  
thelrownteamsandplayera,lngmeswuerlngIhe 
entire range o l  sports Including pro and collegb 
football, baseball, Grand Prik aulo iacinp, basker- 
bull, t rMk  und field, cham lonshiv oll and 
thomu hbred horse raclng. f n d  wlth %LL:STAR 
REPLA! they lesrn how la w ~ n ,  wkth incislve 

k p l r a b n  Date 

* GENERAL BACK ISSUES 
On ly  a l im i t r d  number or GENERAL back MUcs arc sveilabk f o r$ ]  50 tach vlua normal  ~ l a g c  and The index M o w  liata the contcnta ofcach ~ S ~ U C  by B U ~ ~ C C L  rnalfer: tealure artic[esamdeslgnated withan(?. 

hand l~na  charges. Due  t o  l ow  s u p p k  rc rcqucst that you  ~pcc I t y  an al t t rnatc  for sny sclfftion you  make. acrm replays are i t a t b k d ,  and thc nurnbcrfollowiogeach issue is the reader w t l ng  ai Lhat parucular isam * 
VuI. 12, No. I - .1776. Anzlo, miscellaneous. Paneerbliie. Chncel lorwi l le .  P m  leader. Stalin- 

grad, Tactics 11 . . . 2.57 
Yol. 11, Na.3-'Arab bra& Wms-3.Srall&RuasianCsmpip.ThirdR~WarAt Sea. . . 3.17 

Vd. 12, No. 2 - '3 T o b r u 4  Pmwblrtr, Bulge, Blitrkriq. P a w r  Lcadcr. S t n l i w d  . . .3.10 
Vol. 14, No. 4 -*Victory i n l h c h i f - Z  S t a m  Th i r d  Reih. Richtofen'aWar,Jutland. 1976 . . .2 53 

Vd. 12 N0.3 -  lulla and. W#Irrlm, miscellnneoua. Th i r d  R e d ,  C h a n c e l l m d l e .  . . 3.96 
VoI. 14. No. 5 - *Squad Lcadcr-3, WS + XM. R u s i a n  Camp ign .  Midway, Stmahip T m o ~ ,  T&i 

Vd. 12, Nu, 6 - *Chanc~ I I o rd l c ,  WSblM,  W - U B ,  Panrcr  leader, Sidhgmd . .3.U 
R i c h  M i t d l a n e o u s  . . .2.77 

Vol. If Na 5 - ' O r i i  d WWII, Aplku Kwp., Chmnd lmeu i l k .  & m a f a  Legiom, WSBcIM, 
Vd. Id, No. 6--D-Day. Yictwy in 1ht PucIIlc, P m  L tad t r ,  Catpa& L c g i w  Tobruk. . . . 3.51 

Richthden's War, 177$ Pnnrcr &, midbmour . .  . 3.31 V& 15, No. l-*&upburg3. S& M r ,  StarahipTrooptPg. Rnsgi%n CBmpB@ , . .3.48 

YoL 14 No. 1 - 'hesar--Akia-5, Tbc Rasaian Wrnpaip. L u M e .  Th i r d  Rcich, Arab-Iaracli W m .  Vol. 15, No. 1 - *h Lcadcr,Stalingmd.Thkd Reich. D-Day, Ra i l  Baron V i c t m y l n f  he Pa~ i fw 
Afrika W P l ,  Pam Lcadu . . . 3.56 

Vd.14 No.2 - *King& -7, A k d r ,  Squad Leader. . . 327 



THE GENERAL 

blU: FEUDAL $10.00 

I Chess-style Medieval War Game ) 
1 

INSTRUCT1 ONS: Rsts  al+wtqorles by plsclml a 
numbw ranging from 1 through 9 in the ap- 
propriate spsce~ to the right 11 equating exml- 
lent: I-average: and B-terrible). EXCEPTION: 
Rete Item No. 10 in terms of rninutsg necessry 
w play game as recordsd in 1C-minuts Incre- 
mentp. EXAMPLE: L f  you've found that it takes 

! two and B half hours to  play FRANCE 1040. p u  
would g~w it a GAME LENGTH ratlng of "15." 

Participwe in these revlevvl only if you ara 
familiar with the gems In question. 

1. Physid lluality - 
2. Mapbrvl - 
3. hmponsbts - 
1. bse If Understading - 

I 5, knpl l tanors  of h l a s  - 
6. Play Brllato - 
1. R d i s m  - 
1. Esikmont hnl - 
9. O w d l  Valro - 
UI. Gme hn@h c. 

Thn w i e w  stwet may be cut out, phomwpied, 
or merely drawn on a psparars sheel of paper. 
Mail it to our 4517 Harford Road addrw with 
wur conten nnay or opponents wanted ad. Mark 
mch mrrespondenm to the m t i o n  of the R & 
0 D e p w t m .  

CONTEST NUMBER 85 
A l b  ACCI 

It is a crucial turn in a CRETE game. The German player has just 
captured Retimo Airfield but now he must hold onto it to "get something 
going" since he is bogged down at Heraklion and Malerne. It is the 
German player segment and the German player fully expecta an all-out 
attack on the Allied portion of the turn. If this were the seventh turn of an 
Advanced-level game of CRETE and you were the German player, what 
would you do, using ONLY the two German units pictured on the 
mapboard? Simply indicate your choice for a course of action below: 

1. Retreat towards Retimo. 
'J 2. Stand pat on the airfield and do nothing. 

3. Attack the units in hex A. 
4. Attack the units in hex B. 
5. Attack the units in hex C. 

17 6. None of the above. 

Contestants are limited to one entry. In the case of a tie, a drawing will 
be held to determine ten winners. 

Opponent Wanted 2 5 ~  
1. Want-ads will be acccpttd only when printed on this form or a Facsimile and must bt amompanied by a 
25u toktn lcc. No refunds. 
2. For Sale. Trade, or Wantod to Buy ads will k accepted only when dtaling whh collector's items (games 
no longcr available From AH) and are accompanied by a S1.00 token fee. 
3. Insert copy on lines provided(25 word mnximum)and print name,addressand phone number on the 
appropriate linea. 
4. PRINT-if illegible your ad will not be printed. 
5 .  So that as many ads can be printed aa possible within our hrnltd space we rquestthat you usr official 
statc abbre~ations aa wll a6 the game abbreviations listed below: 

Arab Israeli Wars = A I W  Afrika Korps : AIL; Alexander = Alcx: Anzio = Anq Assault on Crctc = A m ,  
k t t l e  d the  Bulge = BB; Blitzkrieg. Bliu: Caesar's Legions: CL; Caesar= CAE: Chancellorsvilla = Chan: 
DDay = DD: Diplomacy = Dip; Frunec 1940 = Frd0, Faae to Face = FTF; Gcttysburg= Get.64 or'77; 
Jutland =Jut: Kingmaker = KM: Kriegspiel = Kricg; Luftwaffe = LW: Midway = Mid; Napoleon = Nap: 
Origins of WWII = Orig; Panztrblitz= PB: Panzer Lmder-PL; Play by Mail. PBM; Richthofen's War= 
RW: 1776: Squad Lzeder = SL; Stalingrad = 'Grad; Starbhip Troopers = SST; Tactics I1 = Tac: The 
Russlan Cnrnpalgn = TRC: Third Reich = 3R: Tobmk = Tob; U-Boat = UB,Victoryin the Paufic= VITP: 
War at Sea = WAS: Waterlw = Wat; Woodtn Ships & Iron Men = WSIM. - 

Ten winning entries will receive certificates redeemable for free AH 
merchandise. To be valid an entry must be received prior to the mailing of 
the next GENERALand include a numerical ratinn for the issue as a whole 

NAME PHONE as well as list the best 3 articles. The solution will be announced in the next 
issue and the winners in the following issue. 

ISSUE AS A WHOLE:. . . . . . . . . .(Ratefrom 1 to 14 with I equating excellent. 10= terrible) 

ADDRESS 
h t  3 4n8clsr 

NAME 

f : ADDRESS 

CITY STATE-ZIP CITY S T A T E Z I P -  




